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Abstract
This thesis investigates how researchers can take advantage of the rapid
adoption of mobile technology that has brought with it transformations in
social and cultural practice; the expectations of what computers are, what
they can do, and the role of digital objects in everyday life.
In particular this thesis presents and discuses the use of new App Store
style software distribution methods to reduce the cost, in terms of researcher
time and hardware, of recruiting a large group of participants for a trial ‘in
the wild’ while increasing the potential diversity of users is becoming an
attractive option for researchers pursuing the ubicomp vision. It examines
the procedures for running large scale trials with the deployment of three
applications released to a combined user base of over 135,000 in such a
way as to keep the qualitative detail necessary to inform design while gain-
ing the diversity of users for claims of generalisability. More generally, it
discusses the results that can be expected from this ‘mass participation’
approach, and the ethical responsibilities they place upon researchers.
The contributions of this thesis for mobile HCI show that in large-scale
trials, relatively rich qualitative data can be collected along with substantial
quantitative data, and that a hybrid trial methodology combining a large-
scale deployment with a local trial can be a powerful tool in addressing
shortcomings of trials that are either solely local or solely global.
This thesis also contributes guidelines for researchers running large-scale
user trials that give consideration to the established research norms and
practices, in an attempt to strike a new balance between invasiveness and
utility.
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The growth in the popularity of smart mobile devices has been rising as
swiftly with their power and usability. In 2006 the number of mobile phones
shipped worldwide topped 1 billion [9] with 64 million of them smartphones
[14]. In 2011 the number of smartphones shipped was over 488 million,
including tablets this number rises to 551 million mobile networked devices
— 200 million more units than the combined global shipments of desktop,
laptop and netbook PCs [17].
Smartphone ownership had risen to 42% of mobile subscribers in the USA
and 44% in Western Europe by the end of 2011 with the UK and Spain
above 50%, and is set to continue increasing [200].
While still not the predominant type of handset globally, with the number
of smartphones shipped forecast to reach 1 billion units annually by 2016
[15] it can be seen that smartphones have been adopted into mainstream
use and are no longer the solely for the highly technically competent or the
early adopters.
During this time the ease with which end users can find and install new
software has increased with mobile ‘app stores’ allowing software to be dis-
covered, installed and reviewed without needing access to a PC. This has
not only influenced the type of application being developed for smartphones,
with the relatively low price points of mobile applications — or ‘apps’ as they
have come to be known — leading to consumers devaluing apps and cre-
ating a ‘throw away’ app culture [40], but has also built demand to create
a global app market across multiple platforms that, for 2011, consisted of
over 1 million applications, 30 billion downloads and US$6 billion in rev-
enues [238].
1.1. Research Context 2
This rapid adoption of mobile technology has brought with it transforma-
tions in social and cultural practice; the expectations of what computers
are, what they can do, and the role of digital objects in everyday life have
evolved considerably [72], leading many researchers in ubiquitous comput-
ing to voice the opinion that the mobile phone should be the primary plat-
form for deploying new information services [217, 190].
Mobile applications and services were integral to Weiser’s vision of ubiqui-
tous computing (ubicomp) as first outlined in the scenario of Sal’s computer
supported weekday [246]. However, Weiser envisaged computation disap-
pearing into the walls and furniture with interaction achieved through a
variety of dumb or semi-dumb devices. The wealth of storage, bandwidth
and processing power that has found its way into our pockets today is open-
ing the door to aspects of that initial vision with a less dramatic change in
infrastructure than was initially thought.
Using the new App Store style software distribution methods to reduce the
cost, in terms of hardware, of recruiting a large group of participants for a
trial ‘in the wild’ while increasing the potential diversity of users is becoming
an attractive option for researchers pursuing this vision.
1.1 Research Context
The research presented here has been done within the Social, Ubiquitous
and Mobile research group at the University of Glasgow as part of the Con-
textual Software1 project and in collaboration with the Designing the Aug-
mented Stadium2 project.
The Contextual Software project’s aims were to make user experience, de-
sign and evaluation in ubiquitous computing more integrated and syner-
gistic than before and in doing so address two key problems in ubicomp:
adaptation and evaluation.
This goal was achieved by building and trialling systems using Mobile Ad
Hoc Networks (MANET) in collaboration with the EU Haggle project [192]
and software component infrastructures to support swift adaptation, treat-
ing developers, evaluators and users as collaborators in the ongoing process
of increasing the software’s fit with the context of the user.
1EPSRC, EP/F035586/1, June 2008 – Dec 2011, £869K
2EPSRC, EP/E04848X/1, Oct 2007 – Mar 2010, £532K
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Headed by Matthew Chalmers, the Contextual Software project employed
five RAs: Marek Bell, Malcolm Hall, Alistair Morrison, Stuart Reeves and
Scott Sherwood, and two PhD students, Owain Brown and the author.
The Designing the Augmented Stadium project was based around the con-
cept of a new form of stadium that connects spectators, the game being
watched and those watching at home. This project combined ethnographic
studies with the design, building and trial of prototype systems. The ethno-
graphic component explored in depth the nature of sport spectating and
participation, documenting a new area for technology design. Design con-
cepts drawn from the studies had the aim to experiment with a role for sta-
diums not simply as containers of spectators, but as an augmented environ-
ment that support the active participation of spectators in making watching
games an enjoyable, sociable and valuable experience. These concepts were
built and tested in with spectators, at a host of live events both in the sta-
diums and in other venues where fans were socially enjoying the act of
spectating.
As the investigation into developing systems to support spectators contin-
ued, the size of spectator groups led the research towards supporting more
and more spectators as participants in an attempt to enhance these wide,
varied and complex social events. This led development in two directions.
The first of which was to develop systems which afforded interaction from
large numbers of users at once.
This resulted in the development of the Digital Flag [173], a bluetooth and
GPS enabled artefact that a lead supporter would carry during the pre-
match buildup, into the stadium, then to the post-match celebrations or
commiserations. This device not only scanned for bluetooth devices to gen-
erate density maps of crowds, later versions allowed supporters to send
images and text messages to the device which would be opportunistically
uploaded and shared with other fans online.
In the other direction there was an attempt to put new affordances into the
hands of more spectators, done with the development and distribution of the
application FanPhoto [42]. This application allowed groups of fans to share
a communal bank of photos to which any of them could post comments or
add new images.
Deployed to 4 different groups of local participants in trials running 2 and
4 weeks, these 20 participants where each supposed to be given one of 10
project iPhones. But at that time the quickly rising popularity of the iPhone
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made them difficult to get hold of, only two were able to be bought at any
one time with a long lead time on delivery and a proscription on overlapping
orders.
However that same popularity began to turn into an opportunity as mem-
bers of the prospective participant groups started to take delivery of their
own iPhones, allowing the software to be deployed and the trial to start
earlier than had been feared possible.
This experience made an impact on the proposed work-plan for the newly
starting Contextual Software project.
One goal of the project was to help make systems more adaptable, seen as
crucial to ubicomp’s progress because contexts, needs and uses are often
more dynamic and subtle than any designers’ predictions can fully encom-
pass when, for example, mobile users are interacting in the uncontrolled
environment of city streets.
It was recognised that it is prohibitively difficult for evaluators to be with
users all the time in their everyday lives, observing and recording where
they go, what they do, and their interaction with people nearby and – via
networked mobile devices, for example – other people in quite different con-
texts. Another goal of the project was to develop practices and procedures
to allow evaluation of software in those uncontrolled environments and to
understand users’ changing contexts and uses in a manner both practical
for the researcher and valuable in the timely design of new components or
configurations.
A final goal of this project was to demonstrate that software developed using
a component infrastructure and supported by evaluation of its changing
use and the user’s changing situation would be able to adapt to a user’s
context and better provide for their needs. The plan was to demonstrate
this within a number of user trials conducted in the same manner as those
of FanPhoto, lending participants iPhones for a number of weeks at a time.
However with more and more of the devices being used within the group for
research finding their way into the pockets and purses of those that had
been seen before as potential trial participants, the opportunity to recruit
them all presented itself.
With a potentially much larger number of participants, the number of dif-
ferent identifiable contexts available to study would increase, as would the
number of users in the most popular — potentially leading to more data and
a greater understanding of those contexts into which the software was to be
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adapted to fit.
Many of the same problems for evaluators identified for the originally planned
trials would still need to be faced using participants recruited from the App
Store, such as the challenge of understanding a context of use and a user’s
intention without direct observation.
New challenges, both ethical and motivational, presented themselves with
respect to the lack of a researcher-participant relationship. However, the
perceived benefits of greater generalisability and a better understanding of
the nature of contextual adaptation caught the imagination of the group.
The first question that had to be addressed was how, and indeed if the
quantitative and qualitative data collected from a remote participant set
could give enough information to drive the generation of new components
and the adaption of the software, in an inclusive way we call ‘mass partici-
pation’.
Conducting a large scale, mass participation user trial did not preclude
subsequent, or simultaneous trials with a local participant set. This begged
the question of whether the increased cost, in data plans for trial devices
and in researcher time, of conducting a pair of trials side-by-side would
provide a worthwhile return in terms of actionable understanding of use
and context.
The responsibilities of the researcher towards their participants in this type
of trial was also undefined. The opportunity presents itself for detailed, long
term logging of user activity leading to a modelling of participants’ current
context to a fidelity possibly greater than they would be willing to actively
share. With the way that the information is collected and transferred given
to the researcher is much less apparent than in traditional internet medi-
ated research, this combined with the erosion of the traditional researcher
participant relationship built up through recruitment, briefings and inter-
views raises many ethical questions.
However this wide range of unknowns was able to be distilled to the two
research questions that follow:
RQ1: Can qualitative and quantitative data be effectively collected,
analysed and fed back into the redesign process from a large scale
user trial?
RQ2: What ethical issues arise in the approach to answer RQ1, and
what ethical guidelines should such research follow?
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These questions are used to structure and show the relevance of the re-
search contributions of the thesis.
The first question encapsulates issues related to practical — often techno-
logical — aspects of the design and evaluation of large scale ubicomp trials.
The second question encapsulates overarching ethical concerns that should
also lead to practical action by designers and evaluators, but which are dis-
cussed separately in this thesis. This apparent partition is done for presen-
tational and discursive reasons, rather than to suggest that the method-
ological issues and concerns related to each of these questions are cleanly
distinct or independent.
1.2 Thesis Structure
Following this introduction the Background chapter (Chapter 2) describes
the movement of mobile user trials from the lab to the app store (§2.1 &
§2.2), the use of games as a research vehicle (§2.3), and discusses the use
of ethnography, ethnomethodology and activity theory to methodologically
ground user studies in this area (§2.4).
Chapter 3 describes the environment in which the applications in subse-
quent chapters were released, with an exploration of the processes and
consequences of releasing through the traditional app store or through a
third party repository.
Chapter 4 covers the release of the mobile location based game Hungry
Yoshi, and the processes and features built into the design and evaluation
of the software to allow researchers access to higher fidelity qualitative data
than would be possible when relying on usage logs and store-based reviews
alone.
Following on from this, Chapter 5 examines running a hybrid trial – con-
currently investigating a local participant group in a traditional manner
and using them to inform, and be informed by the global remote participant
group.
The ethical challenges faced by researchers when running such trials are
explored in Chapter 6. Problems arise when the traditional dialogue be-
tween researcher and participant that negotiates understanding of the na-
ture and purpose of the trial is replaced with online or in-application pre-
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sentations of text. The nature of these problems and possible steps that re-
searchers can take to mitigate any potential ethical conflicts are discussed.
The final chapter summarises the findings of the intermediate chapters,
shows their relation to the research questions above and outlines areas for
further research.
1.3 Division of Labour
The systems and trial described in Chapter 3 were primarily created and
conducted by the author with assistance from Alistair Morrison.
The re-implementation of Hungry Yoshi for iOS described in Chapter 4 was
led by the author with input from Alistair Morrison, Marek Bell, Malcolm
Hall and Owain Brown. The trial was run by the author and Alistair Morri-
son with assistance from Owain Brown.
The initial pilot study conducted in Chapter 5 was conducted by Stewart
Reeves and Scott Sherwood with assistance from the author in both the im-
plementation of the system and the group interviews. The implementation
of the release version, including the additional peer to peer functionality,
and the trial were conducted by the author, Alistair Morrison and Scott
Sherwood.
The ethics workshop proposal was drafted and coordinated by the author.
The workshop was ran by the author, Henreiette Cramer and Wendy Mackay.




In this chapter there are several areas of background work that will be
explored. In the first section, the tradition of user trials in HCI and CSCW
will be charted, explaining the move that current research has taken into
the large-scale user trials examined in §2.2. As noted in the introduction
this field is in its infancy, with the work covered in Chapter 4 being based
on one of the very first publications in the area. The work gathered in this
chapter may seem fragmented simply because it is a collection of exploratory
‘first steps’ into this field by researchers from many different backgrounds.
§2.3 explores the use of games, specifically mobile games, as vehicles for
research into topics other than games and gaming. This section covers the
properties that enhance the researchers’ opportunities, such as engineering
engagement and participation being a reward in itself as well as those that
can work against the researcher like raised expectation of participants and
the difficulties of designing a compelling game mechanic.
§2.4 begins by charting the birth of ethnography, how it is carried out
within HCI and the issues around the adaptation of these methods to suit
large-scale trials. There is then a consideration of the merits of using eth-
nomethodology, cultural historical activity theory or a combination of the
two in the interpretation and analysis of the data collected from large scale
trials in order to inform future research and feed back into design.
2.1 The Evolution of User Trials
As computation has moved into more and more areas of people’s lives, trials
to understand the use and usability of these devices have followed – even
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into the most hostile environments, such as burning buildings [65].
Evaluation of the use of ubiquitous or mobile computing systems has, as
recommended by [1], continuously expanded in scope to encompass con-
ducting evaluations outside of the laboratory and in the wider world, with
all the complexities and challenges that brings. There have been arguments
against the utility and cost-effectiveness of this move where there is a pos-
sibility to construct a more ‘life-like’ laboratory setting that incorporates
the important aspects of context and mobility as identified by thorough
field work prior to designing any system under investigation [143]. How-
ever when there is a desire to understand how novel pervasive technologies
are appropriated in real world settings, and where the level of mobility is
greater than a laboratory setting can comfortably contain in-situ, or ‘wild’,
studies can add great value [211].
In contrast to the lab-based environment of more traditional studies, it has
been argued that experiments carried out in situ in this manner can help
evaluators gain insight into how people fit systems into their existing prac-
tices and contexts of use, and how people change their contexts and prac-
tices to accommodate or take advantage of new systems.
A great deal of data can be gathered from creating ‘lifelike’ situations within
the lab to evaluate systems, such as at NCR [35] where the lab was made
to resemble an office workplace or NTNU [221] where the researchers spent
time simulating a hospital environment for the testing of a patient record
system. This method is widely used to gain high fidelity data on usage and
usability, with usability labs available for rent to companies in major cities
around the world from companies such as Cimex1 and in use in a number
of universities, however as the behaviour of new mobile systems incorporate
more and more contextual and social cues these laboratories can begin to
constrain the user.
Another tactic was taken by research institutes such as Xerox PARC —
here the lab was expanded to encompass the office environment of the
researchers working there and the technology distributed and embedded
throughout. This gave the opportunity to observe use on a larger scale, both
spatially and temporally, and in the more ‘wild’ environment of a working
office environment without the costs of supporting an offsite deployment in
a less technically tolerant environment. With this move necessarily came
a loosening of the researchers’ control of the environment in which the re-
1www.cimex.com
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search took place.
With the release of more powerful hand held devices like the iPaq and the
Nokia N70, researchers were able to move their trials out of the laboratory
and into ‘wild’ environments prepared in advance with the infrastructure
necessary, such as data connectivity and recording devices as in REXplorer
[20], George Square [41], Voices of Oakland [74] or Treasure [50].
As the devices became less expensive and more user-friendly, the opportu-
nity presented itself to give users more time to adjust to the new technolo-
gies presented to them by researchers such as Feeding Yoshi [29] which
gave the users 3 weeks to use the devices and Mopix [155] in which the 10
devices were left in situ for 2 months.
While this approach has its benefits, the staging of ubicomp and mobile
system trials in this way can give rise to a number of practical issues that
inhibit evaluators’ ability to draw substantive conclusions on system use.
For example, many trials involve providing each participant with a mobile
device on which to run the system under investigation. This in itself can
introduce biases into the trial: participants are dealing with a device with
which they are not familiar, and there will likely be a period of familiarisa-
tion during which they might not use the new technology as naturally, or
with the same degree of skill, as more experienced users. Merely having to
carry around an extra device during a long-term trial might have an effect
on some participants — it is likely that they will already be carrying mobile
phones and perhaps also cameras, so the obligation to carry around addi-
tional hardware might affect participants’ perceptions of the system, or they
may simply not always carry the trial device around or use it as much as
experimenters hope or expect. Trials such as that of the system MoMENTus
[152] used users’ own devices with local deployments to raise the number
or participants to 43 over one week and would have avoided this problem.
Another limiting factor that arises when providing participants with hard-
ware on which to run a system under investigation is the number of devices
that can be supplied, and therefore the number of participants available
for the trial. Most research projects have a specific budget for trial hard-
ware, but this rarely stretches to pay for thousands or even hundreds of
devices such as smartphones, and so the size of experiment that can be
conducted is necessarily limited to a relatively small number, e.g. 10-20.
Such hardware may be shared by several experiments in the same project,
or in several projects, and this may create pressure to keep trials short so
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that different experiments can take place.
Furthermore, if participants are supplied with devices by researchers, it is
common practice to recruit these users from the researchers’ local area.
Many university-based research teams will use student volunteers as par-
ticipants, for example, or other participants who reply to adverts placed
around the campus. Although many interesting findings are of course pos-
sible from such a user-base, an evaluator could not realistically extrapolate
these insights into conclusive statements in a global sense; how a group of
university undergraduates adopt a particular technology may not be typi-
cal of the wider community in the same urban area, and communities in
a different continent may be even more different. So, not only does a local
participant set give rise to the dangers of basing findings on a very narrow
subset of a technology’s potential user-base, it also leaves no possibility
for studying cultural differences by comparing many geographically distant
groups of users.
2.2 Large Scale Studies
With the aforementioned sudden and ever increasing market penetration of
smartphones and tablets, incorporating many of the esoteric sensors seen
only a handful of years ago in nothing but lab-built devices as used in [149]
or low-volume off-the-shelf research hardware such as the SHAKE [122],
researchers have been able to increase the numerical and geo-cultural scale
of their trials to levels unattainable by conventional means.
Some applications were released to explore what to expect when releasing
applications, for research or otherwise, through these app stores in the
manner of ZooEscape and Packer, discussed in Chapter 3.
Riccamboni et al. released 5 localised botanical identification apps [207]
for iOS covering different locations: two countries, a geographical region, a
nature reserve and a botanical garden. The apps covered different prices
points, from free to AC10 to determine the interest and the market for such
reference applications. They found that for the highly localised applications
the demand was small, unless the app was free in which case users from
outside the area would browse the application. The nation wide keys for
identifying flora and fauna had high demand irrespective of the price. No
analysis was done beyond counting the number of purchases per applica-
tion.
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In [242] a free, commercially developed application for a leading Swiss in-
surance firm was used to deploy logging that allowed the researchers to
examine the location accuracy of iOS devices. Using 2,289 location logs
gathered in a four month period in 2010, they were able to compare the
accuracy of the location data returned by two generations of iPhone, iPod
Touch and the initial release of the iPad. The researchers were able to show
that the later generation iPhone 3GS gave a lower accuracy in urban areas
than its predecessor the iPhone 3G.
Other research applications have been released to a wide audience without
taking full advantage of the number of users they attracted to deepen the
understanding or widen the scope of their conclusions.
One of the earliest large-scale deployments of a ubicomp application was
Mogi Mogi [153]. This location-based mobile multiplayer game was re-
leased commercially in Japan, and in 2004 had roughly 1000 active players.
The distribution was done through a corporate partnership with the mo-
bile phone carrier KDDI in Japan and growth relied upon word of mouth,
and the biannual month-long no-cost promotions that the carrier ran to in-
crease uptake of many of the applications they offered. The application cost
U210 per month to play, not including data costs. The presented analysis
is based the interviews and log data of ten players who were selected to fit
within the demographic spread of the overall user population. This method
afforded rich detail of the ways that the game fit into their urban contexts
and lifestyles of players, based on months of game play and social interac-
tions between players within the chat function of the game. However the
large number of users was not leveraged to inform the analysis as it is pre-
sented in [153] beyond informing whom to recruit for interviews.
Shapewriter [254] was released, very soon after the Apple App Store was
launched, to test a novel form of text input. While the focus of the paper
is on the reviews written by end users about the software, the approval
delay for submitting to the App Store is mentioned, as is a link between
a positive blog entry on Time’s website and the number of downloads they
achieved, peaking at 30,000 per day. However the reported analysis focuses
solely on the 556 reviews left by users on the App Store and doesn’t fully
take advantage of the high user numbers they achieved by, for example,
statistical analysis of system log data and/or in-depth interviews with users.
Museek [146] is a music player, released on Android, to analyse and ar-
range a user’s music library by similarity. The evaluation was based upon
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quantitative data gathered from 128 highly engaged users. As the algo-
rithm takes time to learn about the preferences and collection of a user
the majority of users who browsed the application were not useful subjects.
Qualitative data was collected from the reviews posted on the store to back
up the claim that as 64% of the use of the heavy users took advantage of
the app’s content derived playlists, those features were “very accepted” by
users. The validity of using voluntary, public comments to explain the use
of the most engaged users without any correlation between the users that
provided feedback and the those that provided data is not discussed.
Text Text Revolution [212], is a game that helps users improve their typing
on mobile touchscreen keyboards by providing targeting practice, highlight-
ing areas for improvement, and generating targeted training data while they
are playing the game. Although released through the Android store and
downloaded more than 25,000 times the effectiveness of the application in
improving typing skill was only evaluated using six local participants, the
release and download statistics are used only to verify that the game is
engaging – and therefor could, in future work, be used to provide data to
inform a predictive key-resizing algorithm for use at a large scale.
Mirage Money [95] was released on Symbian phones, testing the use of
accelerometers to detect tilt as input to a 3D game. Although released
in 2008, before Symbian’s app store launched in 2009 [138], it achieved
10,000 downloads by being distributed to a number of freeware websites.
Despite the large number of users, the only publication of an analysis of
this system [52] is based upon a local trial with 11 observed and inter-
viewed participants and focused upon the ease and ‘fun’ of the interaction
technique and the game itself.
Ocarina [245] is an iPhone-based instrument allowing users to play music
and listen to others playing around the world. This highly polished applica-
tion focused upon the novel interaction of blowing on the device, while the
accelerometer and the position of the fingers upon the virtual keys manip-
ulated the tone. It was also released very soon after the Apple App Store
was launched and quickly gained over a million users with 20 million snip-
pets of music shared. Detailed analysis of the use or distribution was not
the focus of this release. Rather, the number of users was used to rein-
force the claims that the application provided a compelling and expressive
music-making experience, that identity is not crucial to building a com-
munity, and that with the right approach and application it is possible to
create a global community ‘overnight’ and encourage a large population to
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engage in expressive music making. The Stanford Mobile Phone Orchestra
has since moved away from large deployments towards performance based
studies [184] before adding credence to such claims.
Walk’n’Play [44] measured the amount of calories burnt by a user by deter-
mining the number of steps taken using the accelerometer on the iPhone
combined with several self reported variables that allowed the calculation
of a Body Mass Index. With 6,000 users out of 8,000 showing continued
engagement, it proved to be an incredibly ‘sticky’ application in compari-
son to the others discussed here. While the publication does not directly
take advantage of the number of users the authors state the intention to
explore using the usage data collected to inform interventions with the goal
of increasing the health of their participants.
Using a global release to gain a large number of users from whom enough
data on the use of the application can be gathered and analysed to find,
prove or disprove hypotheses has been a popular mode of research in this
area.
In 2008, Nokia Research Centre released Friend View, a “location-enhanced
microblogging application and service” [54] via Nokia’s Beta Labs. The au-
thors report on statistical analysis of social network patterns based on
anonymised log data representing 80 days’ use by 7000 users. In the
analysis of this trial the volume of data was used to examine the type and
frequency of user activity with respect to the structure of their friend net-
work.
Product Empire [43] is a social network game that motivates users to scan
barcodes, enter corresponding product information, such as product name,
brand, category and to upload a picture of the product. The are also re-
quested to verify other users’ uploads. This Android application was re-
leased in 2010 and, within 17 days, 244 users generated more than 990
product descriptions and cross-checked product data 1230 times. The
quantitative analysis of Product Empire focused upon aggregate data of the
types of products scanned, the number of interactions performed and the lo-
cation of the users. Qualitative data was collected from 15 store-submitted
reviews, an email feedback form used for suggesting updates to the game
and, the researchers manually scouring the Facebook accounts of top users
for publicly available data. They note that by requiring users to log in using
Facebook their accountability was increased to the point where less than 1%
of product descriptions that were entered were deliberately wrong. However
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this may have been an artefact of the game mechanic rewarding ‘correct’
information through the verification procedure.
My2Cents [134] is a mobile application for reading and sharing comments
and ratings on retail products by scanning their barcodes on a mobile de-
vice. Initially released for Android, an iOS version was made available for
download shortly afterwords2 and the cross-platform system had gathered
2656 comments on 1640 products by May 2012. The initial publication
focuses on 1122 active installations of the Android version, looking at the
aggregate data on the scanning of, and commenting on products by users.
The qualitative analysis of the 16 reviews the application received in the
store was used to base the conclusion that the application needed polish
in its interaction design, aesthetic, user motivation and reliability to build
a large community of users. However, the authors note that planned steps
include more detailed user studies to evaluate the app.
Bargain Finder [133] is an Android utility application released by Comparis,
a national provider for price comparison of services and products in Switzer-
land. The application allows the user to see a list of current top bargains
for local retailers ordered by the percentage of potential saving. The team
that produced My2Cents negotiated access to six months of usage logs cov-
ering more than 33,000 users, making over 1.6 million geo-located requests
for product information. They used web usage mining processes and the
Knime3 analytics software to analyse user sessions, with the variety of the
interactions providing a ‘focus’ metric and highlighting different patterns of
use between app browsers and heavy users. They conclude that this ap-
proach holds “little value for research” as they were unable to analyse the
determinants for using the app and the effects on shopping behaviour. The
authors suggest expanding the information logged and combining it with
survey data to provide a clearer picture of the use of the application.
Twiphone [98] is an application for Android mobile phones which shares a
user’s call logs and text messages on Twitter. The 2700 downloads in less
than two weeks equated to an active installations count of 372 at the time
of publication, with 316 users sharing at least one communication and 22
sharing at least one communication every two days. The analysis looked at
what was shared by, and to, whom. However, the authors note that in order
to gain an understanding of why users share, and how acceptable this is to
the wider community, they plan to perform qualitative interviews.
2www.my2cents.mobi
3www.knime.org
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Halos [112, 116] compared visualisation techniques for off-screen objects
using a release on the Android Marketplace to conduct a ‘controlled’ ex-
periment comparing three conditions, exploring how this type of trial and
deployment can be used to complement traditional lab based HCI experi-
ments. This application was released in April 2010 and within 10 weeks
had recorded over 5,000 installations, with useable data being returned
from 3,934 users. They also note that this application was run on 40 dif-
ferent devices with varying versions of the mobile operating system — as,
for most users, upgrades to the Android operating system are initiated by
the mobile carrier at its discretion. In this trial, the large number of users
was used to compare the performance of the three different conditions on
two different mobile devices. The authors note that one needs a large data
set for each condition to smooth the problems with running such an exper-
iment without being able to control the environment or ensure that users
complete the task properly. This caused the authors to discard the data
received from 38 of the 40 device types they encountered due to the low
number of data points.
PocketNavigator [197] is a navigation application that gives coded vibrations
as the user reaches a waypoint to indicate which direction should be taken
at the next turn. During the release of PocketNavigator, published shortly
after the study of Hungry Yoshi discussed in Chapter 4, the authors iden-
tified similar issues with recruiting users in competition with commercial
applications, analysing the data, and the issues with experimental validity.
World Cupinion [213] was an Android application released and evaluated
alongside the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa, as was the World Cup
Predictor application discussed in Chapter 5. World Cupinion allowed users
watching a live football match to share one of nine emoticons relating to the
refereeing decisions on the pitch and their enjoyment of the action. The
number of presses each button received by co-supporters and those sup-
porting the opposition was displayed to the users. A web based version
was also available which accounted for 29% of the 925 users seen over the
64 matches in the World Cup. Use location and the buttons pressed were
logged for analysis. This was enhanced by an optional survey on their view-
ing habits around football and the application, which 46 users participated
in. The timing of usage during a proportion of matches was mapped to the
timed updates from online sports feeds to show that the audience saw the
same events as important as the professional commentators did, although
the influence of them listening to commentators while they used the ap-
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plication was not discussed. It is noted that while the conclusion is that
users felt more connected to other fans and had more fun using the ap-
plication than they would have otherwise, the self-selection nature of the
post-experiment questionnaire where users who did not like the applica-
tion would simply delete it and never be presented with the survey makes it
harder to claim generalisability.
Hit-It [117] was used as a delivery mechanism to put six different trials into
the hands of end users, and shows the research benefits that can be gained
by culturing a strong user-base. This is a game where users tap moving
targets as quickly and as accurately as they can. The validity of Fitts’ Law
for mobile touch screens [114] was tested across 992 users on a 4.0in touch
screen device and found to give implausibly high indexes of performance (IP)
with weak correlation of the data. In order to test the hypothesis that this
was due to the small size of the screen meaning that the user only had to
move their finger as opposed to their whole hand the calculations were also
carried out using data from 352 users of a 7.0in tablet device but this still
resulted in high IP and low correlation leading to the conclusion that Fitts’
Law is not a good model for this task.
The data from Hit-It was also analysed to determine the error rates for dif-
ferent target sizes and screen locations [117]. The amount of data enabled
meant that they were able to show that touch positions are systematically
skewed. In a follow up experiment in the same paper, a compensation func-
tion that shifts the users’ touches to reduce the amount of errors was de-
rived from the data and evaluated by publishing an update of the game.
This experiment reported that from the 15,326,444 touch events collected
from 12,201 installations the function reduced the error rate by 7.79%.
The effects that different forms of tactile feedback had on error rates was
also explored [113]. By giving 27,102 different users different conditions on
when the phone vibrated, every touch, correct touches, incorrect touches
and never, is was shown that users were fastest when the phone only vi-
brated if a target was hit, but made the least errors when the phone only
vibrated when a target was missed. It was seen to be better to provide no
feedback than to vibrate whenever the screen was touched.
Updates were also published for Hit-It to determine how best to ask the
users for consent to take part in the study with the aim to gain the most
participants [195]. In this experiment, users were randomly given one of
four different styles of confirmation dialog and the number of affirmative
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responses counted. Unsurprisingly the dialog with only an affirmative but-
ton, the alternative being to quit out of the application, gained the highest
percentage of positive responses but what was of interest was that 13% of
users quit the application when presented with the dialog. A pre-checked
dialog box vs. one that had to be tapped to confirm assent gave starkly
different results of 57% acceptance against only 7% where the extra user
input was required. While this is interesting, it does not address the prob-
lem of ensuring that the users understand the agreement they are entering
into with the researcher, detailed in Chapter 6.
By combining the data regarding the times at which Hit-It was installed and
run across all 157,438 recorded users with the recording of 24,647 game
releases across 8 categories in a three month period [115] a peak in user
activity that coincided with a drop in the rate that games are released was
seen on Sunday evenings. This suggests that the greatest visibility on the
‘new’ list of the store, and a consequently greater number of downloads
would be achieved by publishing then.
A third use of such mass-deployments of research applications has been to
gain data of smartphone use out-with the application, by installing back-
ground loggers on participants’ devices, for example.
One of the most long-term deployments of such a mobile research applica-
tions is Cenceme [46, 171, 172], an application that uses context sensing
to automatically update social networking sites with each user’s current
activity. Initially developed for the Nokia N95 and trialled among 30 lo-
cally based participants, the software was then ported to the iPhone and re-
leased in July 2008 when the App Store was first launched. Cenceme went
through cycles of deployment, use and refinement based upon the feedback
gathered via email and through an app specific discussion board. Here it
was noted that the university’s ethical review board required them to add
a second, more explicit notification to the users of their participation. The
contrast to the notification that required the user to quit the app to decline,
as was released with versions of Tap-It [195], shows the vast range of eth-
ical guidelines and regulations across research institutions, and highlights
the need for discussion and consolidation of these throughout the research
community using such trials.
AppAware [96, 97] allows users to share, via existing social networks or
within the application itself, location-tagged information as to which appli-
cations they are installing, removing or updating. In doing so, users are able
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to explore applications popular in their current location. AppAware was re-
leased for free on the Android Marketplace and from 24,000 users recorded
more than 1,400,000 installations, updates and deletions of 18,740 third
party applications. AppAware calculates a rating for an app based on the
assumption that if a user uninstalls an app, they don’t like it. These ratings
were mapped against the user star ratings given on the store and it was
shown that ratings in the store were skewed to the higher end of the scale.
It was also proposed that the software provides more accurate ratings where
the number of downloads is low.
Appazaar [38] is similar to AppAware in that it detects users’ app usage and
location to recommend applications that may be of interest. With data of use
from over 4,100 devices they detected over 22,000 different applications in
use and examined the average amount of use of each category of application
experienced, the time of day it was used and the number of apps used in a
session. They found that users spent almost an hour a day using apps but
less than 72 seconds with an app at a time.
AppJoy [253] is yet another Android based app recommender system de-
signed for casual discovery of interesting applications. With 4,600 users,
its recommendations were followed in 5% of cases, but where they were fol-
lowed it predicted the users usage with more than 80% accuracy. While
AppJoy also stores the locations of use, it has yet to incorporate this data
into the recommendation algorithm.
Energy consumption and charging behaviour on mobile phones has also
been investigated using large scale deployments of logging applications.
Falaki et. al. [83] provided 33 Android devices and 222 Windows Mobile
devices to participants with unlimited talk time and data for the course
of their investigation of smartphone network and energy usage. While not
distributed in the same manner as the other trials mentioned here, and in-
curring a significantly higher cost, the scale of this research is comparable.
Oliver [187] released a logger to investigate how users interact with and
consume energy on their portable devices via the Blackberry distribution
system, with 20,100 users providing over 1150 years of cumulative data,
and was able to use this dataset to build an Energy Emulation Toolkit that
allows developers to evaluate the energy consumption requirements of their
applications against real users energy traces [188].
OverCharged [85] gave users information on their devices current battery
level, for how long the phone had been running on battery and other mis-
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cellaneous information, such as temperature and voltage. Logs of battery
use were collected over a four week period of use by the 4,035 users who
opted to give anonymous statistics out of the 17,000 people using the ap-
plication at the time the study was conducted. This data was analysed to
determine common charging patterns, and calculate the optimal scheduling
of battery intensive tasks such as uploading large amounts of log data to a
server.
Several ubicomp projects have featured data collected from large numbers
of people via mass-scale sensing without deploying mobile phone software.
An example is the Cityware project [189], which collected data from scans
of Bluetooth devices detectable by static recording equipment at various lo-
cations around a city in order to measure densities and flows of people in
particular urban areas, which in turn were to be used in architecturally
based models of those areas. In a related theme, abstractions similar to
those of the Cityware work but at an even larger scale were shown in [203],
which involved the generation of coarse-grained city-scale maps of people’s
density based on concentrations of mobile phone signals sampled from GSM
infrastructure.
The trials above that used the large scale of their deployments for research
did so by, in general, gathering enough data from enough participants to
draw statistically based conclusions avoiding the danger of local biases
present in gathering enough data in a traditional manner. Most directly
mention the greater confidence in the generalisability of the conclusions
drawn based on the number of data points used.
Investigation into the actions and motivations of users was only shown to
be done in the trial of WorldCupinion [213]. However, limitations in the col-
lected qualitative data, such as the self-selected nature of the participants
taking part in the post-trial surveys and the inability to contact users that
didn’t like and uninstalled the game, were identified.
In HCI research there is a tradition of employing usability labs and formal
experiments to isolate variables and control for effects [2, 127]. In many
cases these approaches offer the best method to answer the research ques-
tions posed, however there are a number of areas where moving beyond the
lab is desirable in the pursuit of valid results. The systems described above
where the research falls into one of the areas in the following list would
not have provided the results they have had the researchers chose to study
their system in a lab or a semi-scripted living-lab environment [201].
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• Aspects that develop over time, e.g. adaptation.
• Systems requiring long term usage and habituation.
• Natural usage patterns.
• Interaction in and with context, e.g. location-based services.
The benefit of having large numbers of users using a mobile system lies
in how ingrained mobile usage has become into our everyday lives [123],
by changing, augmenting or simply monitoring an artefact through which
so much of a person’s life is organised and recorded researchers have the
opportunity to understand in more depth than before, and across a greater
demographic spread than before, how the technological impacts the social.
While there have been attempts to move traditionally lab based studies from
the lab into the lounge, the benefits of doing so to gain large numbers of trial
participants has yet to be shown to outweigh the increased costs, increased
complexity of analysis and reduced confidence in the gathered data. Henze
et. al.’s work with Hit-it to collect target acquisition data would generally
be done in a lab setting in order to reduce confounding variables. While
the touch correction matrix generated from this large data set was shown
to improve the accuracy of users, it was not compared against a matrix
generated from a small number local participants or a matrix generated
from a small, random sample of the global users.
Until more research has been done to compare the utility of lab based stud-
ies with conducting such experiments out-with a controlled environment,
large scale trials of this type of research will continuously have to justify
the quest for large numbers of users.
This is still, however, an area ripe for research: the investigation of methods
to gain reliable, detailed and cost-effective qualitative data from remote par-
ticipants to allow greater understanding of the large volumes of quantitative
data available to harvest.
2.3 Using games as a research vehicle
In choosing to develop mobile games as vehicles for research, the choice
is also made to embrace the freedom to design game rules, goals and in-
teractions in ways that exploit and evaluate features of whatever is under
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investigation, be that a new interaction technique or the altering of tradi-
tional social communication boundaries.
Play is one way to learn and experiment with negotiating our cultural norms,
modes of interaction and societal boundaries [121]. By its very nature this
experimentation involves mutually negotiated and dynamic rules and rela-
tionships. Indeed it can be said that it is this dynamism which provides the
fun [145].
This means that research exploring dynamic, negotiated systems would, if
using games as its medium, allow the participants in the experiments to
use all the built up knowledge they have regarding the social and practical
expectations of play. Experienced game masters know that “If it is the right
time, we can change anything.” [64] but, conversely, those designing the
game must conform to the expectations of the users — the game must be
fun.
There are many identifiable pitfalls in game design but most stem from
the observation that “Games have rhythms and patterns: The job of a
gamewright is to reinforce patterns and dampen dissonance.” [214]
Recognising and learning these rhythms and patterns is part of what makes
a game fun, what makes someone play again and again, and continue to
derive enjoyment from the seeming repetition. As Koster [145] notes, games
will not be seen as fun if these patterns are revealed too slowly (giving the
impression that the game has no depth), too quickly (giving the user no
chance to learn them), or too subtly (appearing just as noise to the player).
But rules and patterns are not the only factors in fun. There are other,
more social aspects of play which must be addressed to ensure continued
motivation of participants in any prospective trial.
Games aren’t much fun when rules, rather than relationships,
dominate the activity, when there is no attention to the ‘flow,’
‘fairness,’ ‘respect’ and ‘nice.’ (L.
Hughes, Beyond the Rules of the Game: Why Are Rooie Rules Nice? [121])
Keeping in mind these factors when creating games, and spending the time
and effort necessary to produce an enjoyable, fun gaming experience, will
allow researchers to leverage this store of knowledge and fondness associ-
ated with dynamic, interactive systems.
Although not always to great success the majority of pervasive games do at-
tempt to follow these guidelines. Magerkurth et al. [158] segment pervasive
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games into five different categories: smart toys, augmented tabletop games,
affective games, location games, and augmented reality games.
There are a number of smart toys represented in current literature. Smart
toys are generally reminiscent of traditional toys with additional affordances
provided by the integration of technology — reacting to the toy’s physical
state and displaying graphical information, playing sounds, or encouraging
the child to play with the toy in a certain manner. They range from small,
individual toys like the Zowie playsets [68] through larger collaborative play
works like Lila [89] up to full tabletop story/game systems allowing a num-
ber of children to interact at once, like The Coloured Farm [129].
Augmented Tabletop Games are only a step or two from Smart Toys. Tradi-
tional table top games, such as chess and go, continue to be highly popular
in spite of the arrival of computer based entertainment technology. The di-
rect interaction between players, and the shared social bond created from all
the non-verbal communication allowed by the setting are generally lacking
in standard computer based gaming. Augmented tabletop games promise to
provide the best of both worlds — mobile, interactive, games with a dynamic
number of players and rules combined with complex simulations, impartial
judging, evolving environments and the ability to save game state. Examples
can be seen in games like False Prophets [161] which used projection onto
a touch sensitive playing surface combined with PDAs and interactive game
pieces, and Tarboard [150] which works by taking a traditional card-based
battle game and — with the help of cameras, a computer and a projector —
augmenting it with animations representing the battles represented by the
cards.
Augmented reality (AR) games take this further. As the name suggests,
instead of augmenting a small number of devices, like smart toys, or a
location, like an augmented tabletop, AR games attempt to augment a wide
range of locations, objects, and interactions. They strive to track users’ full
range of motion and interactions with everyday objects while adding virtual
elements to this combined reality. These virtual elements are affected by
actions taken in the real world, and — while it is technically more difficult
and confined to a pre-defined subset — real world objects are affected by
actions in the virtual world.
Although the technology is in its infancy, games like ARQuake [194] and
Human Pacman [53] allowed people to play traditionally virtual games using
the physical world, folding all its variance and dynamism into the games-
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pace.
Location Games are probably the most prevalent type of pervasive game
— possibly due to the availability of cheap GPS and WiFi enabled mobile
devices. Games like Treasure [27], Eyespy [30], and Heartbeat [159] as well
as Hungry Yoshi, covered in Chapter 4, use physical location as an input to
a game played out in a shared virtual space. Can You See Me Now? [32] and
Uncle Roy All Around You [33] combine virtual and physical domains — with
online players using standard home computers interacting with players in
the physical world using text messages and streamed audio.
Affective Games are those that relate to, arise from or deliberately influence
emotions [193]. Currently the games that are available use a physiological
signal as an explicit input to a game environment, be that from an EEG or
Galvanic Skin Response [158]. While affective systems are very much in
their infancy, compared by Picard to very early speech recognition systems
able to understand only a small pre-defined set of words in a controlled
environment, they offer the promise of an incredibly rich, engaging contex-
tually aware games in the future when combined with techniques used in
some, or all, of the other pervasive gaming categories.
Building engaging mobile and contextually aware games and games which
integrate into everyday life gives the opportunity to conduct engaging and
transferable user trials. Another advantage is that game play can be de-
signed to hide limitations in the current implementation of a system while
exploring its potential [227], or to generate desired behaviours [226], or
emotions [222]. The CHI 2010 workshop [45], and subsequent special issue
[168], on games as vehicles for research in HCI exposes the breadth and
depth of this practice within the community.
The study and design of games has added diversity to many areas of ubi-
comp research. Games have wide social and financial impact, and form
an interesting application area in themselves [214], however the challenges
that deciding to base a trial upon a game presents should not be ignored.
The challenge of designing enjoyable experiences, implementing robust dis-
tributed ubicomp systems and having the software produced by a small
number of researchers evaluated against competitive mobile games with an
estimated average budget of US$100,000 [235] by end users must be taken
into account at the planning phase of any project.
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2.4 Descriptive Theories for HCI
Descriptive theories seek to explain the behaviour of the world. They tend
to provide more conceptual models as opposed to predictive theories, that
seek to provide models able to predict outcomes based on changing values
of component variables, and generative theories that generate guidelines
and principles providing applicable knowledge and models.
Descriptive theories allow greater understanding the social practices of peo-
ple engaging with mobile applications, and how design intervenes and opens
up possibilities for new practices is of central importance not only to being
able to design better systems but also in finding research methodologies
that better deal with the challenges of large scale user trials, in much the
same way that workplace studies have informed the design of CSCW sys-
tems.
This examination of descriptive theories for mobile HCI was also driven by
the previous work of the research group, which has a strong social empha-
sis: both in the collaborative nature of the technologies that are developed
and in the broader orientation towards the work of Heidegger, Goffman,
Garfinkel and Wittgenstein.
However with the movement to remote and mobile participants the prac-
ticalities of studying situations using traditional ethnographic immersion
becomes incredibly difficult, if not impossible. In the following sections the
history and use of ethnography is explored, along with how its methods can
be extended to meet the challenges faced in the following chapters. The
use of both ethnomethodology and Activity Theory, specifically Engestro¨m’s
form of Cultural Historical Activity Theory, to analyse the results of this
ethnography and how they fit with the restraints placed on researchers by
large scale user trials are also outlined.
2.4.1 Ethnography
Ethnography has its roots in anthropology and sociology and has, in some
forms, become a poplar model for research in the HCI community [70, 169,
120]. Ethnographic research methods are being applied to a variety of
projects, including the evaluation of mind map software [84], a proximity
based mobile game [154], the working practice of nightclub DJs [3], the
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results of severing IT workers from their email [162] and the analysis of a
mobile, interactive performance [236] at this year’s ACM CHI alone.
Unlike many other scientific research strategies, the ethnographer as re-
searcher is not typically a detached or uninvolved observer. The ethnog-
rapher collects data and gains insight through firsthand involvement with
research subjects or informants.
From the standpoint of ethnography, the only plausible way to study social
and cultural phenomena is to study them in action. [175]. The formalised
ethnography in anthropology is generally seen to have grown from the foun-
dations of the then mainstream practice of ethnology, comparative analysis
of different cultures using observational data, in the late 1910’s [210] along
with the rise in modern fieldwork.
Where previous ethnographic researchers relied on pidgin or interpreters
and augmented their data sets with third party accounts from sailors and
travellers the new wave, like Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown, guided by
Boas lived among their subjects for extended periods of time. They learned
the local language, recorded local myths, customs and ceremonies is much
greater detail than had been done before [210]. Although it has been argued
[206] that earlier ‘travel writing’ such as as Fanny Wright’s ‘View of society
and manners in America’ published in 1821 and Harriet Martineau’s ‘Soci-
ety in America’ study from 1837 should be considered ethnography as they
side-stepped these barriers by focusing on America – living as part of their
new culture using a language they already understood after emigration from
europe.
The influence of Boas, Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown led to this sort of
intensive fieldwork being viewed as a ‘right of passage’ for subsequent gen-
erations of anthropologists [234]. It must be noted that the desire to follow
in the footsteps of Malinowski, Radcliffe-Brown and their contemporaries
was not the only driving force behind the move from the practice of explain-
ing the difference between cultures and to documenting and understanding
a culture from within — “to grasp the native’s point of view, his relation to
life, to realize his vision of his world” [160].
The values of an incumbent theory, determining if it will be embraced by a
research community, can be seen to be either epistemic or non-epistemic
values. Epistemic values are those related to the theory as a means towards
greater understanding and the advancement of research, such as simplicity
[252] or predictive power [216]. Non-epistemic values are those connected
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with the scientific context in which the theory evolves, for example its align-
ment to current moral [167] or political values [119].
Boas challenged the basis of the evolutionary ethnology of the time on the
premise that it was based upon a moral foundation, not a scientific one —
the progressivist belief that human groups evolved at different rates and
that cultures which were at a higher ‘phase of development’ achieved this
as a result of the superior inventiveness of the race, or by borrowing the
inventions of others. [210]
The move of such a politically influential figure – Boas was key to anthro-
pology being recognised as a field in its own right – away from ethnology to
align with his own morality [228] and the concurrent rise of political egal-
itarianism helped align the context in which new research was being done
more closely with the non-epistemic values of ethnography than ethnology.
With its solid epistemic values, ethnography was in fertile ground that lead
to its swift adoption in the UK and with Boas’ former students in American
universities.
Ethnography developed as the study of cultures. Originally, the idea of a
culture was tied to the notion of ethnicity and geographic location, the cul-
ture of the Trobriand Islands in [160] for example, but the areas in which
ethnography has been applied has broadened this definition to include vir-
tually any group or organisation. Using ethnographic methods researchers
are able to study the ‘culture’ of a business, a sports club or the users of a
particular system.
As explained by Reason and Rowan [204], the strengths of ethnography
stem from the fact that good research of this sort is involved, committed,
relevant and intuitive.
Ethnography must go beyond mere storytelling, it must encompass the
elicitation and documentation of cultural knowledge. Seminal examples of
ethnography such as Clifford Geertz’s ‘Deep Play: Notes on a Balinese Cock-
fight.’ [94], the detailed investigation of patterns of interaction of football
hooligans in Marsh et. al.’s ‘The Rules of Disorder’ [163] and the analysis
of life within the Moonies by Barker in ‘The Making of a Moonie: Choice
or Brainwashing?’ [25] all demonstrate the vitally important principle, as
argued by Glaser and Strauss [100], that in ethnographic research theories
must be developed and tested during the process of the research itself.
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2.4.1.1 The Tools of Ethnography
The formalised multi-method form of ethnographical research used today
reduces the risks stemming from reliance on a single kind of data and
makes triangulation possible, allowing the researcher to compare data col-
lected by different methods to aid understanding [231].
This type of research is concerned with the interaction of events, actors and
system — the study of any one of these hold very little meaning without
the others, and the research itself is embedded in the social, interconnected
world under investigation. Researchers practicing Ethnography therefore
recognise that they are part of the world they are studying, and that they
will have an effect on the subjects under investigation.
Two key issues in any ethnographic study are those of access and of field
relations [22]. In the type of trial covered in this document, the depth and
breadth of access, and therefore the researchers’ relations with their par-
ticipants, is inherently different than a traditional ethnographic enquiry.
Where, in other types of ethnographical observation, the researcher will ne-
gotiate access to the setting and begin the relationships with the actors
then, defining what is and what is not to be part of the research, here the
researcher intervenes in the user’s the setting by introducing, and poten-
tially insisting upon the use, of an application — the application within and
through which the actions and actors will be observed.
Blomberg et al. [36] characterise ethnography with four principles and three
main techniques: it takes place in natural settings; it is based on the princi-
ple of holism, that is, particular behaviours must be understood in their re-
spective contexts; it develops descriptive understanding; and it is grounded
in a member’s point of view. The main techniques they use are observation,
video analysis and interviews.
In this section each of the main techniques is discussed and the relation it
has to the large scale user trials in Chapters 4 and 5 explored.
Observation
Observation is the primary means by which a researcher can examine the
actions of a participant and the broader context in which the actions take
place. In purely observational studies the actions can be open to possible
misinterpretation by the researcher, a risk reduced in ethnographic studies
by the researcher’s long-term immersion in the environment.
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There are two modes of observation, direct and indirect. In direct observa-
tion, the researcher is present in the subject’s environment and watches the
subject go about their everyday routine or perform a particular task. With
no mode of recording the events that are being observed, one limitation is
that events of interest may be missed by the researcher [224] and that there
is no way to revisit the data [198].
The most commonly stated limitation of observational studies is the Hawthorne
effect.
Proponents of the Hawthorne effect say that people who are singled out for a
study of any kind may improve their performance or behaviour not because
of any specific condition being tested, but simply because of all the attention
they receive [208].
Such a view seems to indicate that the degree of attention paid to those par-
ticipating in a study is positively correlated with any subsequent Hawthorne
effect; a commonly held assumption being that no human-centred study is
completely free from the Hawthorne effect [156]. However, the generalisabil-
ity of the Hawthorne effect has recently been called into question [156, 208].
Macefield [156] presents a full discussion on the limitations of such a gen-
eralisation with respect to usability evaluations. Similarly, Crabtree and
Rodden propose that the Hawthorne effect is often overestimated when con-
sidering ethnographic studies in the workplace and home, simply because
when in these environments people “have better things to do than impress
or worry about the ethnographer” [59].
Observational studies were not conducted as part of the trials in Chapters
3, 4 and 5 because the global spread of participants increased the monetary
and time costs far beyond the perceived benefit. Interviews, both remotely
as practiced in Chapter 4 and locally as in Chapter 5, gave insight into the
experiences of the participants and complimented the recorded data.
Video and other Recorded Data
There are a number of advantages to video recording in ethnographic re-
search. One advantage is the density of data that a visual recording pro-
vides [104]. In an ethnographic approach to research, the goal is to study
real people in real situations, doing real activities. Video can provide more
contextual data than audio data alone [93, 125], and the addition of further
sources of data as are available on modern smartphones even more [205],
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such as the usage logs, audio recordings and mini-surveys used in chap-
ters 4 and 5. Indirect observation also helps alleviate the problem of the
Hawthorne Effect.
This can give a more complete sense of the participants, the setting in which
they function and the types of activities they engage in.
Detailed analysis of the skills and methodologies needed for successful
analysis of recorded data, covered in [58, 80, 81, 82, 102, 101] are be-
yond the scope of this document. Here only the most relevant points are
highlighted.
The greatest advantage of recording is permanence [104]. This allows an
event to be experienced repeatedly, and with each repeated viewing, the
observer can change focus to things not noticed at the time of recording
or on previous viewings [81, 80, 86]. Replaying the event also allows more
time to contemplate before drawing conclusions, and hence serves to ward
off premature interpretation of the data. Even a rare event, when captured,
can be replayed repeatedly for a thorough analysis and intensive study.
Real time observation does not have this advantage [81].
A recording contains very little information on how typical an event is [62].
Whether the event is frequent, unusual or unique must be supplemented by
the ethnographer, by drawing on the time spent in the field as a participant-
observer, or triangulating with other methods of data collection such as
usage logs and survey responses [58, 81, 107].
The unspoken thoughts and feelings of a participant cannot be probed while
watching a recorded event. Tacit knowledge and influential experience can-
not be accounted for when relying only on observation [223]. However it can
be played back to the participants [125, 124, 58, 87] in order to attempt to
get them to recall and describe their thoughts, feelings and reactions at dif-
ferent points in time during a given event, thus giving information about
the unobservable. A version of this technique was performed with the data,
specifically location of use, recorded from participants in chapter 5 pre-
sented back to them to explore the nature of their understanding of the
trial process.
Recordings only allow the events to be experienced vicariously, as opposed
to participant observation where the ethnographer can test out emerging
theories in the field [81].
No recording can show every observable thing that happened, but only
that which was occurring within the range of the camera lens [75], or the
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equivalent limit on the accelerometer, GPS or magnetometer sensors being
recorded. The camera can no more provide accurate observations in the
dark than a GPS can provide accurate locations inside a building. More of
the context can be understood by recording a larger area and for a longer
time than the specific event under investigation strictly requires [75], how-
ever a balance must be sought between the participants needs and expecta-
tions of privacy and the researchers desire for greater fidelity of data which
is discussed in Chapter 6.
The ever reducing cost and increasing fidelity of recording instruments com-
bined with the increasing complexity of tools available to synchronise and
examine their output [174, 180, 135, 181] point to recorded data becoming
more and more influential in the analysis of ethnographic research.
Interviews
There are many limitations to interviewing as an investigative technique,
the most obvious being the widely acknowledged discrepancy between what
people do and what people say they do. Interviewees may also tailor their
answers to suit what they think the interviewer wants to hear [198] or to
maintain their presentation of self to the interviewer [128].
A less obvious limitation is that interviewing relies on a degree of reflec-
tive expertise on the part of the subject, and the ability to articulate their
thoughts, feelings, and experiences even though one purpose of interviews
is to gain insight into the thoughts, feelings, and experiences of subjects
that may not otherwise be easily observed [198].
Additionally, the questions that are asked are limited by the assumptions of
the researcher. While this may be useful in situations where the research
question has a narrow focus, in more exploratory studies this may delimit
the subsequent scope for potential and valuable findings. The implication of
incorrect assumptions is most damaging in structured interviews, in which
the researcher follows a script predetermined questions with no opportu-
nity for deviation, clarification or explanation. Semi-structured interviews
offer some purchase on this problem in that the researcher enters the in-
terview with a loosely defined schedule and willingness to let the course of
the interview be guided by issues that are raised as relevant by the subject.
The choice was made to use such semi-structured interviews in the work de-
scribed in this thesis. The determining factor behind the choice to use semi-
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structured interviewing was the impracticality of employing observational
methods to investigate geographically and temporally disparate phenom-
ena. The problems involved in arranging and performing semi-structured
interviews, and their efficacy in large scale user trials, is discussed in Chap-
ter 4.
2.4.1.2 Ethnography in HCI
The emergence of ethnographic enquiry as a method of choice within HCI
can be attributed to the fields of Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) and Participatory Design (PD), which imported ethnographic meth-
ods from anthropology and sociology to study the use of technology in situ.
The use of ethnographic enquiry within HCI has been argued to be a method
of rich requirements capture [70, 223, 224]. Apart from the insight gained
into social practice, its merits with respect to the design process include
providing “a useful contrast to traditional methods of requirements capture”
[223] and the engagement of users in the design process [224].
The difficulty ethnography faced when attempting to influence design has
been highlighted [70, 223], and the suitability of ethnography for the task
of generating implications for design has been questioned [70, 223, 224].
It is not suggested that this in unobtainable, but simply that implications
for design don’t necessarily follow from ethnographic findings [224], or that
ethnographic findings are more suited to identifying how people cope with
existing technologies rather than inventing new ones [71, 196, 223]. The
most influential ethnographic [219] studies in CSCW did not provide design
recommendations “but instead tried to uncover, in minute detail, the ways
in which social order is produced in cooperative work settings.” [219]
More recently the notion of evaluating the merit of ethnographic work car-
ried out within HCI by the presence or absence of implications for design
has been challenged [70, 71]. Dourish [70] suggests that HCI needs to dis-
tinguish between ethnography to inform system design and ethnography to
study human computer interaction.
While ethnography purists argue that employing methods such as quasi-
experimental statistical tests or dependent and independent variables re-
sults in ‘dead knowledge’ [204] and that ‘it is much better to be deeply
interesting than accurately boring’ [204] when human action and interac-
tion are the subject of the research these tools are often employed in HCI
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research to support the claims of ethnographic enquiry and add confidence
to claims of generalisability.
An ethnographic description may contain a large amount of information
with direct value to design and evaluation but it is still a largely uncon-
strained and personal narrative account. This raises problems of abstrac-
tion, generalisation and comparison and leads to a lack of cumulative re-
search results [179].
Ethnomethodology [73] (EM) has also been used in the analysis of ethno-
graphic data. EM is a particular analytic orientation to the practical study
of social order, which can be seen woven through the fabric of everyday ac-
tivity. Ethnomethodologists view human social action as something that is
reflexively accountable.
Accountability not in any moral or political sense, but in the way the action
is observable and reportable – in other words, the very way in which the
action is orchestrated by the actor or actors provides others the means
to recognise it as what it is. It is seen to be reflectively so in that it is
accountable through its own production rather than within a frame of a set
of predefined, global social rules.
Although there is some resistance to the evolution of EM-inspired ethnogra-
phy [60] there have been attempts to move forward with hybrid approaches
such as Technomethodology [73]. This methodology has the goal “to un-
derstand how ethnomethodological understanding of human social action
and interaction can be used, directly, in designing interactive technologies.”
looking at an implementation practice called “Open Implementation” that
aims to change the standard abstractions used in all programming lan-
guages for ones where the relationship between “what is done (the imple-
mentation behaviour), and what is done by what is done (the achievement
of application ends)” is articulated in such away that it is accountable. By
providing a development and design space that ties in with ethnomethod-
ological understanding of action, then that understanding can be directly
applied to design without being translated, as it were, by the ethnomethod-
ologist.
MUST4 [140] is another child of EM, although firmly in the camp of Partici-
patory Design, providing a framework for the design process and combining
ethnography with intervention, intervention meaning to deliberately set up
activities that change the norm in order to learn from the actors’ reactions to
4A Danish acronym for Theories of and Methods for Initial Analysis and Design Activities.
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that change — as opposed to ethnography, where ethnographers strive not
to change what they are studying. MUST provides guidelines for iterative
ethnographies and interventions, allowing for interventions that happen “in
the mind of the designer or though conversations among designers” [140]
to some extent but stressing the importance of ‘real’ interventions in cases
where the imagination is not enough.
Resonating with the earlier arguments relating to the merits of ethnography,
Shapiro [223] calls for a more balanced view of what the various disciplines
offer. This view has since been voiced by Cockton [56] who suggested that
combining computing, sociology, and psychology is essential for the fur-
ther development of the field. According to Cockton, computer science is
a “source of innovation”, sociology “provides the understanding required
to shape innovations to usage contexts”, and psychology “supports design
refinement and evaluation of interaction”.
Dourish [70] also highlights the disparity between the overall goals of ethno-
graphic enquiry and what he refers to as “discount ethnography” techniques
(for example, contextual enquiry and cultural probes), the primary out-
comes of which are implications for design. Similarly, rapid ethnography
[169] seems at odds with the ethnographic orientation towards understand-
ing from the perspective of the population being studied. One of the three
key ideas of rapid ethnography offered by Millen [169] is to narrow the fo-
cus of research “before entering the field” and to “zoom in on the important
activities”. The questions must be asked as to who determines what the
important activities are and how they are determined.
By looking at such ethnographic studies though the lens of Activity Theory,
discussed in the next section, a common vocabulary and structure of re-
porting along with methods to include participatory design techniques and
iteratively re-focusing on the important activities in a manner rapid ethnog-
raphy but informed by participants may be possible.
2.4.2 Activity Theory
Activity theory offers a set of perspectives and a set of concepts for de-
scribing human activity. It has been argued [148, 79, 130, 176] that HCI
research would benefit greatly from the incorporation of this theory as it
struggles to describe and understand concepts such as “context,” “situa-
tion,” and “practice.” It has been recognised for some time that the use
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of technology is not simply an input-output relation between a person and
a machine; a much richer depiction of the user’s situation is needed for
design and evaluation. However, without moving beyond the ethnographic
approach above it is unclear how to formulate that depiction in a way that
is not purely ad hoc.
Activity theory can bridge this gap by providing orienting concepts and
perspectives. As Engestro¨m explained [79], activity theory does not offer
“ready-made techniques and procedures” for research, its conceptual tools
must be “concretized according to the specific nature of the object under
scrutiny.”
As in cognitive psychology, activity theory can be seen as a “real, natu-
ral sciencelike,” theory [131]. Yet, unlike traditional cognitive psychology,
activity theory analyses human beings within their natural environment in
the manner of Gibson’s theory of affordances [19]. Activity theory also takes
into account the cultural and developmental aspects of human conscious-
ness [37, 151, 243].
The fundamental principle of activity theory is that consciousness and ac-
tivity are inseparable. “Consciousness” being the human mind as a whole,
and “activity” the interaction with the objective reality. This asserts that the
human mind emerges from, and exists only, as a consequential component
of interaction with the environment. Mind is seen as a special “organ” re-
sultant from evolution in order to help the species survive. In this way it
can only be analysed and understood within the context of activity.
The second principle is that of object-orientedness. This differentiates ac-
tivity theory from the theories of Gibson by including the social and cultural
properties of the environment and treating them as objectively as the phys-
ical, chemical, or biological ones. In this way the statement that “the object
is a key” is no less an objective property of something than “the object is
made of a metal alloy.” This is in contrast to the cognitive approach that
relies on the assumption that the human mind’s only contacts with reality
are through low-level input-output processes.
The activity theory approach defines the environment with which human be-
ings are interacting as one that is in itself full of meaning. This environment
consists of combinations of objective features, including the culturally de-
termined features that define the affordances for people interact with each
object.
The third basic principle of activity theory is that activity is structured in
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a hierarchy. Activity theory describes groups of levels into which processes
are differentiated by taking into consideration the objects to which these
processes are oriented. Activities are oriented to motives, where each mo-
tive is a material or idealogical object that satisfies a need. Actions are the
processes performed in the pursuit of a specific conscious goals and are
functionally subordinated to activities. This differentiation between objects
that motivate human activity and the goals to which this activity is imme-
diately directed is fundamental to activity theory. Actions are performed
through operations determined by the conditions in which activity takes
place.
In using activity theory as a foundation for understanding behaviour, the
importance of differentiating among motives, goals, and conditions becomes
apparent. When operations are obstructed (by a change in familiar condi-
tions, for example), people adapt readily to the new situation. When a goal
is obstructed, it is necessary to reassess the situation and set a new goal.
This is often done without much effort or frustration. It is often possible to
predict what the new goal will be given an understanding of the current mo-
tive. But when a motive is frustrated, people are upset, and their behaviour
is more unpredictable [130].
The fourth principle of internalization-externalisation [243] describes how
mental processes develop from external actions through the course of in-
ternalization, which by its nature is a social process. Internalization pro-
vides a means for people to try potential interactions with the physical world
without performing actual manipulation with real objects but instead using
mental simulations or considering alternative plans. Externalisation trans-
forms internal activities into external ones and is often necessary when an
internalized action needs to be examined and its validity reassessed, e.g.
using pen and paper to check mental arithmetic. It is also important for
collaborative actions as coordinated between several people requires their
activities to be performed externally.
The fifth principle is mediation. Human activity is mediated by tools, both
external (like a hammer or scissors) and internal (like concepts or heuris-
tics). The modes of operation of these tools are developed over the history
of the society. These culture-specific tools, by their embodiment of societal
norms in their affordances, shape the way people act and, through the pro-
cess of internalization, influence how people think. Tools in this way are
an embodiment of cultural knowledge and social experience. The mecha-
nism underlying tool mediation is the formation of “functional organs,” that
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combine human abilities with the capacities of external tools to perform a
new function or improve on an old one. For example, human eyes combined
with glasses form a “functional organ” that provides better vision.
The last principle is that of development. In Activity Theory the development
of a system is not only an object of study, it is also a research methodology.
The basic research method combines active participation with monitoring of
the developmental changes of the participants. Ethnographic methods that
track the history and development of a practice are used to understand a
phenomenon by understanding how it developed into its existing form.
These principles are components in an integrated system representing hu-
man activity as a whole. The application of any of the principles will often
makes it necessary to apply the others as well [132].
Analysing a disruptive technology using an activity theory perspective would
mean first identifying the various activities and the related objects (object-
orientedness), the hierarchical structure surrounding these activities (hier-
archical structure), how the activities are being changing through the use
the technology (mediation), and how transformations of external compo-
nents of activity are related to changes of internal components (externalisation-
internalization). This should be analysed over time (development).
2.4.2.1 Engestro¨m’s activity system model
The foundations of Engestro¨m’s activity theory can be traced back through
the Vygotskyian concept of tool mediation, Leont’ev’s notion of activity and
Marx & Engels’ concept of labor.
Vygotsky determined that human interaction with the environment must be
mediated through objects; be they physical such as tools or virtual such as
language and culture [243].
This mediation should not be seen as a flow of intention from the subject,
through the artefact to effect the object. The artefacts available restrict
and inform what can be done with the object, providing motivation for the
creation of new tools, and their use influences the subject and their fu-
ture decision making in turn, by learning to manipulate the artefact with
greater skill for example. This mediational model of human interactions
with the environment is usually portrayed as in Figure 2.1. This model
highlights that the relationship between the Subject and the Object is me-
diated through the use of Tools.
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Mediator (Tools)
Subject Object
Figure 2.1: Vygotsky’s Mediational Model of Activity
Leont’ev’s theory of activity, another important step towards Engestro¨m’s
approach, is predominantly concerned with activities of individual human
beings. While Leont’ev, building upon the mediational model above, explic-
itly mentions that activities can be carried out not only by individual human
beings but also by social groups, there is no conceptual model of collective
activity — Although this omission could have been a politically motivated
decision [132].
Engestro¨m proposed his activity system model of collective activity as an
extension of Leont’ev’s concept of activity. The most significant revision was
adding a third node, “community”, which resulted in a structure comprising
a three-way interaction between “subject”, “object”, and “community”. Each
of the three particular interactions within this new structure was mediated
in different ways. For the relationship between subject and object, tools and
instruments mediate, in the same manner as in Leont’ev’s model. The re-
lationship between subject and community is mediated through rules, and
between the community and object the mediation factor is the division of
labour. This new model also included the outcome of the activity system as
a transformation of the object produced into an intended result, which in
turn can feed into another activity system. This model is shown in Figure
2.2. The following chapters focus upon the evaluation and design of mobile
systems, so as an example consider the user of a mobile, social game cen-
tred around the dynamic of passing digital artefacts down different paths
on the user’s social graph in order to score points. These artefacts come
in different ‘flavours’ describing how the type of connection the user has
with the person they pass the artefact to impacts the number of points they
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Figure 2.2: Engestro¨m’s Activity Triangle Model
receive, individually and for their team.
In this example the activity under examination is the user receiving an arte-
fact and passing it to a third party. The object of the activity is this digital
artefact, and the expected outcome the transfer of this artefact to a third
party.
The user employs a variety of tools on the object, such as the game software
itself to inspect its affordances and techniques she has learned or devised
for successful play [121].
The community comprises of her friends on the social networking site that
the game is based, and the members of her in-game team. Her relationship
with the community is mediated by explicit and implicit rules, e.g. social
commitments, presentations of self, perceived engagement with the game,
etc. Beyond that the artefact transfer, and therefor the individual and team
score achieved, is a product of the effort of the user in identifying the poten-
tial targets to transfer to and their subsequent negotiation of the transfer,
the coordination of which is achieved by employing a devision of labour
which mediates the relation between the community and the object.
When studying complex real-life phenomena, applying one activity system
model is often not sufficient. Such phenomena need to be represented as
networks of activity systems. In this example the two different communities,
that of the user’s friends on a social network and the team, which may or
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may not be a subset of this larger group, lends itself to a network where the
devision of labour between the team may influence the object’s suitability
for one transfer path over the other. If the team quota for transfers to those
in their twenties had not been filled that day, the user may choose to spend
more time negotiating with a college to convince them to play the game and
accept the transfer of an object that must be passed to a female player
rather than pass it to her mother who is already a keen player and would
accept quickly for a lower points score.
It is key to this framework that the activity systems are constantly devel-
oping. This development is explained as a process driven by tensions. En-
gestro¨m identifies four types of tension in activity systems:
Primary tensions are inner contradictions of each of the nodes of an activ-
ity system. For example, a medical practitioner’s mediating means include
medications. The medical effects of these must be weighed against avail-
ability, costs, legal regulations, etc.
Secondary tensions arise between the nodes of an activity system. For ex-
ample, certain medication may be unsuitable patients with high blood pres-
sure.
Tertiary tensions describe potential problems in the relationship between
the existing forms of an activity system and the more advanced object and
outcome. The improvement of an activity system can be jeopardised by the
resistance to change in the existing organisation.
Quaternary tensions are those within a network of activity systems between
one activity system and other producing of a joint outcome.
Activity theory does not support the creation of predictive models that only
need to be given appropriate data to determine in advance the actions people
will take. It is a tool to help researchers orientate themselves in complex
real-life problems, identify key issues, and inform the search for relevant
evidence and suitable solutions. Activity theory helps researchers ask right
questions rather than providing answers.
2.4.3 Activity Theory and Ethnography for Large Scale Trials
Activity Theory, with its multitude of interpretations and methodologies,
poses more problems than other theories when applying it to practical situ-
ations [63].
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Additionally there are the challenges presented by applying a methodology
to a nascent style of field trial, one without a large body of work to call
upon to ground and inform methodological practice, which apply to both
ethnography and activity theory based methodologies.
Large scale field trials’ most apparent problems stem from the barriers it
places between the researchers and their participants. As identified in §2.2
in almost all cases of published large scale field trials the communication
between researcher and participant has been through store reviews, with
very few using other technologies such as forums, email lists or social net-
works [43, 213].
For most practically applied versions of Activity Theory, the Action Work-
shop [148, 79, 176, 57], a directed discussion within a self-selected group
of participants around the problems with the current system, is an integral
part. At a distance this would have to be done with asynchronous com-
munication channels. Asynchronous remote interaction can lead to useful
decisions and products, as recently shown by Fisher et al. [88], but it is
also clear that such interaction involves forms of communication that are,
relatively speaking, detrimental to group decision making [31] and collab-
oration [183] — both of which are integral to the running of a successful
Action Workshop.
Ethnographic approaches are, by their very nature, heavily reliant on ob-
servational techniques and immersing the researcher in the culture and
environment of the participants. Without face-to-face interactions before,
during and after the trial the norms of social research must be bent or
abandoned altogether. Traditionally, pre-experiment briefings not only dis-
charge the researchers ethical obligations, discussed in detail in Chapter 6,
they also negotiate the expectations of engagement and imposition between
researcher and participant [103].
The results of this lack of negotiated obligation on the part of the partici-
pants, with respect to the relative costs of contacting participants and the
collection of log data, is discussed in Chapter 4
However, despite these challenges, there would seem to be significant po-
tential rewards if a useful synthesis of theories could be developed that
would give deep understanding of use and context, as described in this
section, and large scale user trials that give wide demographic as well as
geographic coverage. The goal of developing such a synthesis drove a sig-
nificant amount of the work covered in the following chapters.
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2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has shown that the trend for user trials in HCI has seen them
spreading into more and more real-world situations of use to incorporate
more aspects of context and mobility, and for the length of such trials to
increase. While there is no doubt that trials conducted in controlled and
semi-controlled environments will continue to provide the most reliable an-
swers to some types of questions asked by researchers, such as those in-
volving detailed analysis of interaction on a mechanical level or the effects of
certain types of distraction on performance, the expansion of the accepted
techniques for the evaluation of the effects of mobile technology on the ev-
eryday lives of end users, so as to include large scale user trials, seems
inevitable.
The chapter continued by discussing the suitability of using games as a ve-
hicle for research, pointing out the increased engagement and the inbuilt
reward systems available to influence participant behaviour in order to fur-
ther research goals but also the dangers of higher expectations of ‘fun’ and
quality than developers of research applications may be used to providing.
The use of good game design, as described above, to motivate users to not
only download and use applications, but to incentivise certain behaviours
such as the participation in trial aspects of the application to a greater
degree than they would otherwise, is a goal which will be better achieved
in Chapters 4 and 5 in ways based on the understanding gained from work
described in §2.3.
This chapter’s focus was then turned towards the methodological challenges
of conducting research involving large scale trials of games that serve as
vehicles for research issues not specific to game design. Starting with the
history of ethnography and its move into HCI, the practicality of using an
ethnographic approach was discussed. Activity theory was explored as an
alternative approach to gaining a deeper understanding of systems and their
use with the goal of redesign.
There is clearly a tension or opposition between, on the one hand, meth-
ods based on ethnography and activity theory, so appealing in the depth of
understanding and richness of detail they obtain and, on the other hand,
methods that are practical when working with large scale deployments so as
to acquire large numbers of remote participants in varied geographical and
cultural settings. As discussed in later chapters, especially Chapter 5, this
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tension led to new approaches and techniques that offer a useful synthesis
of these apparently opposed methods.
The following chapter begins the main body of this thesis by describing
the nature of the environment into which the applications in Chapters 4
and 5 were released and gives a detailed description of the software release





This chapter begins the main body of work in this thesis. As discussed
in §1.1 the author’s research group decided to use iPhones and the iOS
platform. Early in the design of any research application destined for release
a decision must be taken as to the route by which the software will be
distributed to end users, and as shown in this chapter there are a number
of aspects of the distribution method which must be taken into account
when deciding on which path to take, and resulting consequences. Here
the decision was made to use iOS devices, however within this platform
two distribution mechanisms are available for use; the official App Store
and 3rd party APT repositories. The decision of which mechanism to use
for distribution is in many ways similar to the decision of which platform
to develop for as each determines the software APIs available, the content
restrictions enforced, the demographics of the user base and the visibility
of any application in the store.
In this chapter, these choices and consequences are discussed within the
context of the two distribution mechanisms available for iOS devices. They
were explored using deployments of two purpose-built applications. Guide-
lines for researchers are proposed, to help them choose the distribution
method most suitable to their research.
The majority of the work published in the last couple of years on mass de-
ployments of research applications, as outlined in §2.2, have used Android
devices. However, researchers working in this area in 2008 had a difficult
choice — while promising a more open development environment, the first
Android based commercial mobile phone was only released in the second
quarter of 2008 by HTC [7] and by the end of 2009 had captured less than
5% of the smartphone market [247].
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The original iPhone was released in June 2007. Within weeks of its launch,
the development community had produced a method of distributing soft-
ware directly from the developers to the end users’ handsets. In July 2008,
Apple launched their App Store and addressed many of the traditional dif-
ficulties users experienced in downloading third party applications to their
smartphones — all the applications were available in one place, compatibil-
ity was easy to ascertain and the process was made as painless as possible
for the end user to the point where it was possible to install new applications
without the need for a desktop PC. Faced with these opportunities, a num-
ber of research groups made the time and monetary investments necessary
to move their development to this platform.
At the time of writing, the iOS platform, which runs on iPod Touch and
iPad devices as well as iPhones, has a larger installed user base of over 315
million units [170] than either Android OS, with 300 million, Blackberry OS,
with 77 million [139] and Windows Phone 7 with an estimated (as Microsoft
does not release activation figures for the operating system) installed base
of 10 – 12 million [17, 28].
Oliver [186, 187] noted in relation to the iPhone that “Out of the box, iPhone
is a substandard research platform; however, unlocking it exposes a rich set
of APIs from its Mac OS X foundation.” Due to the restrictions on APIs and
direct access to the hardware components when complying with Apple’s
requirements for an application’s entry into its store.
This, however, only took into account the development of the applications
and not the difficulties in distributing applications to end-users. Applica-
tions taking advantage of restricted features are not eligible for distribution
via Apple’s App Store and therefore must be released via third party software
repositories only available to those users who have ‘unlocked’ their devices.
This exclusivity based upon APIs used, among other considerations, means
that the decision as to which distribution method to use has to be taken
early in the design and development process.
3.1 Distribution methods
The large scale deployments mentioned in §2.2 are all influenced by the
manner in which they distribute the software to users, which is itself deter-
mined by the hardware platform the researchers have chosen to develop on
and, in the case of iOS, whether they are developing for inclusion in the App
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Store or not. There are two primary methods for the large-scale distribution
of iOS applications; the Apple App Store and the community of third party
APT-based repositories. Experiences with both will be discussed after an
examination of the popularity and the submission practices of each.
3.1.1 Apple’s App Store
The Apple App Store is arguably the best known and most popular mo-
bile software repository in terms of applications available for download and
number of applications downloaded, with more than 550,000 applications
available for download and a download total topping 25 billion [170].
Each application must go through an opaque review process by Apple in
order to be approved for distribution via the store. To pass this review it
must be seen not only to comply with the 37 page iPhone Developer Program
License Agreement and the 136 page iPhone Human Interface Guidelines
documents [8] but must also fit within the positioning of the store in the
wider market context.
The review process itself runs on a sequential failure method, meaning that
although an application may break two or more guidelines it will be rejected
for one, edited, resubmitted and then rejected for the next. The time be-
tween submission and review is not guaranteed, although an estimate of
the current load is given on submission. This currently averages under 8
business days for 97% of applications [220], although Apple has recently
made available a service whereby the author of an application can request
an expedited review [12] in certain circumstances lowering the average time
to 4 business days — however there is no guarantee that such a request will
be granted. Apple implies that repeated requests from a single developer will
be given less priority.
3.1.2 APT Repositories
Only 12 days after the initial release of the iPhone, a consumer level method
to allow third party software and unrestricted access to the file system was
made available online [209]. Called ‘unlocking’ in [187], this process is
generally referred to as a “Jailbreak”, with the process of ‘unlocking’ being
popularly associated with removing mobile carrier restrictions.
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The security model in iOS is an implementation of the FreeBSD jail mech-
anism, which is a form of OS level virtualisation to compartmentalise the
system, both its files and its resources, in such a way that system users can
only access their own compartments, or jails. In order to access files and
services outside the jail in which user level programs are run, bugs in priv-
ileged applications or the OS itself are exploited to escalate the privileges of
the user.
Here the term ‘to jailbreak’ will be used as it is by the iOS community not
as a description of the exploit used to gain control, but of the process of
taking advantage of one of these exploits to modify the operating system to
accept applications from sources other than Apple and installing a repos-
itory manager on the device for this purpose. Devices that have had their
operating system modified in this manner will be referred to as ‘jailbroken’.
Initially homebrew software, a generic term for software developed by a user
community for closed platforms, was manually loaded onto the devices. A
port of APT, Advanced Packaging Tool, was quickly developed for the iPhone
allowing users to manage applications in the same way as on many other
*nix based systems. A native GUI, Cydia, was released shortly after, pro-
viding much of the functionality of the App Store client, to be released by
Apple a number of months later, with combined access to any number of
repositories the user cared to subscribe to.
A ruling by the copyright office in the U.S.A. [34] has established the legality
of jailbreaking devices in order to run legally obtained software users would
otherwise be unable to use, removing any danger of legal action being taken
against an end user. The warranty, however, is invalid while a device is in a
jailbroken state.
The jailbreak process is easily reversible: a device can be restored to its
default state with the click of a single button in iTunes – the media man-
agement application released by Apple to complement their iOS ecosystem.
However, as jailbreaking methods become more user-friendly and less the
domain of highly technical users, the number of users with jailbroken de-
vices who do not understand the consequences or the procedure to reverse
it can be expected to rise. The existence of such users raises questions of
the responsibility of researchers releasing software in this manner. Does the
act of providing desirable software only to jailbroken devices constitute an
encouragement to jailbreak? If that is the case, should researchers inform
users of the consequences of, and the procedure to reverse, jailbreaking
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within an app they will only be able to launch on a jailbroken device?
3.2 Repository Contents and Potency
In order to collate the contents of the 38 most popular repositories, the
release list of each was downloaded onto the mobile device using the Cydia
application, copied to the desktop and parsed into a database in December
2010.
The download statistics page for each of the packages in the largest 3 repos-
itories were scraped and parsed. The smaller repositories did not provide
public access to download counts, but this still resulted in download statis-
tics for upwards of 80% of packages seen. This, plus information collected
from the repository websites, was used in the calculation of statistics for
comparison with the Apple App Store.
3.2.1 Applications by Genre
The graphs in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show the distribution of applica-
tions and packages available for download by category. Where possible the
APT categories have been coded by the author to match those in the App
Store in order to allow direct comparison. Due to the nature of the two
different distribution methods, the APT repositories’ two largest categories
have no comparison on the Apple App Store. Ringtones are sold through
a different outlet, the iTunes music store, and themes are not available
without 3rd party software modifying restricted files.
As can be seen from Figure 3.1, the vast majority of available downloads
center around Themes and Ringtones, neither of which are allowed in the
Apple App Store and are only available via this channel. The majority of
applications in the rest of the categories can also be seen to fall foul of the
rules Apple have set for App Store submission. Modification of the iPhone
operating system (e.g. adding folders to pre-iOS4 devices, enabling wifi-only
applications to run over the cellular data network), breaking the sandbox-
ing of applications in order to add features and interoperability with other
applications (e.g. adding copy & paste support to pre-iOS3 devices), run-
ning in the background, duplicating Apple functionality (e.g. 3rd party SMS
clients) or using APIs which Apple have deemed private (e.g. directly access-
ing the WiFi) all cause rejection from the App Store but are the bedrock of
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this small development ecosystem. The number of available downloads that
are neither themes or ringtones is only 2541 — less than 15% of the total
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of packages across APT repositories on a logarith-
mic scale.
and entertainment applications — with these three of the twenty categories
accounting for 46% of the total applications available for download [220].
The difference in scale between the two distribution methods can be seen
between Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, with even the smallest of categories in
the App Store providing a choice of more applications than are available
across all the application categories in all the APT repositories combined.
3.2.2 Number of Downloads
The number of downloads per application or per genre is not publicly re-
leased by Apple. Most companies keep information about the number of
application purchases they have gained private; only the total number of
downloads for the App Store as a whole is directly available. Companies
like Flurry1 collect aggregate statistics by offering a logging framework to
developers for free — giving them details on usage of their own applications
1www.flurry.com
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of applications in the Apple App Store.
in return for the aggregate data that they can leverage in the marketplace.
Admob2 provide a large proportion of the ads seen in iPhone applications,
by some estimations 61% [76], and also release some aggregate data.
Unfortunately most of the data publicly available from these sites is updated
infrequently and focuses on paid-for applications, which make up 77% of
the applications available for download, and has over the last year been
pulled more and more behind their respective paywalls, but can still be
useful in providing insight to the ecosystem.
The data for the repository packages is freely available on the three largest
community repositories, although only on a package-by-package basis. This
information was collated to give information in the same format to give data
on 80% of packages across the APT repositories.
The same general shape of trend can be seen for each distribution method
with each decile having much less impact than the one before. However, a
high number of users downloading an application is no guarantee of a high
number of users engaging in the application to an extent to which they can
be seen to be a valid or valued trial participant.
In order to reach more than 10,000 users an application need only be in the
top 50% of applications on the APT repositories as opposed to the top 20%
2www.admob.com
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in the much larger set of applications in the Apple App Store. The exposure
necessary to achieve this for each distribution method should be taken into
account when deciding upon one.
3.2.3 Exposure
A common complaint made about releasing applications on the Apple App
Store is being ‘lost in the noise’ generated by 550,000+ other applications
all vying for attention within the 20 categories. A new app, depending on
its release time, can have as little as 2 hours and 20 minutes on the first
page of the ‘New Games’ section. As of the end of 2009, updates to an
application no longer bump it back to the top of these lists, so paying for
featured status or marketing out-with the store itself increasingly becomes
necessary to achieve a reasonable amount of exposure in a short period of
time.
The algorithm for computing an application’s position on ‘most popular’ lists
in each category is not made public. However, recently, the total number
of downloads and the number of recent downloads seem to be major com-
ponents in this calculation. Anecdotally, from commercial iOS application
developers, each page of applications the user must click through to reach
yours on the ‘Most Popular’ list for your category results in 10x fewer down-
loads. This can be seen from the distribution in Figure 3.3, with the average
price of an application on the App Store being $1.87 [220] down from a re-
ported $2.89 in 2010 [166], the vast majority of applications make very little
money.
In contrast, the toplists for non-theme related APT packages are easier to
appear on, as an application is shown on update as well as on launch, and
stays there longer due to the lower number of releases as seen in Figure
3.4. This increases exposure within the community for new and regularly
updated apps.
Another way to achieve exposure in both distribution mechanisms is to
collect a number of positively rated reviews from users — although the exact
formula used to calculate the overall grading and list position is opaque
for both. Users have been found to be reticent in producing reviews in
comparison to in-application feedback mechanisms.
In one of the applications released which included a direct feedback mech-
anism, the users made only 2 reviews in the store compared to comments


















































Figure 3.4: APT Packages average downloads per decile on a logarithmic
scale.
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Figure 3.5: Total iOS devices per country including the number of jailbroken
devices on a split Y-axis.
from 1,224 users in the application — many of which read as one might
expect a review on a store to, for example “Everything is good about this
app. Very useful.”
The ease of exposure must be weighed against the number of users to whom
the application is visible. This gives researchers interested in running a
trial using one of these methods the option of lower exposure to around 315
million [106] devices or higher exposure to 39 million.
The breakdown of the location of jailbroken and non-jailbroken devices can
be seen in Figure 3.5. These numbers come from combining the number of
devices seen by Admob and the percentages of jailbroken devices reported
by Pinch Media.
Figure 3.6 shows the average downloads per category of APT package. Un-
fortunately, no data is publicly available to examine the App Store in the
same way.
The high number of average downloads in the relatively small category of
Development points to the technical literacy of the user base. The large
number of utility downloads in comparison to other categories can be ex-
plained by the need for utilities to enable the use of themes or application
add-ons handled by APT dependency protocols.





























































































Figure 3.6: Average total downloads by repository category in thousands.
3.3 Trial release
In order to explore and document the differences in procedure, and re-
sults obtained from releasing an application in each method, a memory
game application was created. Rather than the application’s design being a
demonstration of research concepts in itself, the application design was de-
liberately very simple, e.g. with no complex use of English so that it could be
used worldwide, and a straightforward game design, so that it might easily
be taken up and tried out by users.
The aim was to obtain significant numbers of users via each distribution
method, and so inform methodology choices for later trials of applications
that were more complex research prototypes.
Due to the terms and conditions of both distribution methods stating that
any application must be exclusive, the application was ‘skinned’ to provide
two very similar applications. This exclusivity was the source of the ques-
tion, as any release using one distribution method raises the question of
how the results would have been affected by using the other.
When users launch the application, they are confronted with a main screen
giving them the option of playing a game, looking at the scoreboards, and
reading the help information provided. The first screen also shows the high-
est score achieved so far on the device. On selecting the Play option the
game board, Figure 3.7, is shown to the users.
This includes the time they have remaining on the top right, their current
score on the top left, the item they must return to its correct place in the
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Figure 3.7: Fruit version (APT) left and Animal version (App Store) right.
centre, and the four locations to which the item can be dragged located at
the four points of the compass.
In early versions of the game, the timer would start immediately and the
overlay of the items each location accepted faded out over 5 seconds. In
internal testing this proved to be too difficult for users to understand ini-
tially, so the released versions of the game do not start the timer counting
down until the user has placed the first item into the correct place. The
overlay then slowly fades out until the user has placed 5 items. If an item
is dropped onto the wrong place it is animated back to the centre of the
screen. The user is unable to move the item during this animation which,
as the timer is continuously counting down, is the penalty for a mistake.
The game is over when the timer reaches zero.
However for each item placed correctly in under a second an additional
second is added to the timer. In order to make the game more challenging
the game board changes every time 5 items have been placed in one of two
ways: either the items accepted by the 4 locations change to a new random
four from the set of twelve, resulting in an overlay of the new items fading
away after 3 seconds, or the locations are rotated one position clockwise or
counter clockwise.
Initially, these two conditions were given an equal chance of occurring.
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Figure 3.8: New users per day for each application.
However, the internal testing showed that the rotation condition was sig-
nificantly harder for users to adjust to than the new items condition. This
led to a change in the game whereby the chance of a rotation starts at 20%
and increases as the user’s score increases to an 80% chance — causing
the game to get steadily harder as the user increases in skill.
One version based on animals was submitted to the Apple App Store, and
the other based on fruit was submitted to the largest of the APT reposito-
ries. Each application was submitted to its respective distribution method
on the same day. The App Store version was rejected twice in succession
on submission, explaining the slow start to its user numbers. It was first
rejected for the artwork of the large and small icons being too dissimilar and
then for requesting the user’s location without an obvious benefit to the end
user.
Both problems were addressed, first with a change in the artwork and then
with the addition of a country-based score board which translated the user’s
GPS location to the country using a reverse geocoding service running on
the game server. The application was resubmitted within 24 hours each
time. The new scoreboard was also added to the APT version of the game
and released on the 7th day of the trial. However, the effect of this on the
graph above was small as the application was still experiencing its initial
high visibility.
These rejections resulted in a 17-day delay before the App Store version
was available for download. The application was released on the store late
at night on the 17th day of the trial with the large spike on the map being
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seen on the 18th day. No more publicity was done for either version. As
can be seen from Figure 3.8, the APT version of the game, available only to
jailbroken devices, was more popular on all but a single day. In total, the
APT version received a 10 times higher number of downloads and continues
to gain on average 10 times the users each day.
3.3.1 Jailbreak Effects
The spike shown on the 91st day of the trial on Figure 3.8 represents a reg-
ular cycle seen across all applications released via the APT repositories that
have been examined; the release of new iOS versions and the subsequent
release of user level jailbreaking applications.
As Apple releases each new version of iOS, the community of developers who
provide the jailbreaking applications must find new security flaws to exploit
in order to alter the operating system to accept homebrew applications.
During this lead time a large number of jailbreak users will update to the
latest version of the OS ahead of the release of a jailbreak – meaning they no
longer have access to the APT repositories. So, when each new OS update is
released, the number of jailbroken devices in the wild reduces for a period
of time as a proportion of users who are not using jailbreak software for
‘core functionality’ – such as unlocking the device from its initial carrier –
are likely to update the phone to the latest version of the operating system
before an exploit has been identified and released. This causes peaks and
troughs in the number of devices that have the ability to download and
run software from such repositories, which directly affects user numbers.
When a new jailbreak is released the publicity surrounding this drives large
numbers of users to enter, or return to, the community at the same time.
3.3.2 Demographics
Each application also asked the user for simple demographic data on the
first run and, when they accessed the location-based scoreboard, recorded
the country in which they were playing the game.
As can be seen from Figure 3.9, while the number of users is much greater
for the APT version of the game, the gender split is much more balanced
than that seen in the App Store. Looking at the age demographics, it can be
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Figure 3.9: Gender spread of users and ages by gender for the Fruit (1432
users) and Animal (237 users) games.
seen that the median age is consistently higher for users recruited through
the APT repository — possibly due to the higher technical barrier of entry.
The geographic spread of the users of each application where such infor-
mation was available was compared to give the charts in Figure 3.10. 56%
of users of the App Store version of the game agreed to share location data
compared to 41% of the users of the APT version. As can be seen below, the
Figure 3.10: Geographic distribution of users by application.
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larger user base of the APT version resulted in a larger spread of countries
covered – the number of users in developing countries is higher than may be
expected, this could in part be down to the necessity of users in a country
without an official carrier for the device to jailbreak in order to unlock the
device from its original, foreign, carrier. It is also interesting to note that
while South American users account for the 4th largest in the APT version
they are not represented at all in the App Store version, this is due to the
fact that at the time of release there was no official app store for users in
South America.
3.3.3 Usage and Engagement
An important consideration when determining how useful any particular set
of users will prove over the course of a user trial is the level of engagement
they have with the application and with the trial process itself. Any mea-
surement of the activity of participants is dependent upon the application
they are using, the methods through which they are participating in the
user trial and the questions under examination by evaluators.
Figure 3.11 shows the percentage of total users, along the Y axis, who have
used the application more than the number of times shown on the X axis.
From this graph it can be seen that 60% of users of the APT version of the
game used the application more than once, as opposed to 55% of users
of the App Store version returning to the game a second time. The usage
tails off with 11% of the users recruited via the APT repositories launching
the application more than 10 times compared to 9% of those recruited via
Apple’s App Store.
The length of each session was also notably different between the two ver-
sions of the application, with the users of the App Store version averaging
a session length of 62.8 seconds and those playing the APT version of the
game averaging 78.3 seconds per session. The game dynamic being ‘beat
the clock’ means that the more skilful a player becomes the longer their
game play will last, suggesting that the population of users with jailbroken
devices are more regular game players.
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3.4 Discussion
There are a number of research groups that initially retooled for Apple’s
iOS platform on the release of the iPhone in the hope of taking advantage
of the powerful hardware, low platform fragmentation and popularity of the
devices. This was done at considerable cost in equipment and time.
As has been shown, there are methods to distribute applications to a wide
audience on the iOS platform even if the application falls foul of Apple’s App
Store policies. However, there are trade-offs that must be made when using
a distribution method without the support of the platform developer. Appli-
cations distributed in this way are unable to take advantage of services such
as the push notification servers, allowing information to be sent to applica-
tions without the need for them to run continuously in the background,
provided by Apple, Microsoft and RIM. Apple’s Gamecenter, RIM’s Games
and Microsoft’s Xbox Live services all provide a lightweight social network
centred around apps and their usage as well as achievement badges users
can earn by completing in-game tasks and are only available to apps which
have gone through their approval processes.
In order to partake of these advantages and distribute through official chan-
nels, developers must take into account the delays to releases put in place
by the review process, the need to justify in terms of end user experience
any data harvesting, the restrictions put on how the hardware can be ac-
cessed and the restrictions on the content and look and feel of the software.






















Figure 3.11: The percentage of users returning to use each application.
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ing around 7 days and the Blackberry App World which can take up to 3
weeks.
The decision to take one route or the other can be dictated by the technology
needed for the application to run, while the there are no restrictions on
the software released through the Android Marketplace in terms of APIs
used the structure of the operating system, with applications all running
on a Java Virtual Machine, restricts direct access to hardware. Blackberry
and Windows Phone 7 both have jailbreaks allowing unsigned code to be
installed, with an APT repository system similar to that described above on
iOS also available for Windows Phone 7.
Where it is possible to choose either path to distribution the pros and cons
must be weighed. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, there are problems with
user density within the jailbreak community both spatially and socially.
There the users reported that they were unable to share the application with
friends online, or to play co-located with family because potential users not
only had to have the correct hardware and be interested in the software
genre, they had also to have jailbroken their devices. As there is, as yet, no
way for one user to send a link to another that prompts the direct install
of an application on any of the jailbreak distribution options. Spreading
APT repository packages between peers who have jailbroken their phones is
more labour intensive than sharing applications released on the official App
Stores. Users are also unable to share such applications with users who
have chosen not to jailbreak their devices; the vast majority in all territories
as seen from Figure 3.5.
This becomes a barrier for certain research questions or types of applica-
tion. Those reliant on co-located use (e.g. Bluetooth P2P applications) or
on a socially connected user base would be more suited to an App Store
deployment.
There are also ethical considerations to be addressed when providing soft-
ware via APT repositories. As mentioned above, the release of software on
these repositories could be seen as encouraging users to jailbreak and al-
though the act of jailbreaking has been proved legal, it is within the rights
of both the manufacturer and the carrier to refuse to give customer support
to customers with jailbroken devices.
As the only contact researchers would have with users would be necessarily
after they had jailbroken their devices, addressing this seems to be a classic
“catch 22” situation. The ethical responsibilities of researchers conducting
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large-scale trials is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.
In this case, the question is whether it is the researchers’ place to intervene
by commenting on the participant’s choice to jailbreak their device, present-
ing information on restoring their device in a context which they would not
expect.
Deciding when and how to intervene when a participant is possibly in a
situation where they may cause harm to themselves is dependent upon
the magnitude of that harm and “the distinct rhetorical dynamics of online
spaces. . . and the particularities of the contexts and communities.” [165]
In the case of a jailbroken device, it can be argued that, as the procedure
of jailbreaking is much more technically demanding than that of restoring
a device, the potential harm is low.
In the same way that it is deemed ethically irresponsible to perform any ac-
tion that can be seen as damaging an online community by encouraging its
members to leave, so would distributing application to the jailbreak com-
munity which encouraged them to restore their devices to a pre-jailbroken
state.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter gives a comparison of different software distribution methods
for Apple iOS devices. There is an initial outline of their characteristics,
strengths and weaknesses, and a single application has been used as a
comparative example.
The decision as to which distribution method to use for any application
must take into account a number of factors.
The effectiveness of advertising, and the ability to target certain demograph-
ics through it, could be significant. While in a commercial setting the cost
of advertising versus the benefit of increased revenue can be estimated,
making such a calculation against the value to a research project of trial
participants is more difficult. None of the published research in this area
has mentioned using advertising to drive recruitment – indeed most explic-
itly state that they did not advertise – yet researchers regularly advertise
locally to recruit participants for trials.
As the stores become larger and ‘making a splash’ becomes more difficult,
the ability to either advertise for new users or build a relationship with users
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of one application who can then be brought over to a new research project,
or as in the case of Tap-It [113] new research questions within the existing
application, will become increasingly sought after.
Finding ways to cultivate a relationship with user-participants and their
willingness to engage with evaluators is necessary to determine which method
of distribution is more suited to any specific area of research. More users
using the application more often does not necessarily translate into more
users willing to fill out in-application questionnaires or to be contacted for
a more focused form of study, such as an interview.
• If the application needs access to hardware at a level Apple, RIM or
Microsoft does not approve of, or needs to interact with other applica-
tions on the device in order to answer the research questions then the
APT repositories are the only option.
• If the application requires the platform developer’s network services,
such as Gamecenter or Push Notifications, to operate then it must be
distributed through an official App Store.
• If the application relies upon colocation of users then, due to the lower
density of jailbroken devices, it would be advisable to distribute via an
official App Store.
• If researchers are looking to explore spread or use across social net-
works, be they virtual like Facebook or traditional, the density of de-
vices and the difficulty in sharing links to applications on the APT
repositories would suggest that in this case an official App Store should
also be used.
• If the application does not fall into any of the categories above there
is no clear choice of distribution method. The researchers must weigh
development freedom, faster releases and higher exposure of the APT
repositories against the larger, denser, potential user base, network
services and the relative ease with which applications can be shared
within social groups seen in an official App Store.
The material in this chapter offers practical guidelines for enabling large
scale experimentation, thus indirectly contributing towards a response to
RQ1.
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In the following two chapters, these guidelines are used to decide which
distribution method is best suited to the application being released. In
the next chapter, the decision was simple as the basis for the game, wifi
scanning, can only be done by using APIs which would cause the application
to be rejected from the App Store.
In Chapter 5, the decision was not as clear cut. While there were no
technical reasons to restrict the distribution of this application, the time-
sensitivity resulting from releasing an application that ran alongside a one-
off live event — the FIFA World Cup weighed heavily in favour of releasing on
the APT repositories. The risk of a critical bug resulting in a re-submisson
of the application to the store that could take up to 7 days to be approved
during a 30 day window in which data could be collected was deemed higher




Qualitative and Quantitative Data
from Mass Participation Trials
This chapter describes an initial approach to answering RQ1. It focuses on
a particular form of large-scale trial, which we call ‘mass participation’. This
term is explained in §4.6. This chapter describes the experience of making a
free application available via the APT repositories described in the previous
chapter.
The decision to release this application via the APT repositories as opposed
to Apple’s App Store was was simple to make based on the guidelines estab-
lished in the previous chapter. The technology around which the game was
designed, wifi scanning can only be done by using APIs which would cause
the application to be rejected from the App Store.
This mobile multiplayer game, called Hungry Yoshi, was a new version of
Feeding Yoshi – a seamful game ported to the Apple iPhone and updated.
Feeding Yoshi’s main trial was described in [29] as a “long-term, wide-area”
trial “being played over a week between three different cities” in the UK.
A ‘seamful’ system [27] is one based on the design principle that instead of
attempting to patch over or hide problems in services, such problems are
fully exposed to the user and taken advantage of in the system design. In
this example, the ‘seams’ in the free wifi coverage available in an urban area
are made more visible to the user as they form the space in which the game
is played.
The goal was to scale up deployments and trials as part of a project, Contex-
tual Software, that explored system support for collaboration with commu-
nities of users in the design and adaptation of software to suit users’ varied
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and changing contexts [105]. Distribution in the App Store style, along with
new tools and infrastructure, allowed for a trial that involved a much larger
number of participants than before – participants who were far more geo-
graphically dispersed than could previously have been handled – and which
lasted longer than any trial previously carried out by the group. At the time
of writing, the current trial of the new Yoshi system has been running for
32 months and has involved more than 75,000 users from all around the
world.
The following section describes the original Yoshi system and trial. This
is followed by a description of the re-design of Yoshi for use on the Apple
iPhone and wide-scale distribution. Thereafter the processes involved in
distributing the game to a global audience, managing a trial involving a large
and widely distributed user-base, and involving those users in development
of a new system feature are described. Following this is a discussion of
some methodological and practical issues, before conclusions are offered.
4.1 Hungry Yoshi
This section describes how Hungry Yoshi was evaluated and modified in the
course of the trial. It discusses distribution, management, data gathering,
analysis and redesign, and how they were coupled together in a form of iter-
ative design suited to the large scale of the trial. It outlines how interaction
with trial participants was conducted by researchers, how users interacted
with each other, and how these interactions fed into a new version of the
application so as to begin another design iteration.
As mentioned above, Feeding Yoshi [29] was a mobile multiplayer game for
Windows Mobile PDAs. It was re-implemented for the Apple iPhone and
given the name Hungry Yoshi.
This mobile, location based game uses wireless network infrastructure as
the basis for a shared, global game board.
Each player’s mobile device performs regular scans of the WiFi access points
detectible in the current area, classifies each of these access points accord-
ing to its security settings, and displays each to the player. Each password-
protected access point is deemed to be a creature called a ‘yoshi’ whereas
a network without password protection appears as a ‘plantation’ affording
the growing of fruit over time.
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Yoshis ask players for particular fruit, and players score by collecting the
desired fruit from plantations and bringing them to the yoshis. Yoshis also
provide seeds that enable players to grow new fruit in empty plantations, a
shared resource for local players.
A research objective of the 2006 study of Feeding Yoshi was to establish
how players could interweave playing a long-term game with their everyday
lives. Four teams of four players were used in the trial, each being paid for
taking part, with a competitive element introduced such that the members
of the team with the highest combined score received double the standard
participation fee.
Hungry Yoshi has some differences to Feeding Yoshi. Perhaps the biggest
change is that, with the iPhone providing data connections over its cellular
network, the system could maintain a globally synchronous game world. In
the old game, yoshis and plantations visited and their contents were stored
only on players’ mobile devices, so two players might visit the same plan-
tation and see differing contents. By storing such details on a centralised
server, one player can seed a plantation with a fruit type and another can
pick the fruit when they grow.
An added functionality in the iPhone version of Yoshi is the ability to ex-
change pieces of fruit for a small cost. Players are able to insert fruit into
a fruit swapper, Figure 4.1 (right), that returns a different type of fruit at
random. To use this swapper, players are charged tokens, which can be
earned by performing tasks or in exchange for points.
§4.3 explains why this task mechanism was important for helping us inter-
act with the users during the trial.
Another difference from the original trial is that the game no longer has any
explicit team element: each player participates as a solo entity. However,
the score table is retained as a form of motivation for players, though with
the difference that now there is no prize at the end of the trial and indeed
no defined end to the playing of the game. Separate score tables are main-
tained for overall score, score this week and score today, the latter two being
implemented as new players might join in at any time and could be months
behind the early users. The score tables are divided into a section showing
the top players, and a second section showing the players around the user’s
current position.
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Figure 4.1: The list of nearby yoshis and plantations (left), a yoshi screen
(centre), and the fruit swapper (right).
4.1.1 Distribution
Hungry Yoshi was released in early September 2009. At the time of writing
it has been publicly available for 32 months.
Distributing software via a public repository means using a mechanism that
users are already very comfortable with, again possibly leading to more
naturalistic interactions than with a more contrived physical meeting and
handover of a device or software. Yoshi appears in the ‘games’ section on
the store, and so benefits from recruiting users who deliberately seek out
this type of application and who will, hopefully, therefore be more keen to
engage with the game.
An unanticipated but welcome benefit to this form of distribution is free
advertising outside of the store and beyond the announcements of the trial,
e.g. in interviewing one of Yoshi’s users, it was learnt that she first heard of
the game in a review in an Italian technology blog.
In releasing a research prototype through a public marketplace, some of
the enthusiasm of amateur and professional writers who regularly scour
the store for new applications to try and discuss can be harnessed. The
inverse is also true. In releasing research prototypes this way researchers
are also competing for this enthusiasm, and the associated free publicity
that comes with it, with the community of commercial and amateur app
developers within the same space.
The publicity received from being included in such a blog could be seen
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Figure 4.2: Number of downloads of Yoshi per day since release.
as an artefact from releasing an application in the so called ‘Golden Age’
of app store trials. Inclusion here was based upon Hungry Yoshi being
a location based game, matching the style of application they wished to
write about at that time. As these stores become larger, attracting more
developers and software companies, it will become increasingly difficult for
researchers to compete directly in terms of design and ‘polish’. However,
research applications taking advantage of new ‘soft’ sensors or interaction
techniques will have the advantage of being novel even within the larger
stores, allowing them to stand out from the crowd.
The goals of industry and academia are very different when releasing an ap-
plication via an app store. The goal of profitability raises the minimum
number of users that constitute a ‘successful’ release of an application
much higher than would be necessary for answering most research ques-
tions explored in this way. It may become necessary to actively publicise the
release of research applications, through press releases from the research
institution or online advertisement campaigns for example, or to foster a
community of users willing to use research applications on their own de-
vices to provide the core users for a number of projects or research groups.
Research on the best methods for attracting a suitable number of engaged
users in any specific demographic is an area for future work, however it is
still possible to recruit thousands of users with minimal publicity.
Figure 4.2 charts the number of downloads of the game over the time that
the game has been available. When the game was first released, and when
updated versions are made available, it features near the top of the store’s
“most recent” lists, providing a boost in the number of downloads that day.
It can be seen that there was a peak of interest in the first few days following
the game being launched, after which download figures were around 600
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Figure 4.3: Proportion of new and returning players per day of the trial.
per day. There appears to be a gradual trend upwards, perhaps falling off
only in the last month or so. Occasional spikes, such as that at 40 days,
correspond to the release of new versions.
At the time of writing there have been 291,425 downloads in total. This fig-
ure includes people updating to new versions of the game; 196,617 unique
downloaders were recorded. Figure 4.3 shows the proportion of players of
the game each day who are playing it for the first time, as compared to
those who have played the game before. It can be seen that by the end
of this period, the proportion of returning players is increasing although
around 25% of players are playing for the first time each day. Having in-
stalled the game and on opening the Yoshi application for the first time,
users are presented with an information page, written in English, French,
German and Japanese, that explains that the system is created as part of a
research project and that details the various forms of information that will
be logged during interaction with the game.
The page also states that researchers might contact users to enquire about
their use of the software, but that these communications can be ignored
and would cease on request.
Only by agreeing that they have read and understood these terms can play-
ers proceed into the game. Further to this, it is stated that log data will be
stored securely, that users can opt out at any time, that the data logged
about them will be destroyed on request and that all the data will be de-
stroyed following the end of the project.
To date, no such requests have been received.
Links are provided to an email address for the trial organisers, and to a
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public Web forum where users can either chat amongst themselves or seek
clarification on any aspect of the game or research trial from the organisers.
At the time of writing, 75,818 out of the 196,617 downloaders registered
with the game and agreed to be part of the trial. This reduction may be
because people were wary of having their data logged in the manner de-
scribed, were perhaps apprehensive over being contacted by researchers or
were deterred by having to register a user account.
Of those 75 thousand, many only briefly interacted with the game, but
42,919 played for long enough to produce log data that could be studied.
Although this represents only around 22% of the total number of download-
ers, the number of players is still very large. Interestingly, this percentage
has continued to rise from 9% of downloader in the initial 6 months of the
release playing the game long enough to generate enough data for analysis.
Quantitative analysis benefits from having such a large user-base. Having
information gathered from thousands of users allows many inferences to be
made with a much higher degree of confidence than if an experiment had
been run with, for example, the 16 participants in 2006. Results of the
quantitative analyses are covered in the following section.
4.2 Quantitative Analysis
To aid the evaluation of Yoshi, system log data is generated from every trial
participant’s phone. The system makes use of the SGLog logging framework
(described in detail in [105]), which manages data collection on the phone
and periodic uploads to a server using the same data connection required
to run the game.
The data logged includes activities within the game, such as feeding a par-
ticular yoshi, and general contextual information. Uploaded data from each
user is timestamped and stored on a database on a central server. To pro-
tect the privacy of participants, this framework uses TLS to encrypt data
sent between phones and the server. Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of
the average amount of time each user played the game each day. This time
was calculated by looking at timestamped game events registered on the
server, rather than simply the times at which the application was running,
so times when the device was sitting idle do not contribute to the figures.
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Figure 4.4: The distribution of players’ average system use per day, with a
mode of 6 minutes (20.5% of players).
It can be seen that there is a range of levels of activity, with several players
playing for over an hour a day on average.
One player’s average daily play was significantly longer than the rest. Over
the first two months of the trial, she had an average of more than 2.5 hours
of play per day and at the time of writing has played the game for over 200
hours. She is the game’s top player, and has been at the top of the overall
score table since the early days of the trial, with around double the overall
score of the second highest-scoring player.
In any trial it is probable that researchers will observe a variety in the level
of engagement shown by users. In running an experiment with hundreds
or thousands of participants, it is likely that this spread will be wider, and
that some of these users will be more enthusiastic. For example, in the
original trial of Yoshi [29], the longest time a player spent playing the game
in any one day was 2.5 hours, whereas here this figure is almost 7.5 hours.
Figure 4.5 shows one of the top-scoring players’ activity in greater detail.
The number and lengths of lines give a quick impression of the amount
of activity this user has engaged in, and the length of these lines shows
whether the user favours long sessions or quicker games, squeezing a short
burst of play into a spare few minutes.
Daily patterns can also be seen, e.g. finding a strongly shaded row in the
plot would indicate regular play around that time of day. Quantitatively-
based visualisations such as these were useful both in themselves, in letting
us see basic patterns of use, but also in feeding into qualitative analysis,
e.g. in selecting participants to interact with more directly, and in preparing
for such interactions — as described in §4.4.1
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Figure 4.5: A visualisation of one of the most active players’ use over the first
100 days of the trial. In the upper section, the x-axis shows days since the
trial began and the y-axis shows the 24 hours of the day, with blue shading
showing the periods at which the participant was playing the game. The
lower section shows the number of ‘sessions’ per day for the same user,
with ‘session’ meaning a period with less than five minutes between each
user action.
4.3 Interacting with participants
One of the challenges of conducting a worldwide system trial lies in manag-
ing interaction with participants: maintaining a presence with participants,
harnessing feedback and supporting qualitative analysis.
As researchers would not be able to regularly meet participants, as one
might do in a more standard trial with locally sourced trial subjects, alter-
native means were sought to keep in contact with users. Two mechanisms
were used: tools for communication within Yoshi, and communication via a
social networking web site.
4.3.1 In-game communication with users
Rather than have communication with users happen in a way that clashed
with the user experience, a bi-directional communication channel was built
into the functionality of the Yoshi game. §4.1 introduced the fruit exchange
mechanism, which users were charged tokens to use. These tokens were
earned by players performing tasks, set by researchers throughout the
course of the trial. In this way, researchers could relay messages to partici-
pants, ask specific questions and receive feedback as appropriate.
The tasks set to users in this manner took a number of forms. Simple fac-
tual questions such as age, gender and continent of residence were asked,
with users selecting answers from drop-down lists. This provided a simple
means to build up demographic profiles of the user-base. More open-ended
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questions which allowed free text responses were also set, such as what a
player liked about the game, and whether he/she had any suggestions or
bugs to report.
This system proved to be of particular benefit because the tasks could be
dynamically updated in real-time during the course of the trial, and because
specific questions could be targeted towards a particular user or set of users
in response to some interesting activity observed in their log data or during
interactions with them. The tasks available to a player are downloaded
from the server each time the player visits the task list screen. Therefore,
although the system is deployed to a worldwide user-base, and there was
no access to devices to update the software on them, questions could be
altered at any point during the trial. Once edited, the new task set becomes
live immediately, thus supporting adaptation of research interests.
The task and token-earning functionality proved popular with users, with
57,067 responses in total.
Before the trial, it was unclear whether players would use this feature ‘hon-
estly’ or would provide dummy answers. As no checks were in place, free
text answers could be submitted as empty or with a few random characters,
and players would still be rewarded tokens by the automated system.
However, results proved that users were willing to engage with this feature,
providing answers of varying length, but in the main making an attempt
to answer in a useful way. As an example, a task asking demographic
information from the user was completed 3,773 times, with all but 121
being sensible answers to the question.
While the tasks themselves were in English, care was taken to ensure that
where possible the grammar and vocabulary used fell within the Common
European Framework of Reference for Language’s A2 level bounds, a level
achievable by most attending public school in westernised countries where
English is taught as a second language [237].
4.3.2 Interacting with participants through Facebook
Although the task system provided a basic communication mechanism be-
tween researchers and participants, more powerful external tools were also
used in order to facilitate more in-depth dialogues and to support commu-
nication between participants themselves.
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The use of Facebook, a popular online social networking application, was
selected as a means of supporting such interactions. Facebook has more
than 900 million active users, 50% of whom log on to Facebook in any given
day [10], making it an appealing choice of platform for this task.
Also of benefit was Facebook Connect, a service with an iPhone API that
allows users to verify themselves and log in to third party sites and applica-
tions using their Facebook account. On starting Yoshi, players are required
to log in to their game account in order to track their score across devices,
and to allow multiple people using the same device to have individual ac-
counts. This can be done either through Facebook Connect or by creating
a username and password specifically for the game (called ‘Lite mode’).
Though it was still desirable that non-Facebook users be able to play the
game, users were encouraged to log in through the Facebook Connect method
to provide the benefits outlined above. As such, use of the fruit swapper de-
scribed earlier was limited to only Facebook-logged in users; users logged
in via Lite mode were prompted to login to Facebook when attempting to
access this functionality.
Additionally, users were able to post their Yoshi progress to their Facebook
Feed (which shared their scores and rankings with all their Facebook con-
tacts). This served both as an enticement to use the Facebook version, and
as further user-generated advertising for the game. Of the 42,919 users
who agreed to the terms and played the game, 20,136 elected to use the
Facebook login, including 44 of the top 50 scorers.
In addition to providing a login mechanism, content on the Facebook site
itself was used both to provide features for the user and in contacting users
to aid in the management of the trial.
A Facebook application was created — a series of PHP-based web pages dis-
played within Facebook — that showed the ranked scores in greater detail
and provided statistics on the players’ game play, such as their most visited
yoshis. More importantly, Facebook has a set of well-established means of
communication both in one-to-one and one-to-many models. For example,
as players had provided us with their login IDs, messages could be sent to
their Facebook accounts, and a forum was set up for players to communi-
cate with each other and discuss potential new ideas.
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4.4 Qualitative analysis
§4.2 described quantitative analysis performed on log data. With such data,
gaining an in-depth understanding of individual player behaviour is chal-
lenging. While it was possible to visualise various aspects of play, this did
not necessarily make a player’s motives and reasoning comprehensible.
Here is described the allied forms of qualitative analysis, centred on inter-
views that allow the exploration and clarification of issues more adaptively
than if, for example, an on-line questionnaire had been used to gather qual-
itative data.
As will be discussed, some of the processes already described such as
visualisations and Facebook tools were useful resources for this form of
analysis.
4.4.1 Interview process
The process of interviewing when participants are spread worldwide is not
quite as straightforward as in a more traditional experiment involving locally
based users.
Whereas in a traditional setup researchers are likely to have met partici-
pants before the trial begins, perhaps to deploy the system or to explain the
trial, here there was no direct contact with users at the beginning of the
qualitative analysis process.
Although all the users had agreed to a series of terms before playing the
game, that explained that they might be contacted, they had also been in-
formed that they could feel free to ignore this communication or to tell us
that they were not interested in participating.
More positively, having over 8,500 users at the time the interviews were
conducted gave an opportunity to focus on interviewees that were deemed
the most relevant to a design issue or potentially significant in terms of
use and user experience. For example, the most active players could be
chosen, i.e. those who had accumulated the most game time, those who
had answered a particular in-game question, or those who had a particular
pattern of use in their system logs. Selecting participants for interview
began by using the information publicly available to application developers
via the Facebook API to first filter the participant database to show only
those over the age of 18. Thereafter, visualisations of log data to examine
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Figure 4.6: A snapshot from a tool used to select participants for interview,
showing which days each participant used the application. From a chart
showing all the trial participants, ten users have been selected who exhibit
contrasting patterns of use. This figure shows the filtered set.
participant use over time were used. For example, Figure 4.6 has a separate
row for each participant, and shades days, shown on the x-axis, if the user
played the game on that day.
As there was interest in speaking to a set of users with a diverse amount
of engagement, the visualisation was used to select rows with contrasting
patterns.
Figure 4.6 shows such a subset of users. As can be seen, there is a wide
variety of use, with user 1 playing every day, user 10 playing for a few days
near the start of the trial before giving up and user 9 joining the game later
than the others, but having played every day since starting until the current
time.
Simpler methods of selecting interviewees would obviously have been possi-
ble, such as choosing the highest-scoring players, but using these methods
of selection to interview a set of players which showed a broader range of
activity in playing the game gives more breadth to the interview participants.
Having identified the interviewee set of choice, Facebook again proved a use-
ful tool in making contact. Users were sent a message, enquiring whether
they were interested in taking part in an interview over VoIP or telephone in
exchange for $25 of iTunes or Amazon vouchers. 10 of these players were
interviewed, from 5 different countries and 3 different continents. 5 were
male and 5 were female, and they ranged in age from 22 to 38.
As the trial progressed, there was a noted shift in participants’ willingness
to be interviewed. In the first months of the trial, requests for interviews
were met with enthusiasm and even pleasure at being given the opportunity
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to participate. However, the number of users willing to take part in the
feedback process dropped as the trial continued.
It can be speculated that this is perhaps a result of the self-selection of
participants involved in this type of trial; early adopters willing to download
software on release and persevere through initial versions seem to have
more interest in the process and greater willingness to participate than
those who joined the trial later.
In addition to the visualisation shown in Figure 4.5, other tools were useful
in interview preparation. The tool seen in Figure 4.4, showing activity across
different hours of the day, helped to make the interviewer aware of the
overall level of engagement the player had shown, as well as raise specific
items of interest to ask about, such as if a player seemed to be using the
application for five minutes every day at lunch time.
Similarly, the answers that the interviewee had submitted to tasks were
surveyed before the interview commenced, again to prime any potentially
interesting aspects to ask about. Each interview began with another ex-
planation of the trial and of who the interviewer was, and typically lasted
between 15 and 45 minutes. All were transcribed afterwards.
4.4.2 Findings from analysis of interviews
In order to explore the research issue of running mass participation trials,
as many questions about the trial mechanism itself as about the application
were asked.
Unsurprisingly perhaps, many of the same game experience themes arose
in interviews as had been reported in the original Yoshi trial. For example,
several participants mentioned that awareness of other players’ scores, as
shown in the table on Facebook and within the game itself, was a strong
motivating factor for them. It should be noted that, unlike the first trial
of Yoshi, no prizes are awarded to the best players; presenting names on
the score table and the ability to share their success with all their friends,
players and non-players, via Facebook, proved to be enough of an incentive
for many players.
Our use of Facebook also afforded more direct interaction between players.
By having full names visible on the scoreboard, and as the game had clear
links to Facebook, users appeared to have a ‘ticket to talk’ to each other.
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For example, one participant (A) reported seeking out another player (B) on
Facebook, to ask about what was perceived as unusual scoring patterns.
From seeing B’s name, A made assumptions about where B was likely to be
based in the world and was confused about the times of day that B appeared
to be accumulating points: “I really couldn’t figure out how they could have
all those points when I was asleep”. After exchanging a few messages with
each other, A discovered that B lived in a different continent. Their conver-
sation has continued, and they now consider themselves friends.
Turning now to the user trial mechanisms, interviewees were enthusiastic
about the range of feedback mechanisms made available to them. In par-
ticular, players interviewed were very positive about the task mechanism,
with one saying “I think it’s a pretty good idea that I can answer certain
questions for [tasks] so I can give feedback there. Even free-text feedback.
And it’s really good.”
This trend is in accord with the analysis of task response rates and the num-
ber of sensible answers received. One interviewee specifically addressed
having noticed that it was possible to just get tokens from submitting empty
responses, but still felt he should give proper answers: “Sometimes, you
scan through, and just try and hit the submit button . . . you’re just like,
gimme these tokens, I wanna get on with it. . . But most times, I answer
honestly, about 98% of the time.”
This enthusiasm for the task response mechanism extended to being con-
tacted through Facebook to request an interview, with all interviewees re-
sponding positively when asked how they felt on being contacted, with one
commenting: “I find it really nice that [you are] contacting me and asking
me my opinion. I guess it’s a really nice thing.”
Indeed, at the end of their interviews, two of the ten interviewees actually
declined the payment that had earlier been agreed, saying that they were
happy to participate. This is maybe because they had been provided with a
free game that these players evidently value. Of course, players who do not
enjoy the game stop playing it and are not available for logging or interview
– thus potentially biasing this ‘sampling’ of users.
By targeting users with the task mechanism, Facebook messages and email
it was possible to quiz those who declined interview requests on their rea-
sons for doing so. The response rate was low but those received fell evenly
into categories of general refusal, e.g. ‘I don’t have time.’, and refusal based
on perceived lack of language skills, e.g. ‘I don’t speak English.’
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Users are playing of their own free will rather than perhaps feeling obligated
by having agreed to participate in a system trial, and so their play is more
‘natural’ than those who use the system out of a sense of obligation or for
financial benefit.
As a result, compared to experiences of earlier trials of other systems, it
was observed that players had more good will towards ‘giving something
back’ than had been observed in more traditional trials. Although time-
consuming to arrange and conduct, these interviews offered valuable in-
sights into player behaviour and their reactions to the trial process and
provided a valuable, rich communication channel through which detailed
contextual understanding of logged data could be sought.
4.5 Redesign
Given the greater engagement with users that was achieved using the var-
ious methods of communication built into, and around the application the
opportunity to open the design process was made available – allowing them
to participate enmass.
For example, as an answer to the task “What could be improved about
Yoshi?”, one user (anonymised here as Helen) commented that plantations
were often too full. Helen was invited for interview, and the interviewer then
raised this point to obtain further detail.
Helen explained that, as plantations auto-generate fruit at a rate of one per
hour, they would often be full, which she felt was to the detriment of the
game.
In particular, Helen described a situation where she would empty a plan-
tation before leaving for work in the morning, and wanted to collect a seed
from work to plant when she got home. However, by this time the previ-
ously empty plantation would have around 10 pieces of fruit in it again,
which would have to be picked first and fed to unwilling yoshis, leading to
a points penalty.
The tension she identified was in this case a secondary tension between
the need for the plantations to generate fruit for the community of players
and her desire to change the type of fruit being produced for her own gain.
Alleviating this tension could be done by providing new tools to the users,
allowing them to manipulate the plantation objects in a new way, or by
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changing the rules around which the current tools allowed the planting of
new types of fruit.
Following this interview, it was agreed that this was a valid tension that
should be addressed if it reflected a common concern or problem among
users. The task mechanism was used again to consult the user-base at
large as a lightweight substitute for an Action Workshop.
A question was added as a task in the game, in the form of a vote as to
whether to introduce this feature, and exactly what form it should take.
Three options were presented:
A: Leaving the game unchanged.
B: Players could burn empty plantations to stop them re-growing (as sug-
gested by the interviewee).
C: Even full plantations could be burned, which would also destroy all
the fruit that had grown.
17% voted in favour of leaving the game as it was, while 29% were keen
to see option B and 54% selected option C. The chosen feature was there-
fore implemented and distributed in a new Yoshi version, thus beginning
another iteration in the design process.
On detecting that Helen had installed the new version, she was contacted
again to gauge her reaction towards the new feature and she replied pos-
itively, agreeing that the version implemented, rather than the design she
had suggested, was the better of the new options. The addition of a new
tool, allowing users to burn down plantation, and rules as to the price in
terms of points a user must pay to use it changed the relationship between
the community and the plantation objects. In order to ensure that this
change had not raised unforeseen tensions within the model that would be
detrimental to the user experience another vote was included on the new
feature, consulting the opinion of the user-base at large after they had had
a chance to use this feature.
Users responded with approval, with 94% agreeing that they liked the new
feature. This demonstrated to us a significant benefit in this iterative ap-
proach of conducting design by engaging with users at both a micro and
macro-scale, and letting the results of one feed into the other.
System bug handling was dealt with using the same mechanisms. One user
was having stability issues that were reported in-game through the task
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mechanism. Upon contacting the user for more information, the problem
was narrowed down to be specific to his generation of hardware and oper-
ating system version combination in areas of high access point saturation.
This problem was resolved and the next update to the game was released.
In the first five months the software was live, seven versions were released
to the public.
By having interaction with evaluators integrated into the game dynamic,
users are able to report issues directly within the relevant context of use.
While these reports are generally brief, they provide a hook back to the
context of use they were created in.
In this respect, the log data was an invaluable tool for helping the user
recall the context of use and therefore the detail and qualitative texture of
the problem or suggestion he/she had reported previously. Placing the user
at the scene of the problem or suggestion by discussing their location, the
game actions they took leading up to the report, and how their pattern of
play had evolved to the point where they noticed a problem gave interviewers
a valuable means to elicit the detail necessary to pinpoint problems and
ground suggestions.
4.6 Discussion
The tools and techniques described in the previous sections let us carry
out a participatory iterative design process but at a much larger scale than
normal. Methodologically, when this novel mass participation approach is
compared to large scale trials, there are both advantages and disadvan-
tages. The large number of users is helpful in statistical terms, but the
volume of data can inhibit the move from quantitative aggregates to quali-
tative detail.
While it was sometimes expedient to use common database query tools to
work with the ‘raw’ log data, it was beneficial to also develop custom visual-
isations to better understand patterns and detail in the data and to choose
where to focus requests for interviews. Compared to more ethnographic tri-
als that involve local participants who are paid to use software in a trial, it
can be argued that this process of ‘recruitment’ led to more realistic condi-
tions in that users were using software that they themselves chose to use
— without inducement or obligation on their part to keep using it if they did
not want to.
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However, this advantage has to be weighed against issues such as the in-
ability to gather data from those who dislike the application, and the re-
duced knowledge of local context and culture.
In practical terms, this method incurred expenses in terms of development
time and interviewer effort. The language skills of the research group were
put to the test with the creation of French, German and Japanese interna-
tionalisations – giving greater access to those for whom English is not their
first language. Initial worries about being able to interview users with lim-
ited English and a first language out with the skill set of the team proved to
be irrelevant, however. The nature of the interview selection process meant
those who were not confident in their language skills were less likely to
volunteer to be interviewed. Again a potential bias should be noted: poten-
tially significant interview subjects could decline to be interviewed due to
their lack of confidence.
Communicating across time zones can cause delays and sometimes involved
the scheduling of out-of-hours interview times in order to fit in to the daily
schedules of users. Taking into account the time differences when consid-
ering the rapidity of response from users is another aspect; users generally
expect ‘timely’ responses to any messages they send – no matter how many
time zones away from the developers they are.
Taking careful note of the sender’s time of day when a message was cre-
ated, and addressing his or her perception of the passage of time until the
response was sent, was important in building relationships with users, e.g.
a reply which will not be read until the ‘next day’ in the user’s time zone
should be phrased to take into account the user’s likely perception of a slow
response.
In the trial, it was found that relative wealth scales also played a part,
with the level of entry to the trial set at having an Apple iPhone – still a
relatively expensive item which is not price-normalised to match local in-
comes. In rough terms, and taking into account countries’ populations, as
the average income of a country decreased so did the density of Yoshi users
there. This pattern may not appear with software for more widespread,
price-normalised mobile phones – potentially leading to a larger propor-
tion of users in countries with lower average incomes taking part in trials.
Similarly, although the trial software was developed on the latest iPhone
hardware, firmware and OS, care was taken to ensure that the game was
backwards compatible with older versions to try to maximise potential user-
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base. In practical terms this meant compiling for the earliest possible OS
version and ensuring that features relying on later OS versions degraded
gracefully.
As explained in §4.1, users were prevented from starting the game without
first stating that they had read and understood the terms and conditions,
which explained the nature of the trial and the data that would be logged
about their use of the system. However, when speaking to participants, it
emerged that none of those interviewed had understood the game was part
of an academic trial.
A task was subsequently presented to users, further explaining the nature
of the trial and asking whether they had understood this, with 70% respond-
ing that they had not. This mirrors findings by the Federation Against Soft-
ware Theft [47] where the percentage of users who reported reading EULA’s
on the desktop was 28%, with 72% routinely agreeing to them “without
taking any notice of exactly what they are agreeing to.”
This highlights a potential ethical issue for all researchers distributing soft-
ware in this manner as, opposed to a traditional face-to-face handover
where participants’ understanding can be gauged and explanations repeated
or re-worded as necessary, the understanding of remote participants is as-
sumed on the basis of clicks on a checkbox and can only be verified after
they have become involved in the trial.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, a mass participation method for running large scale tri-
als with the goal of combining the benefits of large-scale ‘field surveys’ and
ethnographic or activity theory based methods was explored with the run-
ning of a worldwide trial of the game Hungry Yoshi. A central aim of this
methodology was to push the upper limit on the number of participants
as far as possible, while still combining quantitative and qualitative ap-
proaches in ways that usefully and efficiently fed into the redesign process.
A distribution method that made the system available to the general public,
comprehensive system logging, a means of interacting with users that was
integrated with the user experience of Yoshi, and interaction via a social
networking web site were used. The benefits of such mechanisms include an
increase in the numeric and geographic scale of the user-base combined as
well as an increase in the engagement of these users with the trial process.
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The worldwide nature of the trial meant that tools and methods to main-
tain awareness of participants had to be adapted. The use of quantitative
and qualitative assessments to assess the activity and engagement of the
user-base, and using this to perform targeted interaction with participants,
how that interaction took place on a variety of scales, and how feedback
mechanisms were embedded within the system and their use encouraged
was described.
The Facebook social networking site served as a means to contact users, to
give them awareness of other users’ activity, and as a means for them to
interact with each other.
In combination, these features allow the orchestration of a trial involving a
very large number of participants for a long period of time to have relatively
quick redesign cycles set within that process.
This trial and its evaluation also fills a gap identified in the current literature
on large scale mobile trials in §2.2, where detailed focus upon the user
experience and how a mobile application’s fit into the everyday life of a user
can be examined at a distance.
Here follows a summary of guidelines based on the experience of releasing
Hungry Yoshi for researchers taking a similar approach:
• Expect low percentages of uptake and participation. Software on mo-
bile devices has become a ‘disposable’ form of entertainment; expect
your software to be treated in the same manner as any other.
• Be inclusive. In order to maximise user engagement, lower technical
and social barriers to participation not relevant to research issues.
• Stay in the application. Communication within the bounds of the ap-
plication is more acceptable to users, and therefore achieves a much
greater response rate. An order of magnitude less participation for
every step ‘out of the game’ users were asked to take was observed.
In retrospect, the amount of researcher time and energy that was required
to collect the rich interview data from remote participants was dispropor-
tionate to the quality and the utility of these transcripts. While it is not
opposed to the methodology outlined here to analyse each textual response
in detail, to arrange hundreds of remote interviews or to travel the globe
meeting and observing the participants in the trial – these courses of action
are not practical.
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Indeed, the cost in researcher hours per interview conducted in the course
of this trial was estimated to be at least a factor of 4 higher than when using
local participants.
Even the qualitative data that proved relatively easy to collect, the free text
answers to the tasks, was difficult to analyse — the time and effort that
would have been involved in screening, coding and analysing the 57,067
responses that have been returned at the time of writing would far outweigh
their value in an iterative design process.
There are also ethical considerations that must be taken onboard as this
mass participation methodology is formed. As has been shown, many users
do not even know that they are participants in a user trial, much less un-
derstand what this means. For trials run using this methodology to be suc-
cessful, they must be both productive in terms of research and acceptable
to the user communities they rely upon.
This method is therefore put forward as a partial answer to RQ1. While
it has been shown that qualitative and quantitative data can be collected,
analysed and fed back into the redesign process from a large scale user
trial, the practical and ethical difficulties mean that further refinement is
necessary to give a full answer to the research question.
In the following chapter another worldwide release is described, but in this
case the trial is run alongside a more traditional trial involving local partic-
ipants. The mitigation of the problems of difficulty of access to high quality
qualitative data, the self-selection bias present in the participants who do
agree to be contacted and the detailed analysis of an unaware participant




Hybrid Mass Participation Trials
The rise in opportunities for researchers to be able to conduct large scale
‘field trial’ research by taking advantage of the increasingly powerful and
sensor rich devices more and more people carry about with them every day,
described in Chapter 1, has begun to draw researchers into this area.
However the vast majority of publications involving such deployments of
software, as shown in §2.2, have forgone the rich qualitative detail available
from a local user trial completely as they moved to this larger scale.
The methodological tensions between observational theories, such as ethnog-
raphy and activity theory, and the normal practices in these large scale de-
ployments, were discussed in §2.4.3. The challenge is to find a practical
synthesis of the two, harnessing the strengths of each for the purpose of
design.
In the previous chapter it was shown that there are methods by which de-
tailed qualitative data can be collected from the participants in a mass par-
ticipation user trial. However, in using a wholly remote set of participants
there were a number of practical and ethical problems.
Without the traditional researcher-participant relationship, users were less
willing to be contacted out with the application, and bias was inserted into
the sample of users who agreed to interviews as they were necessarily only
drawn from those who were highly engaged. The effort expended in ar-
ranging and conducting the interviews during the trial of Hungry Yoshi was
much higher than when using local participants.
The participants were also unaware that they were part of a user trial, de-
spite best effort being made to inform them in the manner standard across
the trials outlined in §2.2 – the Terms and Conditions page when the ap-
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plication is first launched. Traditionally discharging the ethical responsi-
bilities researchers have towards their participants stems from the negoti-
ated understanding of the trial procedure. Confronting people who had no
knowledge that their data was being analysed with hypotheses about them
and their lives in a situation where the circumstances and mental state of
the participant cannot be checked before-hand, or mitigated after the fact
in a debrief if they choose to stop using the application, makes ensuring
ethical conduct extremely difficult.
This chapter describes an method to counter a number of these difficulties
with a hybrid methodology combining a global software release with a con-
current local trial. A phone-based game, World Cup Predictor, was created
to explore the uptake and use of ad hoc peer-to-peer networking, and to ex-
plore evaluation using this hybrid trial method, i.e. combining a small-scale
local trial with a mass participation trial.
This hybrid method allows for locally observed findings to be verified, for
patterns in globally collected data to be explained and addresses ethical
issues raised by the mass participation approach. Based on this study and
that discussed in Chapter 4, a set of guidelines to researchers working in
this area is provided.
Particular aspects of the research being undertaken may be best suited to
investigation using one or other of the trial groups. In some circumstances
the two groups can be used together to achieve greater insights than could
be gained from studying both groups separately.
The application, World Cup Predictor, was designed to run alongside the
2010 FIFA World Cup, and looked at users’ real-world uptake of peer-to-
peer data transfers. The local trial involved 11 users, and a further 10,806
registered users were recruited via the software’s release on a mobile appli-
cation repository.
In this chapter we reflect on this hybrid trial, to investigate whether these
different methodologies can be effectively combined, explore productive ways
of managing the tasks best suited to each, and discuss whether this hybrid
approach is sufficient to address the shortcomings identified in Chapter 4.
This chapter culminates with a set of guidelines to aid other researchers
who are interested in performing such a study.
Taking a sample of data from a larger population and conducting interviews
is not, in itself, a novel approach to research. In fields such as sociology
and market research it is not uncommon for a survey to be followed by
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targeted interviews, either individual or together as part of a focus group, to
gain more in-depth qualitative data [66]. This approach has been applied in
mass-released mobile applications [6], although without the methodological
detail or discussion provided here.
The World Cup predictor application described in this chapter was designed
to apply this large-scale deployment model to explore the viability of re-
search applications based on mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) using com-
modity mobile phones in uncontrolled environments. Research of MANETs
has been extensive [141], yet few applications of MANETs have taken place
outside of simulated environments [147] as a substantial density of users
is needed to ensure successful transfer of data through a community via
opportunistic, face-to-face encounters [141].
MANET research systems have used mobile clients as data carriers [99],
exchanging information as they moved around or used ad hoc networking
to provide awareness of others in the environment [191, 50]. Although some
of these systems underwent user trials, they were small-scale in terms of
participant numbers.
5.1 Difficulties Encountered In ‘App Store’ Trials
As outlined previously, the provision of ‘app stores’ on several mobile plat-
forms in recent years led to several research projects using these methods
of deployment. Although most report positively on the benefits gained using
this methodology, several potential shortcomings have been identified.
One was identified by Henze et al. in their use of the application Tap-It
in large scale deployment for an experiment that sought to isolate ‘cause
and effect’ on a single task [116], the type of experiment commonly under-
taken in a controlled lab setting. As Android runs on a great number of
devices from many different handset manufacturers, it is no surprise that
the authors report that their captured data came from 40 different types of
device, with different processor speeds, OS versions, screen resolutions and
physical dimensions. This lack of uniformity could easily be a problem in
certain types of studies, if the goal is to compare behaviour among different
conditions.
The recruited users might also not be as diverse a group as it might first
appear. As noted in Chapter 4, relative wealth scales also played a part, with
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the level of entry to the trial set at having an Apple iPhone, so although a
large number of users might be attracted from a wide geographic spread, the
platform is likely to attract a group of users that is relatively homogeneous
in economic terms.
Additionally, although the recruited user base might be considered more
representative of the audience such an application would attract, there is no
way to gather data from those users who do not like the application. Users
will judge the software by the same standards as they judge commercial
software they download, meaning researchers can expect a large proportion
of users to download and ‘browse’ the software but not continue to use it if
they do not see a benefit. They are unlikely to feel a responsibility to keep
using the software in order to complete an academic trial.
Several other types of difficulty might arise in using this mass participation
approach to Ubicomp trials. As mentioned before there can be difficulties in
both finding participants willing to consent to speak to researchers and in
the practicalities of conducting these interviews. Whereas offering in-game
rewards for answering quick questionnaire-style queries led to a reason-
able return rate, the same strategy did not persuade people to consent to
telephone calls.
The offering of financial incentives was similarly unsuccessful in encour-
aging interviewees. Once willing interviewees had been identified, another
round of difficulties began as attempts were made to timetable a schedule
for VoIP calls with users who lived in different time zones. These had to
be arranged at times best suited to the interviewees, working round work,
family and social commitments and in many cases necessitated researchers
staying up until the early hours of the morning.
It is then especially unfortunate that remote participants were found to be
very unreliable in attending arranged interviews, with many of them failing
to answer calls made at pre-arranged times.
This might be due to the nature of the researcher-participant relationship
in this style of trial; there might be less social pressure to answer a call from
an app developer with whom you have had the most cursory contact than
there would a researcher who you had met and whose hardware you were
using.
In addition to the struggles of finding interviewees and arranging interviews,
the data gained from such encounters is less rich than would be captured
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from those conducted face to face, due to increased difficulties in establish-
ing a rapport and the inability to capture nonverbal information.
While the quality of qualitative data collected between telephone and face-
to-face interviews has been seen to be comparable [230], the gap between
email and other asynchronous web technologies, and synchronous voice
has been shown to be significantly detrimental to the credibility and trust-
worthiness of the researcher – and as a result the quality of the data gath-
ered [126].
Synchronous video chat has been shown to provide higher trust ratings in
certain circumstances [92], this is generally seen where the participants in
the videoconference had previously met face-to-face [4]. Modern computer
based video conferencing also includes collaboration tools, such as shared
drawing areas, useful in communicating clearly when conducting a quali-
tative interview [109]. However, this puts extra constraints on interviews
– shrinking an already small pool. Synchronous video chat is rarely used
in a mobile setting [111], and on a mobile device these collaboration tools
are less effective, where they are present at all, due to the limited screen
space and the requirement to hold the device in the correct way to suc-
cessfully send video. The effectiveness of the communication when video is
compared to audio only channels has been shown to be negligible, and in
some cases detrimental, to the conversation [199]. Using video also raises
the technical literacy necessary to be an interviewee in the trial and could
constrain their ability to take part to when they are at a computer with
the necessary hardware and an internet connection. Most of the interviews
conducted in Chapter 4 were conducted by calling the participant’s mobile
phone.
A lightweight asynchronous voice feedback module was developed by the
author and included in the release of an application called World Paint, a
simple location based game where users can turn on and off a coloured
paint brush and leave a trail on the world map when they move. This feed-
back module allowed for users to leave either text or voicemail-like messages
for the development team, who could reply with text. These messages were
arranged as conversations with the user. This was not as well used as had
been hoped. The majority of audio clips uploaded to the server seemed
to be from users who were using the feature as a voice memo system –
with an unexpected number of people recording and uploading versions of
their favourite pop songs presumably with the expectation of receiving con-
structive criticism, it was decided best to reply only with praise in these
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circumstances.
It was also of interest to us to perform repeated interviews at regular in-
tervals throughout the trial, to follow up on points raised and learn about
how usage of and feelings towards the system changed over time. However,
in many cases this would have been impossible as users can stop using
the system at any time, with no implied obligation to keep playing for the
duration of a trial.
Although very large amounts of quantitative data were being gathered, the
reduction in the amount and quality of qualitative data meant it was harder
to explain the patterns observed or infer users’ motives: what was hap-
pening in the trial could be seen, but there were barriers in the path of
discovering why it was happening.
Running research trials using these app store repositories also raises a
number of additional ethical questions not inherent in more standard de-
ployments among local users.
Possibly chief among these is the notion of informed consent: do the users
of these applications understand their role as participants in a trial and
how data may be recorded on aspects such as their usage of the software,
their unique identifiers and their location? As seen in §4.6, 70% of users did
not know that their application was part of a research trial, despite the pre-
sentation of a terms and conditions page on first launch of the application,
echoing previous findings on the number of users reading terms presented
in desktop applications by FAST.
Even if users did want to read this information, language barriers may pre-
vent it; although translations were provided in four major languages, this
will not cover all the users likely to download a globally released application.
Additional ethical concerns arise in researchers not being able to know their
users, or to verify submitted demographic information. There is no way of
knowing whether a user reporting to be above the legal age of consent to
enter into a contract in any given country is being truthful, or whether a
child has lied about his or her age in order to gain access to functionality
restricted to adults.
The age of a subject is of particular importance when they are agreeing
to interviews; in many institutions separate – and more rigorous – ethical
approval of a project must be sought before engaging with minors.
The hybrid mass participation approach presented in this chapter attempts
to address many of these technical, administrative and ethical difficulties
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that can arise when evaluating a system using a mass participation method
alone.
The following section describes the World Cup Predictor application and the
hybrid trial methodology used in its evaluation.
5.2 World Cup Predictor
As previously stated, most trials of MANET systems have been based on
simulations or small numbers of users. Using MANETs in ways that fit with
the everyday interactions of users and the limitations imposed by current
technology, so as to augment and support their sharing of information, has
not been fully explored.
Here the techniques of the mass participation approach are applied to the
study of peer-to-peer data transfers in real-world settings.
As one of the requirements of such a trial is to create a sufficient density of
users, it is necessary to create an application compelling enough to gain a
large number of downloads. Releasing a research application based solely
on testing MANET communications was considered, an attempt at altruistic
message passing through a number of intermediary nodes for example, but
this would perhaps not attract huge numbers.
Rather an attempt was made to create an appealing application, which
could be used by an individual player and in which it was possible to be
confident in it being downloaded in large numbers.
Peer-to-peer data transfer functionality was then built into this single-player
application as an optional mode, but incentivised with points and prizes, to
examine the uptake and usage of these features.
Whether groups of socially-connected users would all download and use
the application when it was released in this way, and whether similar or
different uptake of MANET features among these users as compared to a
local user group that was handpicked to have known social links would be
observed was part of the research being undertaken.
5.2.1 System description
The World Cup Predictor is an iOS-based game created to run alongside the
2010 FIFA World Cup, a sporting event of global interest hosted in South
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Figure 5.1: The initial app screen (left), the news feed (centre), and the
prediction screen (right).
Africa between 11th June and 11th July 2010.
The application allowed users to predict the results of World Cup football
matches and awarded points for correct guesses: 3 points were awarded for
getting a result exactly correct and 1 point for predicting the correct winner
or correctly predicting a draw. Point tallies were accumulated for all users’
predictions and collated in a global leader-board.
The game divided the World Cup into seven rounds, such that every team
remaining in the tournament played once per round. The final two rounds
consisted of only two matches each. Users were only able to predict results
for the matches in the current round, this constraint being designed to en-
courage continued engagement as users had to interact with the application
at least once per round to continue to earn points.
The deadline for submitting predictions for a given round was the kick-
off time of the first match in that round. At the end of each match, the
server allocated points to users with correct predictions and recalculated
the leader-board.
The application also included peer-to-peer functionality, where a user could
challenge another co-located player to a ‘head-to-head’ game.
In this mode, both players would predict the results of the same randomly
selected subset of the current round’s matches and the player getting the
most correct would be awarded 5 points on the main leader-board. Upon
challenging another player, an ad hoc connection would be formed between
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the devices using Bluetooth.
This connection was used to transfer the prediction data locally between
devices and, on the next occasion one of the users had a connection to the
server, the details of the head-to-head were uploaded so that points could
be allocated to the winner.
There were no restrictions on the number of head-to-head games users
could play, except that each pair of users could only play each other once
per round. The game rules were designed to incentivise usage of this fea-
ture, as users willing and able to play many head-to-heads would have a far
higher chance of winning the prizes on offer.
5.2.2 Pilot Study
The Predictor application was initially trialled with a group of eight locally
recruited users – a group of friends, who saw each other socially and were
football fans.
The pilot ran alongside part of the local football season, from December
2009 until April 2010. Log data was captured, and participants were brought
together for three focus groups during the pilot study to discuss their expe-
riences and thoughts on the application.
The pilot was useful as a beta testing phase in which several user interface
issues were identified and corrected. However, the main outcome was the
lack of usage of the head-to-head functionality, with none of the seven users
ever using it except when brought together for focus groups.
When queried on this issue, users suggested that they did not see each other
regularly, and when they did meet face-to-face, they did not remember to
do it.
Motivation was also suspected to be a problem, as the pilot study partici-
pants were paid a flat fee for their time, but no prizes were offered for win-
ning the competition. Additionally, the head-to-head feature was not linked
to the main game points total, so players winning a head-to-head would
not receive any benefit to their status on the league table. The subsequent
design sought to provide further motivation to users.
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5.2.3 User trial
Although the World Cup Predictor study sought to investigate the uptake
of ad hoc peer-to-peer networking via the application’s ‘head-to-head’ fea-
ture, the primary aim was to test a hybrid mass participation methodology
combining large and small scale trials.
As such, the World Cup Predictor application was distributed to both lo-
cally recruited participants and via an iOS APT software repository to users
worldwide.
In order to encourage downloads, and particularly usage of the ad-hoc peer-
to-peer functionality, the application offered a prize of £250 to the top player
at the end of the World Cup. Smaller prizes of £40 were offered to the player
winning each round, so that players coming to the game late or those who
had not performed well in the first few rounds could still win a prize, and
therefore would still be motivated to play the game.
5.2.3.1 Local Participant Group
As it was of particular interest how social bonds between users impacted
on game participation and use, local users who had existing social ties were
recruited.
In recruitment it was stressed that this group should have regular day-
to-day contact, to maximise the opportunities for use of the peer-to-peer
functions.
A smaller group of satellite players with no connection to the group of
friends and colleagues was also sought.
This social topography of users was chosen to give direct access to the differ-
ent types of users and use expected in relation to the peer-to-peer function-
ality; i.e. friends and co-workers using it together on a regular basis as well
as serendipitous use between strangers. The recruitment of local partici-
pants was undertaken primarily by putting up posters in several locations
around the city: public libraries, music shops and university buildings.
In order to find a group with day-to-day social connections volunteers were
asked to recommend their friends or colleagues who would be likely to be
interested in playing the game. In order to boost the group size, hardware
in the form of Apple iPhones was provided for the duration of the study to
members of the local group who did not own a compatible device.
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Each participant was paid a nominal fee for their participation in the study,
which included pre-trial familiarisation with the system, a brief visit from a
researcher during the trial and an interview after the trial was complete.
Of the eleven participants recruited, five worked together in a shared office.
Of the others, three were acquaintances of one another and the other three
had no social ties to any of the other participants. Participants ranged in
age from 18 to 37 years of age, with 10 males and 1 female.
All bar two participants owned the devices on which the trial software was
run. As well as their payment, local participants were of course eligible to
compete with the global users for the array of prizes on offer throughout the
World Cup.
5.2.3.2 Global Participant Group
World Cup Predictor was released via an iOS APT repository on Sunday 6th
of June 2010, with the World Cup commencing on Friday the 11th of June.
An interesting aspect of running mass distribution trials is the difficulty in
quantifying the number of users involved in a trial.
In the local trial, a user can be identified as someone who was given the
software, paid for participation and interviewed about their experience, and
the number of such participants can be reported with confidence.
With an application released through an online software repository, this
becomes more complicated.
Statistics provided from the online repository state that the application has
had 44,613 downloads. This figure includes software updates and rein-
stalls, so the same user might be included more than once.
By the start of the tournament there were 3,720 registered users, with this
number increasing to 10,806 by the end of the World Cup.
Of these, 5,941 made at least one prediction, and 5,602 predicted in more
than one round. The application is still available to download and even
though the game has now ended, users have continued to sign up, with
23,671 registered at the time of writing.
On first launching the application, users were prompted to provide a user-
name for use on the leader-board and an email address so they could be
contacted in the event of winning a prize.
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Figure 5.2: User Demographics.
Simple demographic information was also requested at this stage, with
users being asked to input their age via a slider and their gender via one of
two buttons.
There was no obligation to answer these questions and it must be taken
into account that the reported answers cannot be verified. The results of
this survey are shown in Figure 5.2, showing the spread of the ages of the
80% of users who provided an answer to the question and the distribution
of the gender of the participants, which is heavily biased towards males.
Device information was logged automatically. Of the iOS devices on which
it was possible to run the application, iPhones outnumber iPod Touches
by around a factor of 2.5. Far fewer participants used iPads, which were
only released shortly before the World Cup. Users must agree to the terms
and conditions stating that their locations may be logged before using the
application. A contact email address was also supplied for users to opt
out of the trial at any time, and it was explained that all data stored about
them would be destroyed on receipt of such a request. This information was
presented in four different languages as in the previous trial described in
chapter 4.
Before data is logged, the user must also agree via the standard iOS request
for the application to use his/her location. The game would not be affected
if this request was refused or if location services were turned off at any time.
The majority of users were based in Europe, North America and South
America.
Fewer than 400 users played the game in Africa, the continent hosting the
tournament, although there was activity recorded at five different World
Cup stadia in South Africa. Both the local and global deployments of the
application logged participant usage data.
The application feeds log data to local caches on the phone, which in turn
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are opportunistically uploaded to a server using the same data connection
required to run the game.
The data logged includes activities within the game, such as moving between
application screens, and general contextual information, such as location.
Uploaded data from each user is timestamped and stored on a database on
a central server. To protect the privacy of participants, this framework uses
TLS to encrypt data sent between phones and the server.
5.2.3.3 Qualitative Data Capture
As researchers did not physically meet the global participants, there were
additional challenges in establishing a dialogue with them in order to gain
data for qualitative analysis.
In addition to asking simple demographic information, users were presented
with short questionnaires, allowing them to enter free text into a form within
the application using the device soft keyboard.
Although not answered by the same high percentages of users as the more
simple demographic questions, many participants usefully responded to
this form of concise information gathering.
5.2.3.4 User Self-Selection Bias
Packaging the peer-to-peer functionality under scrutiny within a football
predictor game may have introduced a bias in the sample of users.For ex-
ample, the vast majority of users were male.
When conducting a mass participation trial, the body of trial participants
is self-selected, in that users download the trial application from a public
repository themselves. This is in contrast with more traditional techniques
in which participants are directly recruited, or techniques used in indus-
try, in which a recruitment agency ensures a demographic distribution in
accord with what a company expects or desires.
The population of users resulting from a mass participation trial is likely to
be more ‘lifelike’ in representing the types of users who would actively seek
out and use such an application when compared to the inherent biases
likely to occur when users are directly recruited.
However, these users, who elect to play a football predictor game, are not
necessarily representative of the average population, or of the set of people
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Figure 5.3: Graph showing, for each of a number of geo-cultural regions,
how long before the deadline predictions were submitted.
who would be most likely to use peer-to-peer functions in applications in
general.
5.2.3.5 Geo-Cultural Differences
Another interesting point noted in the data was a cultural difference in the
behaviour of users with regards how long before the deadline they submitted
their predictions.
Geo-cultural differences in user behaviour have, in the past, been measured
by running multiple small scale trials in different locations [55, 110, 18],
by purposefully recruiting from a representative minority group within the
researchers’ local area [5, 240, 241], or by using internet mediated surveys
[137, 244, 164, 202].
Here the log data collected in the course of the trial was examined. The
logged data on submission times was filtered and partitioned to create sub-
sets in which the language setting of the device matched the national lan-
guage in a given country (or region in a country) corresponding to the de-
vice’s location. For example, figure 5.3 shows data from a number of coun-
tries as well as the French-speaking Canadians in Quebec. The data from
the final match was omitted as there were only two days before this fixture
in which players could submit predictions.
As can be seen from Figure 5.3, the UK and USA show slight a weight
towards users predicting closer to the deadline, but the predictions were
fairly evenly spread over the available time. This is in contrast to France
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and Quebec, where a tendency to pick early is displayed, and Germany
where the time picking was closer to the deadline.
This difference in the time of interaction with the application based on the
culture of the participant could have an affect on how researchers inter-
act with them during a trial. If the timing of use researchers expect does
not generalise across cultures then cultural groups could be unevenly rep-
resented in responses to feedback questions, depending on when they are
released and when the answers are analysed.
5.3 Usage of Ad Hoc Networks
The game was completely playable without using ad hoc networks, but had
this functionality presented as an option for ‘head-to-head’ play.
The head-to-head mode was encouraged both through the scoring mech-
anism and as a means to challenge friends, providing a more overt social
element to the game.
As the tournament progressed, the game mechanism encouraged head-to-
head play more as the number of matches per round became fewer.
For the final two rounds, where only two matches were played, the max-
imum possible score through the main predictions game was 6 points,
whereas each successful head-to-head game would gain a user 5 points.
It was hoped that this game mechanic would provide motivation to use this
feature, but there were several obstacles that would need to be overcome
before a player could use the head-to-head mode. A user would need to
know somebody else with an iOS device, who was sufficiently interested
in the World Cup to install the application and who could physically meet
the user in order to establish a Bluetooth connection. These are significant
demands to place upon a feature compared to the main game, where a
single user only needs an Internet connection to play.
These results show very different usage levels between the local and global
user groups. Of the global users, only 45 played head-to-head. This is 0.8%
of the registered 5,602 users who played in more than one round. Of those
45 users, 23 completed more than one head-to-head game.
The most head-to-heads undertaken in total by a single user was 4: this
player engaged 2 other users twice each. The greatest diversity of head-to-
head partners achieved by a single user was 3. A single pair of users could
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have performed up to 7 head-to-heads (1 in each round), yet no player per-
formed a head-to-head in more than 3 different rounds, suggesting that
even those users who were using the feature and presumably seeing the
points benefits felt that the barrier of being collocated with another partici-
pant was too great.
These results seem to indicate that head-to-head play had significant hur-
dles for users. Responses gained through the questionnaire section of the
application support this. Comments on this issue focussed on two main
areas, with several users stating they lacked the opportunity to perform the
feature, for example “I would have used head-to-head more if more people
amongst my friend using the software/feature too”.
Many users also suggested alternative means to engage in head-to-heads
that were not reliant on co-location, requesting for example “i think the
head to head should be just random ppl going against each other and not
bluethooth”, or requesting “The ability to challenge global users over wifi for
a head to head”.
Turning attention to data gathered from the local deployment of the appli-
cation reveals a very different pattern of use. All 5 of the officemates and
all 3 of the friends performed at least one head-to-head, yet none of the
3 singletons used the feature. The average number of head-to-head plays
performed by each local participant was 5.2. Users reported enjoying this
feature in terms of adding an extra social dimension to the application. For
example one user talked positively of it adding “more friendly rivalry when
watching games”.
5.4 Conducting Hybrid Mass Participation Trials
The primary goal in conducting this study was to examine the different op-
portunities for research that arise when a mass participation trial is run
concurrently with a more traditional local deployment, and to weigh gains
against the additional expense, in time and money, for the researchers in-
volved.
The value of a mixed methods approach to research has been well estab-
lished in fields such as sociology. Denzin notes that “By combining multi-
ple observers, theories, methods and data sources, sociologists can hope to
overcome the intrinsic bias that comes from single methods, single observer,
and single theory studies.” [67]
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This section, drawing from experiences of several app store style deploy-
ments and this hybrid trial, presents a set of practical benefits researchers
can expect from this approach. These are followed by a set of recommenda-
tions for other researchers who wish to run a mass participation ubicomp
trial in a way in which these biases can be overcome.
5.4.1 Practical Considerations for Hybrid Trials
Running a hybrid trial necessarily involves more work on the part of the
researcher than running either a local trial or a global trial on its own.
However some work can be done once and the benefits utilised with both
groups, and some tasks are much easier to complete with one group or the
other. This goes some way to making a hybrid trial economically viable in
research terms.
5.4.2 Commodity Hardware and Release Software in Local Tri-
als
The use of participants’ own devices for a majority of those recruited, com-
bined with the release of the research software via a channel users are fa-
miliar with, greatly reduces the work necessary in managing hardware and
software deployment.
Even locally-recruited participants might be using their own devices, so an
email with the appropriate link or a few minutes with the participant and
an Internet connection are enough to kit out a participant for the trial.
In general, software released in this fashion must also be more polished and
stable than more standard research prototypes [61], which obviously incurs
greater expense in terms of implementation and testing. However, this, in
turn, greatly reduces the amount of technical support necessary during
the trial – producing less down time and more valid results. And where
problems do occur the local participants are available to perform quick and
accessible testing.
5.4.2.1 Numbers with ease; Interviews with ease
With the public distribution to provide validation of the generalisability of
the results, there is less pressure to reach the ‘magic number’ of local par-
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ticipants deemed necessary in the research community at that time.
Moreover this access to local participants greatly reduces the effort required
to glean useful and detailed qualitative data in comparison to using remote
participants.
5.4.2.2 More Interactive Design Cycle
One benefit to be gained from a hybrid trial method is in utilising the ben-
efits to be gained from each group of users as part of the software design
cycle.
As shown in Chapter 4, there is benefit in leveraging the large numbers of
users in a mass participation user trial to identify the tensions within the
system using a mechanism to allow all users to submit suggestions for new
features for the application.
In this trial, this generated a large volume of responses, though each sug-
gestion was only a short piece of text. These ideas could then be presented
to a locally based group of users to discuss in greater depth at an Action
Workshop, allowing those with a stake in the system to explore the subtle
effects these modifications would cause.
Conversely, the redesign process could begin with the Action Workshop.
Developers may wish to evaluate current opinion, present new ideas, or
probe the users for suggestions for desired features in a more interactive
and rich way than through a task system. In beginning with speaking to
local users to hear current thoughts and future directions in which they
would like to see the software develop a richer understanding of how these
changes would affect the system could be achieved before polling the large
body of global users, allowing the descriptions of the options of the poll to
more accurately describe the consequences of each choice.
In this way, the benefits of both groups of users are being exploited – the
opportunity for in-depth discussions, and putting possibilities out to large
number of people for more certainty as to what will be popular decisions.
The concurrent use of the two user groups results in greater benefit than
would have been possible with either group alone. Here the two groups are
used together, but utilise the strengths of each to maximise the benefits
offered by this hybrid methodology.
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Figure 5.4: The number of users predicting each match for the first 2 rounds
of the world cup.
5.4.3 Recommendations for Hybrid Trial Research
Here is discussed not only the observed differences between the results
available from each style of trial, but also the areas in which they are com-
plementary – with one providing detail or contrast to points exposed by the
other.
The different ethical responsibilities researchers have towards participants
in each style of user trial, and the restrictions they present, are also dis-
cussed. This discussion is formed around the following four recommen-
dations, and examples are drawn from the hybrid trial to illustrate these
points.
5.4.3.1 Use the Small to Explain the Large
As identified earlier, a fundamental difficulty in conducting mass participa-
tion trials is the lack of rich qualitative data and consequently the reduced
ability to explain the reasons behind patterns observed in the vast amount
of data being generated.
In running a hybrid trial, the local users also afforded us the ability to ask
questions relating to patterns of use observed in the mass participation
users’ aggregate data – patterns for which the motivations were unclear.
For example, during the early rounds, it was observed that not all users
were predicting the results of every match. The number of users predicting
each match for the first 2 rounds of the world cup is shown in Figure 5.4.
It appeared that a significant number of users were only predicting results
of the first five matches in each round.
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It was speculated that this might be because many players were just trying
out the game without fully committing to predicting every match, or that
they misunderstood the deadline system and did not realise that predictions
for every match in the round had to be submitted before the first match
commenced.
When a local user was observed to have exhibited this same behaviour, he
was questioned about it. He stated that initially he had not been aware that
the match prediction screen (Figure 5.1, right) could be scrolled down.
This solved the mystery; iOS applications hide the scroll bar by default, only
displaying it when a user drags to scroll, so a significant number of users
thought that there were only 5 matches to predict each round.
To fix this problem, a new version of the application was released that dis-
played a popup when a user uploaded predictions, informing them on how
many of the available matches they could still predict.
Following this update, the pattern of the first 5 matches receiving more pre-
dictions was no longer observed. Another unexpected behaviour displayed
by a large number of mass participation users was the use of the application
after the World Cup had ended.
While activity dropped significantly after the event was concluded, it did
not drop to zero as may be expected. The users could no longer make
predictions and there was no new data being added to the application so
the motivation for repeated launches in the weeks after the World Cup was
not obvious.
The question was presented to the local participants during the post-trial
interviews and, while most had stopped using the application, one reported
that the application presented the full results of the World Cup in one place,
in a way easier to access than a web page.
5.4.3.2 Use the Large to Verify the Small
One of most obvious advantages of running a mass participation trial is the
much larger number of users that can be expected, as compared to a more
traditional local deployment, and therefore the increased confidence with
which claims can be made based on consistently observed behaviour.
As an inverse to the previous section, the hybrid mass participation trial
also allowed the use of the global users to verify the generality of behaviour
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observed during detailed analysis of observations and interview transcripts
from local participants.
One behavioural pattern reported by several local users was the use of the
application during the matches to check the predictions of the top players
and compare these to the current state of play on the field.
It had been expected that users would not welcome distractions during the
matches themselves, so the application had been designed to fit around the
matches – users were only allowed to enter predictions up to the start of
the first match in a round, and the scores within the application were not
updated until each match had finished.
In order to verify that this appropriation occurred across the user popu-
lation, graphs showing launches per day were generated which confirmed
that the local users’ behaviour did generalise to the user population at large,
with usage during the periods in which matches were being played more
than double the baseline.
As well as being able to use the body of mass participation users to verify
small-scale findings, the same procedures can also be used to detect where
results from the local group are not observed among the global group.
There is always a risk in running only a standard, local trial that the data
will be skewed by the inclusion of outliers and that their behaviour becomes
erroneously considered as being representative of a large proportion of the
population. A further risk of local trials is the participants’ susceptibility
to ‘experimenter effects’ [225]: subtle conscious or subconscious cues a
researcher might give users that affect performance.
Such an effect is less likely among globally-recruited users, where the users’
contact with researchers is generally far lower. As an example of this in the
trial of the hybrid method, it was found that 8 of 11 local participants used
the head-to-head function of the game.
This represents an uptake of almost 73% – but the percentage of mass
participation users who made use of this feature was 0.8%. Even ignoring
the head-to-head aspects, the number of matches predicted in one-player
mode was also far higher: 71% for local participants compared to 15% for
the mass participation user group.
It is possible that both of these differences are due to experimenter effects:
local users were very aware that their participation was being measured,
they were paid to use the application during the trial and therefore felt
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compelled to put in more effort.
Regardless of the reasons behind the discrepancy, without the mass par-
ticipation element of the hybrid trial, a very different impression of the fea-
tures’ popularity would have been gained and therefore, it could be argued,
informed very misleading results.
5.4.3.3 Maintain an ethical approach through a framework of levels of en-
gagement
Studying the differences between mass participation trials and normal (i.e.
small) scale trials highlights certain ethical concerns, and the methods used
for the trial of the World Cup Predictor application were specifically designed
to address these.
As mentioned previously, an important consideration when conducting this
form of trial is the issue of informed consent.
When conducting traditional trials, evaluators are generally able to interact
directly with participants, thus gaining the opportunity to assure them-
selves that truly informed consent has been obtained with regard to the
trial procedure. As reported in the previous chapter 70% of users of Hungry
Yoshi had not understood that they were part of a trial. If users are un-
willing, or due to extraneous circumstances such as cognitive capacity or
language skill, cannot read presented terms it is infeasible to expect them to
understand the possible consequences of logging or academic publication.
Additional concerns centre on the minimum age requirements for giving in-
formed consent, and the extent to which this can be verified by researchers.
Participants in any form of experiment can deceive evaluators, by intent or
by misunderstanding, but such deception is easier for mass participation
users and is compounded by difficulties in validation of reported facts.
These techniques for gaining consent within mass participation trials follow
the standard practices used within commercial settings.
However, this raises a research question as to methodology: how can the
ethical responsibility of evaluators be satisfied when there are no feasible
ways to make sure that users are of an acceptable age, and capable of giving
informed consent?
Furthermore, standard ethical practice involves a debriefing following a
trial. Conducting such a debriefing is more difficult in a mass participa-
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tion trial. Such trials are frequently without a defined end date. It cannot
be reliably predicted when a user will play for the last time, and given the
primary means of communication is through the application itself, it can be
difficult to have any significant contact with the user after that time.
Given these ethical concerns, the mass participation users were approached
differently to the local users. The mass participation user group was en-
gaged with in a much lighter manner than would have been desirable had
the goal been to utilise them as a resource to the fullest extent possible:
direct interaction was limited to non-compulsory survey questions, as op-
posed to requesting interviews, and aggregate logged data was examined as
opposed to examining in detail the data for any single user exhibiting an
interesting pattern of behaviour.
This was seen as a compromise that protected users whose consent was
not or could not have been ‘informed.’ A single user, even when actively
engaging in the trial by answering survey questions or providing log data on
a specific issue, would not have his/her privacy, or expectations of such,
compromised.
The types of questions asked of remote users were also limited: potentially
invasive or sensitive questions were avoided not only due to the problem of
verification of consent but because it is much harder to converse sensitively
at a distance, i.e. it is harder to read a participant’s reaction to a subject
matter and stop if necessary.
While researchers should be encouraged to continue to explore novel ways
to meet their ethical responsibilities, using the full range of engagement
possibilities with participants in this manner, researchers can feel confident
that they are pursuing an ethically sound research path.
5.4.3.4 Do not rely on the emergence of specific social structures in your
participant base
Certain research questions are predicated upon social use of an application
by users with a certain topology of relationships. If it is important that the
system is used among groups of users with this social structure pre-dating
the use of the application the study should include a local trial, where users
can be selected to match the required social graph.
While a global trial could certainly be interesting in seeing how often or how
rarely such social features are used, the results suggest that social groups
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are not guaranteed to all adopt an application, even when strong incentives
are given for using social features.
As shown, the results from the World Cup Predictor trial indicate that the
ad hoc network functionality was used to a reasonable degree within the
handpicked social group of people who had regular contact with each other:
all of the locally recruited participants who had existing social ties using the
head-to-head feature.
This contrasts with 0.8% of the global user base. As suggested above, exper-
imental bias could be a factor here, with local participants feeling more of a
duty to use the application. However the 3 local users who were not part of
a social group also did not participate in head-to-head play and qualitative
data gathered during the experiment confirms that many users could not
find suitable partners to play with.
More research is needed to verify whether, when in the right social context,
users are more likely to take advantage of the head-to-head mode, yet it
seems that handpicking participants matching a desired social topography
is far more likely to lead to usage of features designed for such a group than
relying on users acquired ‘by chance’ in a global release.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, an iOS application to test the hybrid mass participation trial
methodology of combining the use of a large-scale deployment with a local
trial, was studied with the release of the World Cup Predictor application.
Based on these experiences of the hybrid mass participation method, it can
be seen that it offers a useful means to alleviate the weaknesses of both local
and global trials, as identified in the release of Hungry Yoshi discussed in
chapter 4.
This study has also shown that regular usage of ad hoc networking in the
World Cup Predictor application only took place among those with pre-
existing social ties and regular co-location.
Despite offering generous prizes and designing a scoring mechanism to
encourage peer-to-peer usage, there was very little uptake of this feature
among the global user base.
The serendipitous use of such networking technologies should not be ex-
pected within current applications. This also reiterates the recommenda-
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tion from Chapter 3 that research questions relying upon any pre-existing
social topology among participants should be carried out with a selected
local group.
Although this kind of hybrid methodology may have applicability in other
application areas, it is particularly worth exploring in future ubicomp re-
search. Local context, which is vital to ubicomp yet clearly variable as one
looks worldwide, can be studied with greater assurance as to what can be
generalised, and what is specifically local, thus helping to address a key
design issue for the field.
The benefits for researchers who running a mass participation-style trial
when using the hybrid approach can be summarised as follows:
• Reduce the difficulty of gathering qualitative data while improving its
quality.
• Allow for more solid ethical practice to be maintained.
• Allow for the explanation of patterns emerging from analysis of data
through interviews and local observation.
When compared with conducting trial with only local participants, using
this approach will:
• Allow findings based on consistently observed behaviour to be reported
with great confidence.
• Mitigate problems resulting from including outliers in a small number
of participants.
• Mitigate bias resulting from experimenter effects.
In relation to RQ1 it can be seen from the summary above that the com-
plimentary effects of simultaneous remote and local trials provide benefits
in both directions, and that these benefits are available to researchers with
little additional cost in time or effort.
An important component of the hybrid method is a means for managing the
ethical responsibility of researchers in conducting large-scale trials, pro-
viding a balance between utility and ethical practice: a focus on keeping
interactions with the remote participants lightweight and giving individuals
more privacy than a local trial participant could reasonably expect.
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This begins to answer RQ2, however there are many more questions that
remain to be answered, for example assessing whether information available
to participants after the trial has ended, e.g. on a web site, may serve to
acceptably ‘debrief.’ These and many other aspects of the ethical problems






As has been shown, large scale trials not only offer huge opportunities for
the community, but also world-scale challenges of validity and ethics.
In the previous chapter there was documentation of a first step towards
a more grounded ethical practice in this area, but there is a need for a
more detailed and explicit investigation of the ethical responsibilities of re-
searchers. This chapter offers such an investigation.
Being involved in the organisation of the Ethics, Lies and Videotape work-
shop [51] at ACM CHI 2011 gave an interesting and in depth insight into
the concerns and practices of other researchers in this and adjacent fields –
including the appropriation of user generated content for research analysis
and online ethnographies where the full process is archived and public on
a web forum.
The practices of the researchers who participated in the workshop were
heavily influenced by the institutions for which they worked, with different
levels of ethical review placed upon them, from a complete lack of guid-
ance or oversight to HCI user trials being subjected to the same checks and
balances as clinical trials.
However, even those researchers working in institutions with the lightest
touch of ethical guidelines saw the need for a community-wide discussion
of best practice, citing a concern that if the community did not rise to the
challenge and provide guidelines for researchers they may, as a backlash
to some real or perceived transgression, be imposed from above by a body
with much less understanding of the domain.
At the same time, new concerns are arising among the general public. There
has been a recent backlash against mobile applications’ logging of data ir-
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relevant to the functionality of the application, with applications such as
TaintDroid [78] displaying the information transmitted by other Android ap-
plications. There have also been negative reactions to the Facebook iPhone
application update giving the impression that it was sharing phone num-
bers1, and researchers at the University of Bath covertly tracking the Blue-
tooth devices of thousands of people—and then publicly releasing the soft-
ware so that it has been deployed in more than 1,000 locations worldwide2.
Researchers have a responsibility to the community not to ‘poison the well’
by fuelling such mistrust.
HCI is by no means the only field of research which uses human trials as a
method of evaluating hypotheses and exploring ideas. Notably, the fields of
Psychology and Medicine have well established guidelines compiled and up-
held by professional bodies. While it may be argued that the potential harm
of an ill-run medical trial [108] or revisiting the Stanford Prison Experiment
[23] is much greater than that posed by a piece of mobile or online research,
the increasing value of personal data, the difficulties in anonymisation and
the volume of data available pose a problem.
In 2000, Sweeney showed that 87 percent of all Americans could be uniquely
identified using only three pieces of information: their postal code, birth-
date, and sex. In doing so she was able to take the ‘anonymised’ data
released by the Massachusetts Group Insurance Commission on all their
state employees and, when combined with the ‘anonymised’ voter rolls from
the city of Cambridge, Massachusetts which were purchased for $20, iden-
tify the current state governor’s health records including his diagnoses and
prescriptions [233]. She then sent them to the governor’s office.
This work, and others like it, show that almost all information can be de-
fined as ‘personal’ when combined with enough other, relevant data.
Researchers at AOL and Netflix made large amounts of data available and
despite removing any obvious personally identifiable aspects of the data,
such as IP addresses and user names, others were quickly able to re-
associate large proportions of the data with end users by combining these
data sets with other, publicly available, data.
The New York Times [24] identified, and interviewed, user number 4417749
simply from the information contained within her historical search terms.





able to cross reference the anonymised information with reviews on the
public Internet Movie Database website3 and re-identify that data set [177].
The same researchers were also able to de-anonymise the Twitter accounts
of a third of users who also had a Flickr account, with only a 12% error rate
[178].
Not all re-identification experiments have been carried out on such seem-
ingly inconsequential data. Students at MIT cross-referenced the Chicago
Homicide Database with the Social Security Death Index to re-identify the
victims of homicides, and identify their families [182]. The homicide database
included data that could cause real, identifiable harm to the surviving fam-
ilies of the deceased including flags indicating whether the murder involved
drugs, child abuse, gang violence, or domestic abuse as well as previous
criminal history of the victim.
With the continual advancement of re-identification techniques, what infor-
mation can, and can’t, be said to be anonymous or insignificant continually
changes.
For almost every person on earth, there is at least one fact about
them stored in a computer database that an adversary could use
to blackmail, discriminate against, harass, or steal the identity
of him or her. I mean more than mere embarrassment or incon-
venience; I mean legally cognizable harm. Perhaps it is a fact
about past conduct, health, or family shame. For almost ev-
ery one of us, then, we can assume a hypothetical ‘database of
ruin,’ the one containing this fact but until now splintered across
dozens of databases on computers around the world, and thus
disconnected from our identity. Reidentification has formed the
database of ruin and given access to it to our worst enemies.
(Ohm, P., 2010 [185])
Ohm paints a bleak picture of the state of current data privacy provisions,
and points out that attempts to anonymise data to the point where re-
identification would be impossible would render the data useless: “data
can either be useful or perfectly anonymous but never both.” [185]
Against this backdrop the aggregation of vast stores of usage data by re-
searchers, including such things as participants’ location (via. GPS), the
times they use the software, the people around them (via. Bluetooth) and
3www.imdb.com
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even simply if they have cellular connection or not at a particular time could
all, under certain circumstances and if re-identified, cause ‘legal cognizable
harm’ to participants. The timestamped locations could, for example, lead
to a user being charged with a motoring offence. The use data could identify
that a worker was using a mobile device when prohibited, such as a worker
in a casino or a member of a jury. Having a Bluetooth scan indicating that
one was in the proximity of a known criminal at a certain time may result
in being seen to be guilty by association. Having the mistruth of ‘I couldn’t
get a signal’ exposed could cause embarrassment and distress to both the
participant and the other party.
Researchers in HCI have the same possibility of causing harm, and therefore
the same responsibilities, as any other researchers for whom humans are
the subjects of their investigation.
Researchers are rewarded socially and economically for producing valid and
valued research. These rewards can create apparent conflicts of interest be-
tween the needs of the researchers and the research participants. A careful
balance of the scientific, legal and ethical considerations must be sought.
In this chapter, the current guidelines to researchers in the community for
human trials are examined, compared against other fields which conduct
human trials, and their application in remote trials discussed.
6.1 Current Guidelines for Researchers
Perhaps the best-known guidelines specific to mobile and ubiquitous com-
puting are those in Greenfield’s Everyware book [103]. High-level guidelines
such as ‘do no harm’ and ‘default to harmlessness’ were discussed, and
are still generally applicable, but have yet to be contextualised to suit new
ubicomp research practices. New technologies support not only new re-
search practices that challenge the old, but also new user practices. The
widespread use of web sites such as YouTube and Facebook, and the near-
ubiquity of cameras on phones make some established guidelines, e.g. in
MacKay’s CHI ’95 Ethics, Lies and Videotape paper [157] seem rather quaint.
People are increasingly accustomed to the dissolution of traditional social
barriers of privacy driven by the traditionally poor privacy controls provided
by such online social networking sites [229].
However this shift in user attitude cannot be expected to be consistent
across, or even within, cultures and demographics and the possible harm
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to the reputation of the researcher, or research as a whole, by overestimat-
ing this movement in opinion outweighs the benefits of taking a too relaxed
attitude to the ethical diligence required by researchers.
Both the British Psychological Society (BPS4) [251] and the American Psy-
cological Association (APA5) [215] provide guidelines for researchers con-
ducting human trials, with the BPS providing a supplementary publication
dealing with the specifics of conducting research over the Internet [250].
Increasingly, human research crosses institutional, professional and na-
tional boundaries, bringing further complication into the application of ap-
propriate ethics protocols and review processes.For these reasons, the de-
velopment of detailed and specific regulations on the handling of ethics is-
sues in human research by researchers, with the aim of covering all eventu-
alities, is seen by many ethicists as an ultimately flawed direction of travel.
As soon as one new set of regulations is finalised, a new method or topic of
research is likely to emerge that is not covered. The existence of lengthy,
detailed and prescriptive professional or institutional regulations raises the
risk of researchers following the letter, but not the spirit, of the regulations
and may in consequence lead to research being carried out that is ethically
flawed.
Both the BPS and the APA give principles based guidance to researchers.
6.2 Overview of BPS and APA Guidelines
The BPS gives four guiding principles specifically for researchers using hu-
man subjects. The APA builds its ethical guidance for research directly
from the six general principles given to cover all aspects of their profes-
sional conduct. The titles of these are given in the following table, ordered
to show their similarity. While items in one column do not necessarily map
directly to their counterpart in the other, there is a marked overlap which is
discussed below. The principles in the first row of table 6.1 are described by
the BPS and the APA as dealing with the ‘dignity and worth of all’ [251, 215].
Beyond that they both discuss the fundamental rights that any participant
has to self-determination & autonomy, personal liberty, privacy and confi-
dentiality. Ensuring the autonomy of the participants by making sure that
they understand the consequences of participation, and that it is optional,
4www.bps.org.uk
5www.apa.org
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BPS APA
Respect for the Autonomy and Dignity of Persons. Respect for People’s Rights and Dignity.
Social Responsibility. Social Responsibility.
Maximising Benefit and Minimising Harm. Concern for Others’ Welfare.
Scientific Value Professional and Scientific Responsibility.
Integrity.
Competence.
Table 6.1: The Principles of Ethical Research from the BPS and APA.
is covered in §6.4. As is ensuring that each participant’s liberty is pro-
tected by giving them the right to withdraw from a trial at any time, and the
knowledge and tools to do so.
The challenges of ensuring that the privacy of the research subjects is re-
spected and the confidentiality of data and results are discussed in §6.3.
The second row shows that both the BPS and the APA feel that Social Re-
sponsibility is central in deciding if a course of action is ethical. The re-
searcher must be mindful of, and responsible to, the societies in which they
live and work. The BPS principle in this regard points out that the respon-
sibility of the researcher goes beyond any direct harm that may be caused
and that ‘alert to the possible consequences of unexpected as well as pre-
dicted outcomes of their work’ – such as the dangers of re-identification
highlighted above and covered in §6.3.
The principles of ‘Maximising Benefit and Minimising Harm’ & ‘Concern for
Others’ Welfare’ both deal with the theme of risk. It is the researchers’ re-
sponsibility when ensuring ethical conduct to, as a general rule, not expose
the research subject to any risks greater than they would encounter in their
everyday lives. That should be aware of the real and perceived power dif-
ferences in their relationship with the participants and careful not exploit
their research subjects. In research which poses risks to the participants’
psychological well-being, mental health, personal values, or dignity, these
risks should be assessed to determine their probability and severity, and
measures put in place to minimise the exposure of the participants and
recover should the worst-case scenario be realised.
The principle of Scientific Value put forward by the BPS incorporates many
aspects of the principles of Professional and Scientific Responsibility, In-
tegrity and Competence put forward by the APA. The scientific value of the
research must be clear and appropriate (Professional and Scientific Respon-
sibility), the research must be well designed and conducted in a way that
ensures its quality (Competence) and integrity (Integrity). The APA princi-
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ples add, in regards to research, that the practitioner has a responsibility
to intervene with colleagues to prevent or avoid unethical conduct.
The BPS guidelines for Internet Mediated Research [250] identifies two axes
along which the ethical problems faced when using remote participants;
the identifiability of participants and if they were directly recruited to, and
understand they are part of, the research. The identified problematic ar-
eas regarding this are in ensuring the autonomy of the participants when
they do not read the briefing presented to them, matching the participants’
understanding of how public or private their online activities are, and all
aspects of the ethical responsibilities placed on a researcher that happen
after the participant has completed or withdrawn from the research.
The mediating methods discussed are, in most cases, specific to the re-
search cases that were examined of observation of online forums and other
communication methods and of running online surveys. In this way many of
the recommendations are not directly applicable to the methods of research
discussed here, such as using Javascript to detect a participant closing a
window during a survey and presenting them with a modal debriefing dia-
log, but the problems identified and the perceived severity of their ethical
risk are used to inform the following sections.
6.3 Data Collection & Control
Researchers, by storing any personal data related to their participants, are
already legally bound in many countries by legislation such as the UK’s
1998 Data Protection Act [13] and the EU directive on the Protection of Per-
sonal Information [69] which is soon to be augmented by the EU regulation
on the processing and free movement of personal data [16]. As shown on
Forrester’s Privacy and Data Protection by Country Heatmap6, the majority
of the world’s population is covered by some form of data protection laws
and any researcher must ensure that they comply with the laws where they
live and work, here the ethical obligations as derived from the experience
of releasing multiple applications and knowledge of the available guidelines
are discussed.
As outlined above, any collection of identifiable or re-identifiable data could
cause potential harm and therefore must be stored and transferred se-
curely. While it cannot be expected that each research group, or individual
6heatmap.forrestertools.com
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researcher, be at the forefront of data security and encryption, they have an
ethical duty to keep abreast of the current industry standards in this area.
They must also take steps to mitigate risks that are identified in the plan-
ning and in the course of their research, including the risks resulting from
them not being security professionals, by instigating suitable procedures
with regards to their handling of the data.
All trial data on the participant’s device should be encrypted and deleted
after being successfully transferred back to the researcher or when the par-
ticipant withdraws from the trial, either by deleting the software or with-
drawing consent from within the application. This mitigates the risk of
personal historical data being made available to persons of ill intent via
physical access to the device or rogue processes running on said device.
The externally visible server which receives the uploaded data from the
client software provides a possible point of failure which could affect a large
number, if not all, of the trial participants. Beyond ensuring that the op-
erating system and web-server software is regularly updated, ensuring that
passwords are of an appropriate complexity, and ensuring that access per-
missions are correctly set the responsible researcher should recognise that
the risk of a security breach is still there and minimise the damage it would
cause. One way to do this would be to avoid keeping the database of his-
torical log data on such an externally visible server – by regularly moving
the incoming user data to another, fully fire-walled or offline machine the
potential amount of data compromised by a breach is greatly reduced.
Sharing raw or anonymised data between researchers and institutions is
standard practice in many fields – ensuring that results are reproducible
and that the greatest amount of knowledge can be extracted from the effort
expended in gathering such corpora. Yet as outlined at the beginning of this
chapter successful anonymity of data is increasingly difficult to obtain.
The recently passed EU directive on the movement of personal data [16]
introduces a principle that could result in more ethical practice when data
is shared between researchers. Here an entire chapter is devoted to the
‘Rights of the Data Subject’ obliging data controllers, those collecting and
processing the data, to provide transparent, easily accessible and under-
standable information on what has been collected and that they provide
procedures and defined deadlines for requests for access, and deletion, of
personal data. Of interest with regards to the sharing of data between re-
searchers is the chapter that deals with the transfer, or onward transfer, of
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data outside of the EU or to an international company. It states that the
collector of the data is responsible for ensuring that it is not transferred
to another party with less stringent security protocols – adapting this as a
guideline for researchers would mean that the risk of data exposure through
a security breach should be at least as low in the second institution as in
the first, and that the original researcher is responsible for ensuring that
this is the case before transferring the data.
Before any data is transferred out-with the control of the data collector,
it should be subjected to a Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing technique,
a survey of the state of the art of such methods can be read in [91], which
transforms the data by replacing any explicit or quasi-identifiers in the orig-
inal with new identifiers that hide some detailed information so that several
records become indistinguishable in this respect. This is, necessarily, re-
ducing the fidelity of the data transferred so the researcher must take into
account their trust in both the integrity and the security practices of the
receiving researcher when deciding to what extent to employ these tech-
niques. They should also discuss with the researcher requesting data its
expected use and remove fields which are not directly relevant.
If users declare they no longer wish to be part of the study, standard prac-
tice dictates that researchers would delete all data collected on them. How-
ever, information that has been used within an application or community,
configurations or forum posts, or information that has been combined into
the products of other users, such as mash-ups or derived configurations
raise significant problems. Beyond the purely practical challenges in delet-
ing this data, the seemed ethical commitment to purge all data from one
participant could be seen to cause harm to another.
A related dilemma relates to trial data that may well be copied, commented
on and published by participants, without researchers’ knowledge, e.g. on
YouTube, on their own blogs, and on Facebook. The level of responsibility
researchers have for such self-published information, and the validity of
collecting it for analysis must be examined.
In both these cases, the ethical principles involved are those concerned with
the participants’ expectations of privacy and risk. Where the trial and the
application have been correctly designed, there should be little ambiguity
as to what, and with whom, the participant is explicitly sharing content.
Where it can be reasonably expected that the sharing would be subject to
few limits, uploading a video to YouTube or sharing a configuration in an
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in-app repository for example, then the researcher should not feel under
obligation to take action that would harm derivative content if a request
for withdrawal is received and can use such postings in their research.
Where the participant has an expectation of privacy within the space that
the content is shared, be that a Facebook post assumed to be limited to
friends or a post in an online forum expected to be read by community
members only, then the researcher must respect that expectation and work
within its limits.
All this assumes that the participant has been informed, and understood,
that their data is being collected for analysis. The problems with ensuring
this are covered in the next section.
6.4 Informed Consent & Terms and Conditions
An important part of maintaining ethical standards in the running of a hu-
man trial is the nature of the agreement, the mutual understanding that
researchers are able to make between them and the users of a downloaded
application or online service. The standard procedure of presenting a brief-
ing page of terms and conditions (T&Cs), and asking for confirmation of
understanding and acceptance before allowing use, has been seen to fail to
produce truly informed consent. The percentage of people who read T&C
pages on installation of desktop software was reported by FAST as being
only 28%. Only 30% of respondents to a survey in Hungry Yoshi indicated
that they had understood it was a university trial; of those interviewed di-
rectly none had read the T&Cs and the log data shows that of the 75,818
people who agreed to the T&Cs only 1,645 opened the full document, and of
them not one spent longer than 60 seconds reading the 842 word document.
Determining that a participant has the legal capacity to enter into the con-
tract set out by the researcher, at least in the UK, means determining that
they are “An adult of sound mind” [144] and although entering into con-
tracts with minors, those with mental health problems or the intoxicated
is not illegal in itself there are important distinctions between such con-
tracts and those entered into in the traditional manner. A contract made
with a minor is, barring a few special circumstances, binding only to the
adult or corporation – the minor may not face sanctions for failing to up-
hold their responsibilities according to the contract. For those with court
recognised mental incapacity resulting in the state taking control of their
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assets, all contracts are deemed ineffective. In the case of any lesser men-
tal incapacity, such as intoxication or a cognitive disability less severe than
those requiring state intervention, then the contract is binding unless they
can establish that they didn’t understand what they were entering into and
that the other party knew this to be the case. While this gives some com-
fort to researchers about the legality of the T&Cs of their applications while
their participants are in the UK, or in the European Union provided that the
contract states that any disputes would be adjudicated by a UK court [11],
when extended to an international distribution this becomes more complex.
Not only is the question of the legality of the contract raised, but also the
question of whether the state in which the participant resides feels that
it has jurisdiction over those releasing the software. In the USA there is
the notion that the software developer must ‘purposefully avail’ the indi-
vidual state in which the plaintiff resides [249], meaning that the software
or website must actively interact with people in that state, precluding the
prosecution of a website owner simply presenting information but opening
the door to prosecute an e-commerce site shipping to that state for example,
or target that state by providing a toll-free number accessible by residents.
Australian courts, however, have taken action against foreign companies for
providing passive sites accessible from Australia [248].
Given this complex, and rapidly evolving, topology of laws, regulations and
precedents, simply following the lead of online businesses by providing opt-
in contracts with end users that state the jurisdiction in which it is to
be considered may not be enough to ensure that the researcher is acting
legally, and it is certainly not enough to ensure that any research is being
carried out in an ethical manner.
6.4.1 Capacity
Simply determining that a participant meets the age requirements of a given
jurisdiction or, for a given university ethics board, when they are physically
present, is by no means foolproof – a participant may make a false state-
ment regarding his or her age for a variety of reasons, the most obvious
of these being the reward offered for participation by the researcher – but
replacing the researchers’ judgements on physical appearance, personality
and validity of identification with the typical online solutions of ‘confirm
your age’ check boxes, requesting the user to enter a date of birth or pro-
viding the details of a valid credit card leads to a marked degradation in the
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confidence that can be put in the understanding that any given participant
in a remote trial is of age, and of what the age of majority is where the
participant resides.
Determining the capacity of a prospective participant in mental health terms
is even more difficult in a remote setting.
Researchers must then take care not to intentionally or unintentionally tar-
get vulnerable groups when advertising their trial. The recruitment of par-
ticipants for remote mobile trials can take many forms, from physical fliers
to demographically targeted online advertisements, but the most basic form
is the icon, description, keywords and chosen categories used in the online
repository. Where the store allows, the researcher should restrict the ap-
plication to those over the age their institution has deemed acceptable for
participation and, if the trial would not be adversely affected, it would be
advisable to raise this limit to an internationally recognised age of majority
such as 16, 18 or 21.
In combination with the age restrictions, which cannot be expected to be
100% effective, researchers should study the icon sets and the language
used in other entries in the store which they have reason to believe to be
more popular with an older audience and model their submissions upon
them so as to not unintentionally target children.
6.4.2 Understanding
In the context of a traditional trial, researchers can determine the partici-
pant’s level of understanding and dynamically adjust the amount of infor-
mation they present verbally to ensure that the most important points are
clearly understood. If they are unable to bring the participant to a suitable
level of understanding of the consequences of participating in the trial, they
have a number of options available to them, from letting the participant
complete the trial but deleting the data to halting the process altogether
and finding an alternative subject.
Briefings at a distance over the Internet remove this interpersonal commu-
nication, the subtle clues and queues giving the researcher extra informa-
tion on the participants level of understanding and the chance to reiterate
and reword as needed, exacerbating a problem that does exist in traditional
trials: that it may be impossible to verify any given user understands the
T&Cs of participation to a sufficient extent to give informed consent. If a
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user can not be seen to be giving informed consent the extent to which the
researcher can ethically collect data and publish the results of its analysis
must be examined.
After any human trial, the debriefing stage is needed to ensure that the
understanding negotiated before the trial stands up to the reality of par-
ticipation. This debriefing stage is critical in ensuring ethical practice. It
allows the participants the opportunity to ask for clarification on aspects of
the trial or data collected they were unable to fully grasp before participa-
tion and it allows the researcher to gauge the effect that participation has,
and spot any areas in the pre-trial briefing that needs to be clarified. With-
out an effective debriefing stage, it is also effectively impossible to ethically
perform a human trial involving deception of the participants. While any
human trial with remote participants causes problems with debriefing, this
is even more difficult when the communications with the participant are
primarily through an application under study.
The suggested solution in the BPS’s guidelines for internet mediated re-
search is applicable only to browser based studies, namely of using browser
scripting to detect the user navigating from the survey page before the de-
brief has occurred and presenting it in a modal dialog. However, detecting
the end of participation beyond this is an incredibly difficult task. On the
four most popular smartphone operating systems, iOS, Android, Blackberry
and WindowsPhone, the developer is not given the opportunity to interact
with the user when an application is removed from the device in the same
way they would on the desktop by providing a custom uninstall program.
They may have effectively ceased participation long before they choose to
remove the application from the device, and after the analysis or publica-
tion of results based on their data has occurred, rendering any debriefing
in such an uninstall program ineffective.
Without an effective way to perform a credible debrief of the participants
even more weight must be put on the initial T&C briefing, as this must
engender full understanding of the trial process, or an alternative method
must be pursued.
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6.4.3 Proportional Engagement
The principle of proportionality should apply, such that the pro-
cedures for consent are proportional to the nature of participation
and the risks involved. (BPS Ethical Guidelines [251, p. 15])
This principle of proportionality, combined with the the researcher’s under-
standing of their participant group’s expectation of data privacy in the area
of study, allows a gradient of interaction to be drawn.
At the highest level, the researcher should limit their data gathering ac-
tivities to that which the user could reasonably expect the developer of an
application to collect: Anonymous use data and items publicly shared from
within the application. For each additional piece of information requested
from the participant, such as demographics or location data, a separate
request for access should be presented to the user.
These should not take the form of lengthy T&Cs documents, as the purpose
of these it not to ensure legal indemnity but to ensure the understanding of
the participant. Such requests should be short, covering only what will be
collected at this stage, e.g. GPS location, and include how it will be used,
e.g. to show use differences between rural and urban areas. They should
provide a link to further information, to the full details of the trial that
should be available within the application, and indicate that this includes
information on how to have their data removed.
Beyond the initial request for access, researchers should also show a sum-
mary of the information they have collected on an individual participant af-
ter they have provided a useful amount of data. When this should be shown
is determined by the application or service being scrutinised and the use av-
erage across the participating users. When this point has been reached it
can be seen that this participant’s understanding should be checked, the
summary should take a form relevant to the research being conducted.
Continuing the previous example, it could state the number of different lo-
cations of use logged, and the proportion of them rural versus urban. In
cases where the research question is not as defined the researcher could
show a clustered map of recorded locations or, using reverse geo-coding,
a list of the most frequented street addresses. In all cases, the summary
should be meaningful to the participant, precluding showing them a list of
GPS coordinates, and they should be again given the option to withdraw.
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Such a procedure can be seen to take on the role of the debrief in a tradi-
tional human trial, giving them a greater understanding of what data has
been collected contextualised by their participation and allowing them to
withdraw.
In keeping with the principle of rewarding research participants for their
cooperation, researchers can restrict some functionality to those who have
agreed to participate, restricting location based services to those willing to
share their location or restricting social networking functionality to those
willing to share demographic information for example.
If this approach is taken then the socio-cultural pressure applied should
be monitored and, in the event that the pressure of a peer group using
a service or application is suspected of impacting a participant’s agency,
access should be made available without collecting and analysing the data.
6.5 Applied Ethical Framework
In order to provide a concrete example of the application of these ethical
principles with regards to the systems presented in this thesis, each one
will be examined and, with the benefit hindsight, the application of these
ethical principles described.
Common to all the applications described in this thesis is the lack of an
effective method for an individual user to review the data that has been
collected on them and opt out of future logging, pause logging for a certain
period of time or delete their data from within the application. In hindsight
this is an important component of any system that logs user data, and
as such should be part of the SGLog framework or any equivalent logging
system for research.
Another question raised for all but one of the applications discussed regards
the applications being seen as an encouragement to jailbreak devices. As
discussed in Chapter 3 taking into account the consequences and methods
of jailbreaking a device, the relatively simple procedure to restore the de-
vice to its default state, and the options available to alleviate this perceived
problem it is unnecessary to take action in this regard.
For Zoo Escape and Packer discussed in Chapter 3 the purpose of these
releases was to gather aggregate demographic and location data. No indi-
vidual was examined in detail and the location data was used at a country-
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by-country fidelity. The demographic information was voluntarily submit-
ted and access to location data for any application must be approved by the
user at the OS level the first time it is requested. The information collected
was apparent to the users in question and analysed in aggregate to preserve
the privacy of individuals. Beyond the identified need for a method to allow
users to review the data collected about them, the location data should have
been reported back to the server at the fidelity that was needed. Instead, to
ease implementation, the service that translates a single GPS coordinate to
its corresponding country runs on the game server. This exposes the users
to the unnecessary risk of this detailed location data, stored with reference
to the users’ unique device identifiers, being intercepted or stolen.
The release of Hungry Yoshi described in Chapter 4 in comparison to the
release of Zoo Escape and Packer raised many more ethical questions. First
is the nature of the game itself, as opposed to a memory game designed for
quick play Hungry Yoshi aggregated the points achieved each session. This
‘grinding’ style of gameplay, where time spent interacting with the game very
closely reflects the rewards the player receives, raises the risk that a user
will fixate upon the application and play more than is healthy [142]. While
games such as World of Warcraft remind users to take regular breaks as
a result of identifying this risk, the relatively few rewards offered in Hun-
gry Yoshi – points and a score table – combined with the enforced mobility
aspect – a single location will gradually become saturated forcing the user
to find new access points – means that while the risk is moderately sever
to the individual involved, the probability of a user becoming fixated upon
such a simple game is very low.
During early release of Hungry Yoshi there was one user who seemed to be
playing the game much more than was healthy, with game sessions at all
hours of the day. Even on reflection the probability of this happening was so
low that building automatic safeguards into the system, such as counting
the number of minutes played per day and warning a user if they exceeded
a certain limit, would have been unnecessary.
The game board of Hungry Yoshi was built from examining the security
settings of the wifi access points the device was able to detect. The more
balanced a location, the easier it is to play in that location. This gives rise to
the risk of users disabling the security on access points they control in order
to gain points more easily. While the fact that each digital location mapped
to a wifi access point was not explicit within the game, it was explained in
the help and terms and conditions screens. The risk to a user of changing
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their home or office wireless access point to have no security is relatively
high. While it could be argued that the game could encourage users to
add security to their network for the same reasons, reducing their level of
risk, the number of secured access points seen was 1,253,734 compared to
307,081 open access points. One user reported changing his network secu-
rity from being password based to being based upon checking the network
address of the device connecting – effectively fooling the game into seeing
the access point as one without security – less technically proficient users
may be tempted to simply turn off security.
On reflection this is a foreseeable and relatively severe risk to the user,
with a probability which rises as the user becomes more engaged with the
application. Recording the initial state of an access point and not reflecting
changes to security settings in the game would be one solution, another
would be to allow a user confirm their ownership of a access points and
give them the option within the game to change how their access points are
reflected on the game board without changing their security settings. In
adding this functionality users could be actively encouraged to add security
to their access points, lowering their overall level of risk.
With regards to the levels of engagement with the trial there can be seen to
have been three levels that users could have moved through. The first being
used for aggregate data, the second being those responding to tasks and
the last those who became interview subjects. For those who engaged in the
task mechanism and provided textual data to be analysed there was an ex-
tra level of information about the trial provided – namely a task which asked
the user if they were aware that in using the application he or she was part
of a university user trial. In hindsight this task should have been the only
one available to any user until they had completed it, and it should have
provided more information on how and where any responses they provided
would be used. As each task was analysed, a summary of this analysis
should have been made available to users in place of that task, possibly giv-
ing them the option to withdraw their information on a case-by-case basis
and giving them a greater understanding of how the data would be used.
In selecting users to be interviewed interesting users were identified, their
their data examined closely to determine if they were a valid interview sub-
ject, then the user was asked if they would be willing to take part in the
interview process. In hindsight the more ethical course of action would be
to poll the whole user base to determine those who would be willing, in
principle, to take part in an interview and only examine the data of these
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users in any detail.
The release of the World Cup Predictor application described in Chapter 5
raised far fewer ethical questions than Hungry Yoshi. All the data from
the participants recruited via the app store was intended to be used in an
aggregate manner, reducing the risks associated with storing large volumes
of identifiable data and the privacy concerns when looking at a user in
detail.
The time limited nature of the application and the limited number of inter-
actions possible per round meant that the risk of a user fixating upon the
game, identified as a possible risk in Hungry Yoshi, was negligible in this
case.
In hand picking a social group of local participants to encourage the P2P
aspect of the game, and further encouraging it for all players with bonus
points, the local participant group were given a better chance at winning at
winning the cash prizes. During the trial none of the local players scored
well enough to win a prize, however in order not to miss represent the
chance that a participant recruited via the app store as to win the prizes
the local participants should not have been competing for the same prizes
as those in the global group.
In conclusion, there would have been a number of changes to the systems
presented in this thesis had the applications been developed and the trials
been run after the compilation of the ethical guidelines presented in this
chapter. Most fundamental would be the inclusion of tools allowing users
to review the data collected about them within the logging framework, po-
tentially changing their attitude towards the application and causing them
to revoke access to data or stop using the application all together. The
greatest risk posed to users was from the possible encouragement to dis-
able wifi security, however the solution to this problem could increase users’
engagement with the game as the ability to ‘own’ a Yoshi or Plantation was
a feature requested by users.
6.6 Conclusion
The time is ripe for reconsideration of established research norms and prac-
tices, and researchers’ understanding of public practices and sensitivities,
so as to strike a new balance between invasiveness and utility. There are
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many ethical challenges being faced by researchers in many fields involv-
ing human trials as a result of the fast pace of technological advancement
and incorporation into our everyday lives. With these challenges comes a
number of exciting opportunities to use these new technologies to inform
not only the design of the novel, but the understanding of the mundane.
Understanding how we researchers can use this technology in ways which
allow us to answer new and old questions with new levels of validity without
harming the moral integrity of the community can help inform, direct and
reassure research for years to come.
New guidelines must be found to discharge our ethical responsibilities as
researchers in this regard. The variation in ethical clearance procedures
is also noteworthy; for example, in various European countries/institutes
there are no formal approvals for HCI research studies, while other coun-
tries often have quite strong constraints and official procedures to follow
for any trial with participants. A comprehensive survey of these differing
guidelines across the HCI community would give those defining a commu-
nity wide set of guidelines an understanding of the change in practice they
could cause.
The discussion of the issues of informing participants and the control of
collected data directly answer the first part of RQ2, identifying the ethical
issues that arise in the mass participation approach. The following sum-
mary of the ethical guidelines discussed above provides an answer to the
second part of the research question posed in §1.1.
Use Proportional Engagement
While a T&Cs screen may be legally necessary, they are ineffective eth-
ically. Use bite-sized, contextualised snippets to increase the chance
of comprehension.
Gradually increase the amount of data collected on each participant
and provide an inline briefing after sustained engagement.
Take Responsibility in Collection
• Don’t store excess data on the user device.
• Don’t store or transfer unencrypted user data.
• Don’t archive data for analysis on a web server.
Take Responsibility in Data Sharing
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• Ensure that any research group or institution receiving data you
have collected has security measures at least as good as your own.
• Discuss research collaborators’ needs before transfer. Don’t in-
clude unnecessary fields and anonymise as much as is appropri-
ate for the proposed research.
The discussion of the ethical responsibilities of researchers conducting hu-
man trials with remote participants should continue and involve research
practitioners from across HCI and beyond. However, if each of these guide-
lines is considered by researchers working in this area in the planning
stages of a trial then the guidelines could provide a valuable stop-gap solu-
tion while a community sourced code of practice is under discussion. With
a baseline to start from the overall confidence in the ethical practice of the





The rapid adoption of mobile technology has brought with it transforma-
tions in social and cultural practice; the expectations of what computers
are, what they can do, and the role of digital objects in everyday life have
evolved considerably [72], leading many researchers in ubiquitous comput-
ing to voice the opinion that the mobile phone should be the primary plat-
form for deploying new information services [217, 190].
Using the new App Store style software distribution methods to reduce the
cost, in terms of hardware, of recruiting a large group of participants for a
trial ‘in the wild’ while increasing the potential diversity of users is becoming
an attractive option for researchers pursuing this vision.
This thesis examines the procedures for running large scale trials in such
a way as to keep the qualitative detail necessary to inform design while
gaining the diversity of users for claims of generalisability. More generally,
it discusses the results that can be expected from this ‘mass participation’
approach, and the ethical responsibilities they place upon researchers.
In order to do this, the releases of three different systems with a total user
base of over 135,000 users were described, the related literature examined
and the result of submissions to and discussions at the ACM CHI 2011
workshop the ethics of large scale trials, co-organised by the author, fed
into an analysis of ethical considerations.
A summary of the thesis is given in the next section, followed by a reiter-
ation of the research questions and a summary of the contributions made.
This chapter ends with a summary of possible future work that would com-
plement the results already presented.
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7.1 Thesis Summary
In Chapter 2, the trend of user trials in HCI spreading into more and more
real-world situations of use, for the length of such trials to continue to
increase and for the understood acceptable techniques for the evaluation of
the effects of mobile technology on the everyday lives of end users to expand
to include large scale, mass participation user trials was examined.
The chapter continued by discussing the suitability of using games as a
vehicle for research, pointing out the increased engagement and the in-
built reward systems available to influence participant behaviour but also
the dangers of higher expectations of ‘fun’ and quality than developers of
research applications may be used to providing.
The focus was then turned towards the methodological challenges of con-
ducting research in this way. Starting with the history of ethnography and
its move into HCI, the practicality of using an ethnographic approach in
this setting was discussed as was the use of ethnomethodology and activity
theory to guide the analysis of the ethnographic data collected.
Chapter 2 ended by pointing out the complementary nature of such method-
ologies and large scale user trials, noting the potential benefits of finding
some form of synthesis or combination of these approaches.
Chapter 3 compared the different software distribution methods available
for Apple iOS devices. After an initial investigation of their characteristics,
strengths and weaknesses, a single application was deployed as a compar-
ative example. The resulting analysis of this deployment and the details of
each of the distribution methods allowed the formulation of guidelines to
help researchers choose which approach best suited their planned deploy-
ment.
These guidelines were then applied and refined in the course of the world-
wide trial of Hungry Yoshi, as described in Chapter 4. Here, the aim was to
push the upper limit on the number of participants as far as possible while
still combining quantitative and qualitative approaches in ways that use-
fully and efficiently fed into the redesign process. Comprehensive system
logging, a means of interacting with users that was integrated with the user
experience of Yoshi, and interaction via Facebook were some of the methods
used.
The use of quantitative and qualitative assessments to assess the activity
and engagement of the user-base, and using this to perform targeted in-
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teraction with participants, how that interaction took place on a variety of
scales, and how feedback mechanisms were embedded within the system
and their use encouraged was described.
Chapter 5 addressed some of the limitations of the nascent mass partici-
pation approach outlined in Chapter 4. It was shown that a hybrid trial
methodology combining a large-scale deployment with a local trial can be a
powerful tool in addressing shortcomings of trials that are either solely local
or solely global.
The deployment of an iOS application to test this new hybrid mass partici-
pation methodology was carried out, involving a large-scale global trial with
a simultaneous small-scale local one.
An important component of the hybrid method is a means for managing the
ethical responsibility of researchers in conducting large-scale trials, pro-
viding a balance between utility and ethical practice: a focus on keeping
interactions with the remote participants lightweight and giving individuals
more privacy than a local trial participant could reasonably expect.
The ethical challenges presented by this new hybrid approach, and related
approaches, were discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Such reconsideration of
established research norms and practices is needed in order to strike a new
balance between invasiveness and utility.
The guidelines given in Chapter 6 aim to form a basis for discussion of the
ethical responsibilities of researchers conducting mass participation trials,
and if each of these guidelines are at the very least discussed and consid-
ered by researchers working in this area when planning a trial the overall
confidence in the ethical practice of the community should be seen to in-
crease.
7.2 Contributions
This thesis outlines a methodology for large scale trials that allows the re-
search to keep the qualitative detail necessary to inform design while gain-
ing the diversity of users for claims of generalisability while discharging
their ethical responsibilities to their participants.
This was framed by two research questions, introduced at the outset of the
thesis:
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RQ1: Can qualitative and quantitative data be effectively collected,
analysed and fed back into the redesign process from a large scale
user trial?
RQ2: What ethical issues arise in the approach to answer RQ1, and
what ethical guidelines should such research follow?
The approach described in Chapter 4 is a partial answer to RQ1. It showed
that, in large-scale trials, relatively rich qualitative data could be collected
along with substantial quantitative data. The cost of collecting and analysing
all of that data was excessive, however, and there remained concerns as to
the generalisability and accuracy of resultant findings.
A refined answer to RQ1 was therefore developed, in the form of the hybrid
approach described in Chapter 5.
The hybrid mass participation method gives researchers access to subjects
for interviews and observational studies, it provides a cohort of users with
close ties to the researchers for participatory design techniques and allows
for more ethical practice by moving detailed analysis of use from remote
participants to locals — with whom informed consent can be obtained and
verified.
Limitations of the new approach were discussed in §5.4.3, and further re-
search is needed to refine and deepen this approach, but nevertheless we
proposed that the approach offers a practical and efficient answer to RQ1.
In order for such approaches to be not only practical and efficient, but
acceptable, ethical concerns have to be addressed. This issue was framed
as RQ2, and we propose that the discussion of Chapter 6 — summarised in
the guidelines of §6.6 — form an answer to RQ2. Again, we emphasise that
these contributions should be seen as a starting point and, while following
these guidelines would result in more ethical practice in the majority of
cases, a wider consultation of the community must be entered into before
any such set of guidelines could be proposed as universal.
7.3 Future Work
In taking forward the work presented in this thesis, there are at least three
areas in which research could be carried out. These centre around the
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problems of recruitment & engagement, data collection, and ethical respon-
sibilities.
The challenges of recruiting users and keeping them engaged long enough,
and engaged to a sufficient extent to be useful participants in research have
been felt by almost all researchers in this area. There are two directions, by
no means mutually exclusive, that could reap benefits in this regard.
The first is the use of advertising to recruit users. The effects of different
methods of advertising on the rate of recruitment and the retention of those
users would give important information to those planning any large scale
or mass participation trial. While there is a large body of research on the
effectiveness of internet advertising [21], the questions that need to be asked
of advertising here go beyond how to get a certain demographic to click
a banner. For example, would adverts that highlight the trial aspect of
participation recruit as well as those that didn’t, and what would be the
effect on engagement with the application and the trial process?
Another method which could help in the recruitment and retention of users
would be the fostering of a community of users willing to give their time
for research, much in the same way that online communities have formed
around the citizen science projects like GalaxyZoo [136], where users find
and classify celestial objects, FoldIt [77], where users play a game to fold
proteins, and Cerberus [239], an online game in which users survey the
surface of Mars. By harnessing a large community, such as the one that
Ocarina [245] encouraged, to engage in a number of mobile experiments, in
the manner of Henze et al. with Tap-It [118] researchers could find quicker
uptake of their applications within this user community and a more en-
gaged and informed participant base. Increasing the engagement of the
participant has been shown to produce better results in online research
[218].
In order to explore this, a deliberate effort to build a community of partic-
ipants by the researchers involved, by no means a trivial task, would have
to be undertaken. The challenges of creating and maintaining an online
community have been discussed in detail [39], yet despite these challenges
they have been successfully nurtured for online learning [232], showing that
the creation of a community for large scale and mass participation mobile
research is within the reach of researchers.
The challenge of data collection is connected with the stated advantage of
large scale trials of gaining examples of use in a wide range of contexts. The
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methods for collecting qualitative data from users shown in Chapters 4 and
5 were primarily passive with respect to the researcher. In Hungry Yoshi
there was the option to increase the rewards for completion of a particular
task, but tasks could not be targeted by context.
Experience sampling work, in which a questionnaire appears on-screen
when the mobile device detects that it is in a context of interest [90], could
complement the collection of contextualised qualitative data. Incorporating
this into applications released using the hybrid mass participation method-
ology, as a method to explore in more detail the generalisability of findings
from local participants in contextual aware software would be an interesting
next step.
Exploring the ethical responsibilities of researchers in large-scale and mass
participation trials by consultation with researchers in this, and adjacent
fields has already been shown to be worthy of further work.
More detailed examination of what is acceptable to participants in such
trials is also an area in which work is needed. The acceptability of inter-
ruptions [48], as well as the extensive investigation of people’s ‘privacy pref-
erences’ in regards to sensor-based technologies [26] have been explored.
However, as discussed by Barkhuus [26], the notion of privacy is contex-
tually grounded — explicitly exploring what participants in a mass partici-
pation user study would find acceptable in relation to how much they were
made to understand the trial process would allow researchers to balance the
interaction they have with participants and avoid alienating large numbers
of users by seeming to take advantage of their position as developers.
An area of future work which is now being actively pursued within the re-
search group is how to refine the hybrid mass participation approach for
iterative design. This methodology is being refined as an integral part of the
project A Population Approach to Ubicomp System Design1 [49].
The approach centres on an analogy with the biological understanding of a
population; where each member of the population has a strong resemblance
to the others, but also has small differences that make it unique. These
differences allow the gradual evolution, and divergence, of species through
natural selection.
In the population approach to software, each instance of a program sup-
ports end-user adaptation via component-based approaches. This affords
variation within the ‘population’ of instances, driven by users’ individual
1EPSRC Programme Grant EP/J007617/1, Dec 2011 – Nov 2016, £4M
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choices and social interaction. A key aspect of the approach is offering
users appropriate models of patterns of variation and dynamism within the
population, so as to support awareness as well as further adaptation.
It is intended that the mass participation method presented in this thesis
will be used, and extended, in this new project so as to provide insight into
experimental deployments based on the population approach. For example,
the project will carry out traditional user trials involving locally recruited
groups of participants, paid to use applications and tools in controlled con-
texts and ways. It will also make selected (and suitably anonymised) ex-
perimental findings available to the wider community of users, and canvass
them for opinions on recent findings as well as potential experiments — the
latter being useful in itself but also provoking users’ reflection on system
design and use. Similar canvassing and reflection will be done for pro-
gramming work. Overall, the project will bring ‘lead users’ more into the
design process than in prior work, exploring new interactions such as keep-
ing them in close touch with our analyses and plans for local experiments.
This example is intended to show that the hybrid mass participation ap-
proach affords new avenues of research into tools and design processes,
and corresponding new work on good ethical practice. It is hoped that this
thesis will have an indirect contribution, beyond those listed in the previous
section, in helping others develop further and better ways to run large scale
trials in such a way as to keep the qualitative detail necessary to inform
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